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ABSTRACT
This preliminary planning study undertakes to

develop a detailed picture of what the National Institute of
Education might become. It addresses five major categories of
questions concerning the proposed Institute: (1) its objectives, (2)

program, (3) organization, (4) relationship with the educational
system, and (5) initial activities. This report attempts to provide a
coherent, reasonably detailed set of answers to these categories of
questions. It conveys a picture of the NIE derived from discussions
and meetings with a wide range of individuals from government,
education, and the research and development commu,,ity, and from
examination of prior studies of the organization R&D institutions.
The purpose of this report is to present a sufficiently detailed
picture of initial activities of NIE to be helpful to those concerned
with the Institute's creation. Planning for the NIE is and must be a
continuing process. This plan which is truly preliminary should be
viewed by the reader as part of a continuing evolution. A
bibliography listing the major published sources consulted during
this study :is included. (ON)
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PREFACE

This report presents the findings of a preliminary planning study

for the proposed National Institute of Education. It conveys a picture

of the NIE derived from discussions and meetings with a wide range of

individuals from government, education, and the research and development

(R&D) community, and from examination of prior studies of the organiza-

tion of R&D institutions. The report has benefited considerably from

the suggestions and comments of the many individuals from government,

education, and R&D who examined it in draft form. The purpose of this

report is to present a sufficiently detailed picture of the possible

objectives, program, organization, network of relationships, and initial

activities of the NIE to permit careful review by those concerned with

the Institute's creation.

Planning for the NIE is and must be a continuing process. Its first

stage produced the concept described in President Nixon's Message on Edu-

cation Reform of March 3, 1970, and the NIE Bill introduced in the Con-

gress at that time. This study was the second stage. Subsequent stages

will occur during the Congressional hearings on the NIE Bill and after

the Institute's formation and will continue as long as it retains the

capacity to renew itself as circumstances change. This plan, then, is

truly preliminary; it should be viewed as part of a continuing evolution.

Among the subjects that must be addressed during the next stage in

planning are details of staff, budget, and program for the NIE. For an

enterprise with so large a prospective scope as educational R&D and so

small a current effort, budget and staff depend not so much on the iden-

tifiable need as on the practical availability of personnel and financial

resources. Determination of that availability depends, in turn, on a

careful effort to develop a program for the NIE that identifies what can

be done and how much it might cost. Thus, a central focus of the next

stage in planning must be an extensive effort to develop such an Agenda

for Educational Research and Development.

Please read this report carefully and consider the National Institute

of Education it portrays. What has been left out? What has been included

that should not be? How might the proposed Institute be improved?



SUMMARY

In his Message on Education Reform, 3 March 1970, President Nixon

proposed creation of a National Institute of Education to serve as "a

focus for educational research and experimentation in the United States.

At the same time, bills were introduced in the Congress to e thorize an

NIE with the following characteristics:

Purpose. To coAduct and support educational R&D, disseminate its

findings, train educational R&D personnel, and promote coordina-

tion of educational R&D within the Federal government.

Location. A separate agency, equivalent to the Office of Education

in status, within the Department of HEW.

Director. Appointed by the President, with Senate confirmation, to

an Executive Level V position (equivalent to Commissioner of

Education at present).

Advisory Council. A 15-member National Advisory Council on Educa-

tional R&D would advise on matters of general policy and review

the state of educational R&D.

Personnel. Professional personnel could be appointed without re-

gard to the Civil Service System as deemed necessary by the

Secretary of HEW.

Funds. Funds appropriated would remain available until expended.

The pending legislation leaves unanswered a wide range of questions

concerning the NIE. This planning study was undertaken to develop a

more detailed picture of what the NIE might become. Five major cate-

gories of questions concerning the proposed Institute were addressed:

its objectives, program, organization, relationship with the educational

system, and initial activities. This report attempts to provide a co-

herent, reasonably detailed set of answers to those categories of ques-

tions.
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WHAT WOULD THE NIE'S OBJECTIVES BE?

The primary objective of the NIE would be:

o To improve and reform education through research and develop-

ment.

Improvement and reform of three specific kinds would be sought: in-

creased equality of educational opportunity, higher quality of education,

and more effective use of educational resources. Education in all set

tings, both within schools and outside of them, and of all Americans, be-

fore, during, and after the traditional school ages, would be within

the NIE's scope of interest. And all kinds of R&D activity, from basic

research to large field tests and demonstrations, would be in its rep-

ertoire.

To attain this primary objective, the NIE would undertake efforts

directed toward four specific supporting objectives:

I. To help solve or alleviate the problems and achieve the ob-
jectives of American education.

II. To advance the practice of education as an art, science, and
profession.

III. To strengthen the scientific and technological foundations
on which education rests.

IV. To build a vigorous and effective educational research and
development system.

WHAT WOULD THE NIE'S PROGRAM BE?

The design of the research program would follow from the NIE's ob-

jectives. Associated with each supporting objective would be a major

program area of the Institute:

o Program Area I: Solution of Major Educational Problems

o Program Area II: Advancing Educational Practice

o Program Area III: Strengthening Education's Foundations

o Program Area IV: Strengthening the Research and Development
System

These program areas would be divided, An turn, into several program ele-

ments. The number and definition of the program elements in an area

7
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might change over time as priorities and competencies change. The pro-

gram elements would comprise, in turn, a cluster of program activities.

These would ordinarily be individual projects or groups of closely re-

lated projects. (A tentative listing of prospective program activities

appears on pp. 61 - 97.)

The four program areas would differ in the priority and support

assigned to each, in the criteria and methods for program design, and

in the range of R&D activities involved. They would require different

internal organizational structures for their appropriate management.

WHAT WOULD THE NIE'S ORGANIZATION BE

The NIE would be

o A separate agency within HEW,

o Parallel to the OE,

o Reporting to the Secretary of HEW through his designee, and

o Led by a Director at Executive Level V, like the Commissioner

of Education at present.

Its administration would be provided by

o The National Advisory Council on Educational Research and Devel-

opment, which would assist in setting general policy, and

o The Director, who would be responsible for continuous adminis-

tration of the Institute's policies and programs.

The internal structure of the Institute would correspond to the

structure of its programs. It would comprise

o A Directorate of Programs, headed by an Assistant Director for

Programs, responsible for development and management of compre-

hensive national programs that address major educational prob-

lems (Program Area I),

o A Directorate of Reeearoh and Development, headed by an Assis-

tant Director for Research and Development, responsible for

development and support of coherent, cumulative ...fforts to

strengthen educational practice, the foundations of education,

and the educational R&D system (Program Areas II, III, IV),



o A Center for Educational Studies, headed by an Assistant Di-

rector for Studies, responsible for conduct of a program of

studies of the state of education, analyses of educational

problems, and design and evaluation of R&D programs (Intra-

mural Studies), and

o The usual staff Motions for administration and communication.

HOW WOULD THE NIE FUNCTION?

The NIE's functioning may be best described in terms of its four

major program areas and its intramural program.

Program Area I: Alleviating Major Educational Problems

The first priority of the NIE would be to organize, support, and

carry out comprehensive national programs (combining research, develop-

ment, experimentation, evaluation, and implementation activities) attack-

ing major educational problems. It would devote a major portion of its

resources--on the order of 50 percent--to this program area.

Illumination of the nature of education's crucial problems would

be a major function of the NIE; the intramural R&D activity would play

a central role in this process. However, that illumination has not

yet been performed, so an adequate definition of problems %.arranting

national R&D efforts does not exist. Thus, the following exemplars

of problems to be addressed must be viewed as preliminary and tenta-

tive:

o The poor education received by the disadvantaged,

o The inadequate quality of the education received even by those

from more comfortable backgrounds, and

o The need to use education's limited resources more effectively.

Certainly, these problems would have to be narrowed and sharpened before

comprehensive R&D programs addressing them could be developed.

To help solve these major educational rzoblems the NTE would want

to do two things: first, bring to bear in a coordinated way all that

is already known or developed that might help in resllving the problem;

and second, focus careful effort on learning and developing what is

needed to provide better solutions.

9



Central management of each program element would be provided by

an NIB program task force, led by a program manager an( advised by an

advisory pane/ of educators, R&D personnel, and laymen. The staff of

the task force would comprise not only permanent problem-oriented R&D

management personnel, but also personnel seconded from those parts of

the NIE concerned with support of work on educational practice and

foundations. They would bring to the problem task forces an awareness

of the state of he art in their areas of concern, and would take back

to those areas an enhanced appreciation of the needs of the educational

system.

Program Area II: Advancing Educational Practice

The NIE would commit a significant portion of its resources--up

to 25 percent--to continuing, cumulative programs intended to .Avance

the practice of education in its: artistic, scientific, and professional

aspects. These programs would attempt to do those things that offer the

best hope of moving the state of the art forward. The activities would

be carried out in many settings, would be less tightly linked together

than the components of a problem-focused program element, and would

provide both near- and farther-term returns.

This area would be concerned with the instructional process (con-

tent and methods), the educational system (forms of education and their

administration), educational assessment, and the education of educa-

tional pei,onnel.

Management would reside in a Division of Educational Practice

within the Directorate of R&D. Because of the continuing nature of

these concerns, each one could be tile responsibility of a separate Na-

tional Center, led by a Center Director, and advised by a Center Ad-

visory Group drawn from those distinguished educators and scholars with

a direct interest and competence in the Center's area of concern.

The staff would comprise both permanent members and a number of

educators or scholars serving temporary tours. To facilitate the ex-

change of information between problem-oriented and practice-oriented

R&D, Center staff members would serve--part-time--on problem task fotces.

I0
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Program Area III: Strengthening Education's Foundations

The NIE would invest a stable proportion of its resources--perhaps

10 to 15 percent - -in a portfolio of programs intended to strengthen edu-

cational foundations in the sciences and technologies.

Educational practice and the solution of educational problems are

rooted in an understanding of the individual as a learner, group pro-

ceases and how they effect learning, society and its relation to learn-

ing, and the technology and media usetul in instruction. These would

be the central concerns of this area.

Management responsibility would reside in a Division of Educational

Foundations within the Directorate of P.D. Each subject of concern would

be associated with a Program of Studies, headed by a Program Director,

and relying heavily on Review Panels drawn from the scientific community

for assistance in program development.

Staff would be both permenent and short-term. Many of them would

serve part-time, on problem-oriented task forces.

Program Area IV: Strengthening the R&D System

The NIE would devote a portion of its resources--say 10 to 15

percent--directly to the development of the R&D performer community

through fellowships, institutional grants, and similar mechanisms.

Among the constituents to which it might want to devote attention

are R&D manpower, R&D institutions, the linkages between R&D and prac-

tice, and information transfer within the R&D system.

Management responsibility 'for this area would reside in a Division

of R&D Reeouroee within the Directorate of R&D. Each constituent would

be the responsibility of a Program, headed by a Program Director. The

program professional staff would comprise permanent members primarily.

Care must be taken to coordinate these programs with those of other

parts of the NIE so that manpower and institutional programs respond

to actual needs.

Intramural Program -- Center for Education Studies

The NIE would devote a small portion of its resources--say 5
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p.ercent--to an intramural R&D program that would undertake careful study

of educational problems, practices, and R&D. The intramural program

would bring together permanent staff and a large number of 6-month to

2-year visitors from the education and R&D communities and others with

a deep interest in education.

Management would be provided by a Center for Education Studies.

The internal organization of the Centrx would not be so formal as that

of the Directorates. The basic unit of activity would be the project,

each led by a project leader and varying in intensity from one man part-

time to a dozen or more men full-time. An Education Studies Board would

advise on the selection of visiting staff and on the program of stulies.

Temporary staff would be drawn from other Directorates of the NIE,

other Federal agencies, Fellows--both junior and senior--who come full-

time for a fixed period, and Associate Fellows--both junior and senior- -

who are associated with the Center part-time for a fixed period.

Major themes of work at the Center would include illumination

of major educational problems, evaluation of educational evaluations,

examination of educational goals, evaluation of educational policies,

and review of the state of educational R&D.

12
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I. INTRODUCTION

WHY A NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION?

American education faces severe problems. Despite a proud record

of achievement in expanding educational opportunity, symbolized by the

enrollment of half the college-age population in higher educational in-

stitutions, grave difficulties remain.

The expansion of educational opportunity has occurred unequally,

bypassing many children born into social or economic disadvantage.

Even the more privileged too often find education at all levels joyless,

inappropriate, or ineffective. Educational institutions, from school

districts to universities, face severe financial crises. Yet, even

where sufficient resources are available, too little is known to assure

their effective use. Many schools and campuses suffer the disruption

of learning by individual and group acts of violence. Partially as a

consequence, there are conflicting pressures throughout the education

system to redistribute the powers of educational governance. Clientele

currently ill-served by the formal educational system are demanding

their full share of its attention. At the same time, television and

other powerful nonschool sources of education are rarely turned to the

effective service of any educational clientele. The problems are se-

vere indeed.

But the aspirations are high as well; Americans continue to expect

much from their educational system. It should convey to members of the

coming generation the knowledge and values of the previous one; develop

in them the capacity to increase knowledge and strengthen values; and

inspire among them the will to use that knowledge in the service of

their values. It should prepare its students to adapt to life half a

century into the future, in an age when fifty years spans several tech-

nological and social millenia, and offer them the opportunity to renew

their skills and themselves throughout their lives. It should equip

its graduates to to effective contributors to society, to be intelli-

gent consumers, to be wise voters, and to be understanding parents.

And it should do all this for children of poverty and neglect, as well

as for those of comfort and care, while the vocational needs of the
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economy are changing, society's structure and values are shifting, tech-

nology and science are reshaping the physical world, and the fund of

knowledge to be conveyed is building at an ever-expanding rate. The

aspirations are high indeed.

To alleviate its problems and achieve its aspirations, American

education, at all levels and in all forms, must undertake a continuous

program of improvement and reform.

How Can Improvement and Reform Be Achieved?

Improvement and reform of American education requires efforts of

many kinds: new forms of education must be designed, personnel must

be better trained and selected, institutions must be reshaped, curric-

ula must be revised, instruction must be refined. But there are many

impediments to these efforts. In some cases, desirable change is im-

peded by lack of funds. In some cases, tradition or institutional in-

ertia blocks the way. In still other cases, there is no one to catalyze

the necessary change. But in a great many cases, there is simply not

enough known to point the way to desirable change: we do not know

enough about how to design new forms of education; train and select edu-

cational personnel more effectively; reshape institutions so that they

become more flexible and responsive; develop and introduce contemporary

curricula into the schools; or make instruction at all levels more per-

sonal and adaptive. or do we know enough about how to obtain the funds

essential to change; overcome resistance to useful change; develop

agents of change; or provide the best current knowledge to those who

need it to bring about change. Lack of knowledge ie a major impediment

to achieving improvement and reform of American education.

Knowledge may be acquired in two ways: it may be the result of

the random and casual process through which most institutions and indi-

viduals learn from their experiencestrial and error; or it may be a

product of the interrelated and disciplined procedures by which schol-

ars, scientists, and technologists gain information and use it--research

and development. R&D has greatly expanded our knowledge of physical

and biological phenomena and our ability to adapt those phenomena to our

purposes. While random and casual processes of learning about education
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will continue, they are insufficient. Educational R&D is necessary to

gain the knowledge needed for educational improvement and reform.

What Can Educational R&D Provide?

Educational R&D cannot be expected to provide miracles or instant

solutions. Its foundations in the behavioral and social sciences are

still weak compared to the support that the physical and biological

sciences provide health, agricultural, and industrial R&D. Moreover,

educational processes and problems are extraordinarily complex and un-

yielding to simple study. Consequently, the time required to compre-

hend an educational process or develop a product is years, sometimes

decades. Nevertheless, educational RAD can be expected to provide as-

sistance and continuing improvement to educational practice. Certainly,

the best of current knowledge and its applications must and can be made

available for use in the schools and in other educational situations.

And equally certainly, the fund of knowledge and its useful applications

must grow at a rate consonant with the needs of education.

While educational R&D is unlikely to produce a learning pill or a

motivating potion, it can produce important improvements and point the

direction to reform. Here are some examples, from among many, of what

a vigorous and effective R&D system could reasonably be expected to

provide:

o A continuously growing understanding of the educational process,

which over the course of years changes the way we think about

and conduct education (tor example, an unraveling of the bio-

logical bases of memory that suggest new modes of learning and

teaching).

o Contemporary, interesting curricula, continually renewed, in

most fields of learning (for example, development of a curricu-

lum that draws upon literature, drama, and film to enrich the

students' comprehension of what le unique in human affairs:

individual lives, individual events, and individual relation-

ships).

o An expanding variety of forms of education designed to provide

many more individuals with educational opportunities adapted to

.1.9
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their needs and life-styles (for example, design of postsecon-

dary education that extends through an individual's lifetime;

is not tied to particular institutions, places, or degree struc-

tures; and serves both career and personal needs).

o Objective information about the strengths and weaknesses of

American education (for example, a description of the extent

and nature of disorder in schools and on campuses, analysis of

its likely causes, and examination of the effectiveness of the

programs that have been tried to prevent it).

o Better understanding of the prospective benefits and costs of

Federal, state, and local educational policies before decisions

are made (for example, data-based estimates of the prospective

impact of possible forms of Federal aid to higher education on

each of higher education's principal goals, categories of insti-

tution, and groups of students).

o Plans for comprehensive educational programs, combining institu-

tional, personnel, curricular, and instructional changes, care-

fully developed to meet major educational needs (for example,

design and evaluation of a system of urban education extending

from preschool through adult education that employs community

television, storefront learning centers, and local tutors to

provide each resident with education adapted to his needs).

While these examples indicate what educational R&D can provide,

they are only a small sample. Adequately supported, R&D can, over time,

help to improve every aspect of American education, in schools and out.

The investment in building a strong educational R&D system will be re-

paid many timea over in benefits to American education.

Why Have the Potential Benefits of Educational R&D Not Been Achieved?

Of course, some investment in educational R&D has already been made.

Research on American education has been under way since the 1890s, when

Joseph Meyer Rice tried to relate the practices of teachers to their

students' performance. However, significant national investment did not

begin until the mid-1950s, when first the National Science Foundation

and then the Office of Education began to fund curriculum development

20
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and a wide range of research activities. Nevertheless, the sums pro-

vided have been relatively small. Even now educational R&D receives

only slightly more than $200 million annually and occupies the talents

of fewer than 10,000 R&D personnel. This is tiny compared to the size

of the educational enterprise, which contributes over $70 billion to

the GNP, employs over 3 million personnel, and engases about 60 mil-

lion students. The investment in R&D is only 0.3 percent of opera-

tional expenditures in education.

Health and agriculture, which each contribute about as much as edu-

cation to the GNP, invest considerably more in R&D than does education.

In health, the annual R&D expenditure from all sources is almost $2.5

billion--4.6 percent of the nation's total expenditures on health care.

In agriculture, the annual R&D expenditure is over $800 million; that is,

slightly over 1 percent of agriculture's contribution to the GNP. More-

over, if education were ranked among the major industries according to

R&D expenditures, it would stand in thirteenth place, just below the

stone, clay, and glass products industry, and far below the $5.6 billion

R&D program of the aircraft industry or the $4.2 billion R&D program of

the electrical equipment industry.
1

of course, the comparison with health, agriculture, and industry

cannot be used by itself to demonstrate the need for more funds for edu-

cational R&D. Educational R&D is not as fortunate as those areas with

regard to the solidity of its scientific base, the demand for and ac-

ceptance of innovation by its users, or the ability to measure and dis-

play improvement. Nevertheless, the comparison is valuable because it

indicates the scale and cost of reasonably successful R&D activities

in other major enterprises of no greater complexity or challenge than

education. If the current record of educational R&D is to be judged,

as it often is, in cooIarison with the well-known successes of health,

agricultural, or industrial R&D, then the difference in size must be

weighed in the judgment. It is useful to remember that since 1950 over

$14 billion has been invested in health R&D by the Federal government

'Figures for industrial R&D come from Inchatriat Research, January
1971, pp. 36-38.
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alone, over $7 billion has been invested in agricultural R&D, but less

than $1 billion has been invested in educational R&D.

Against this background, the inability of current educational R&D

to satisfy the needs of education for knowledge to guide improvement

and reform becomes understandable: the educational. R&D system is very

likely too small. However, its smallness has been exacerbated by othe,-

difficulties. The reputation of educational R&D has been relatively

low; individuals of the. competence (on the average) found in industrial

or health R&D have not often enough been attracted to work on the prob-

lems of education. The scientific base of educational R&D has been nar-

row; psychology has provided most of the basic concepts and techniques.

The focus of educational R&D has keen diffuse; small projects asking

small questions with small cumulative effect have predominated. The

linkage between educational R&D and the education system has been weak;

little output of R&D has found its way to the classroom and not many

classroom problems have been solved through R&D. Teachers and adminis-

trators have been too rarely involved in the quest for new educational

knowledge and its use, the sulsport for educational R&D has

been unstable; rapid changes of :staff and priorities in Federal agen-

cies have caused frequent fluctuations of emphasis.

Thus, if the potential benefits of educational R&D are to be

achieved, the educational R&D system 'met be strengthened.

How Can Educational R&D Be Strengthened?

Building a vigorous and effective eeucational R&D system, capable

of supporting the improvement and reform of American education, will

require action to overcome each of the difficulties cited earlier. Im-

provement must occur with respect to si); major characteristics of edu-

cational R&D.

1. Sine. The national investment in educational 11,:,D must grow

to a size consistent with educational needs. (A.preliminary

target might be 1 percent of total educational expenditures.)

The rate of growth, however, will necessarily be determined

by the R&D system's capacity to develop competent personnel,

effective institutions, and programs of high quality and value.
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2. Stature. The place of educational R&D in government ana in

public and professional respect must be raised to a level com-

parable to that of other major national R&D enterprises. The

rise in position within government is the more easily achieved;

however, if it is accompanied by other improvements, it is

likely to contribute as well to the rise in public and profes-

sional respect. Both effects will enhance the attractiveness

of educational R&D to the competent professionals whose con-

tributions will, in the end, determine the real stature of edu-

cational R&D.

3. Personnel. Educational R&D must engage the efforts of highly

qualified personnel from a wide range of intellectual back-

grounds. Ways must be found to conjoin their diverse knowl-

edge and skills in investigations of educational phenomena and

development of educational products.

4. FOCUS. The efforts of the educational R&D community must be

linked into activities of critical size that address issues of

high scientific or practical consequence. Areas for focused

effort, however, should be determined by careful analysis and

consultation with advisory groups representing the appropriate

constituencies.

5. Implementation. The educational R&D and operating communities

must be linked more closely if the products of R&D are to serve

the real needs of education and be implemented. This is by

far the most critical,prohlem of educational R&D and should be

the subject of extensive and varied efforts; without improve-

ment in this area, all else will eventual3.y fail.

6. Stability. Educational R&D must develop and maintain multiyear

cumulative programs that address critical educational issues.

The action to overcome these difficulties, however, cannot be taken by

the educational R&D community alone. It must be encouraged and facili-

tated by the major influence on educational R&D, its principal sourcl

of funds--the Federal government.

Over 85 percent of educational R&D funds are provides by the Fed-

eral government. How much Federal money is spent, how well, where, and

2
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for what, strongly affect the direction and quality of educational R&D.

Thus, strengthening educational R&D must begin with the strengthening

of Federal support and leadership.

How Can Federal Support and Leadership Be Strengthened?

Two things are necessary to achieve strong Federal leadership and

support of educational R&D: wise management and sufficient funds. But

as a practical matter, neither wise managers nor sufficient resources

can be attracted and employed to best effect in the absence of the

proper institutional framework. Thus, the characteristice of the prin-

cipal Federal agency supporting educational R&D are of central imr1r-

tance. To strengthen educational R&D will require an Jsency with the

following characteristics:

o Position within the government comparable to that of such agen-

cies as the National Institutes of Health, National Bureau of

Standards, and National Science Foundaton. This position is

necessary if it is to achieve leadership among the eeveral Fed-

eral agencies that support educational R&D and if it is to pro-

vide a strong voice for increased support of educational R&D

within the Executive Branch and before Congress. Heightened

institutional position and visibility would also have the effect

of raising the stature of educational R&D among the public, the

educational community, and the R&D community.

o An active advisory council, broadly representative of the edu-

cation and R&D communities and the public, to help the agency

develop its policies and programs. The council would help to

assure that the Federal government's support of educational R&D

activities reflects the needs and has the support of the several

constituencies. It would also advise on the choice of areas of

focus and help maintain stable support for multiyear programa.

o An internal R&D activity, of high competence, concerned with

illuminating the major issues facing Ameeican education and

identifying promising directions for educational R&D. The in-

ternal R&D activity would conduct the analyses the agency will

2 4
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need in order to define appropriate areas in which to focus

resources. It would also be the site for interdisciplinary

studies by teams comprising both permanent staff and short-term

visitors from education and R&D organizations. The existence

of high-quality internal research would establish a climate of

intellectual challenge and concern for education that should

help to attract first-class R&D personnel to the agency, both

for internal research and for the management of external re-

search.

o A flexible peraonneZ system, modeled on those in other Federal

R&D agencies, such as the NSF and NIH. The personnel system

should enable it to hire competent staff from many disciplines

and backgrounds in competition with universities, industry, and

other R&D agencies and to provide short-term positions--as Fel-

lows--for those who plan to spend most of their careers in other

settings.

o Authority, aimilar to that held by other Federal R&D agencies,

to carry over unexpended funds from one year to the next. The

funding authority would permit it to provide stable funding for

multiyear R&D programs.

The principal agency for Federal support and leadership of educational

R&D at present is the National Center for Educational Research and De-

velopment (NCERD) within the Office of Education. As currently autho-

rized and constituted, it has none of these characteristics. Thua, the

conviction has developed in recent years that the beat way to strengthen

Federal support and leadership for educational R&D is to supplant NCERD

with an agency having the neceaaary characteristica. The result has

been the proposal for creation of a National Institute of Education.

THE PROPOSAL TO CREATE THE NIE

The President proposed creation of the National Institute of Edu-

cation "a his Meaaage on Education Refam of 3 March 1970. He described

it as "a focus for educational research and experimentation in the United

States. When fully developed, the Institute would be an important ele-

ment in the nation's educational system, overseeing the annual expenditure

25
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of as much as a quarter of a billion dollars.n2 At the same time, the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare submitted legislation to

authorize creation of the NIE.

The President's proposal culminated a sequence of related recom-

mendations that began over a decade ago. In 1958 an advisory board or-

ganized by the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council

(NAS-NRC) proposed such an institute,
3
to be comparable to the National

Institute of Mental Health. The advisory board elaborated the proposal

later in the year.
4

It called for the establishment of an Organization

for Research in Education to conduct and sponsor educational research.

But the proposals "fell on deaf ears. n5 Several years later, in 1964,

enlarged Federal support for educational R&D and "new institutional

arrangements...for the initiation and management of new research pro-

grams and for the dissemination of results" were urged in a report of

the Panel on Educational Research and Development of the President's

Science Advisory Committee.
6

More recently, Dean David Krathwohl, of the School of Education at

Syracuse University, proposed the development of National Institutes of

Education on the model of the NIH.
7

The same suggestion became one of

the major recommendations made in the 1969 report of the Commission on

2
Message on Education Reform, President Richard M. Nixon, March 3,

1970.

3
Psychaogical Research in Education, Advisory Board on Education,

National Academy of Sciencea-National Research Council, Washington, D.C.,
1958.

4
A Proposed Organization for Research in Education, I 'visory Board

on Education, National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council,
Washington, D.C., 1958.

5
Cronbach, L. J., ant Suppes, P. (eds.), Research for Tomorrow's

Schools, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1969, p. 10.

6lnnovation c:id Experiment in Education, Report of the Panel on
Educational Research and Development of the President's Science Advi-
sory Committee, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.,
1964.

7
Krathwohl, D. R., Educational Research: Perspective, Prognosis

and Proposal, Presidential Address, American Educational Research Asso-
ciation, Los Angeles, February 6, 1969.



Instructional Technology,
8

chaired by former Commissioner of Education

Sterling McMurrin. Because they respond to the same set of circum-

stances that led the Administration to propose creation of the NIE,

these two proposals deserve careful examination. They are reviewed in

Appendix A.

The President's Message on Education Reform

The President's Message on Education Reform describes the need for

a national agency concerned with educational research and experimenta-

tion; provides information about the nature of the proposed Institute;

and indicates six topics to which the Institute would be expected to

turn its attention.

Need. "As a first step toward reform, we need a coherent approach

to research and experimentation. Local schools need an objective na-

tional body to evaluate new departures in teaching that are being con-

ducted here and abroad and a means of disseminating information about

projects that show promise."

"The purpose of the National Institute of Education would be to

begin the serious, systematic search for new knowledge needed to make

educational opportunity truly equal."

Nature. While the proposed legislation contains the basic descrip-

tion of the Institute, the President's Message provides some additional

information about its nature:

o "The National Institute of Education would be located...under

the Assistant Secretary for Education."

o It would have a "permanent staff of outstanding scholars from

such disciplines as psychology, biology and the social sciences,

as well as education."

o "While it would conduct basic and applied educational research

itself, the National Institute of Education would conduct a

8
To Improve Learning, Commission on Instructional Technology,

Printed for the Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representa-
tives, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1970.
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major portion of its research by contract with universities,

nonprofit institutions and other organizations."

o "The Institute would set priorities for research and experi-

mentation projects and vigorously monitor the work of its con-

tractors to ensure a useful research product."

o "It would...link the educational research and experimentation

of other Federal agencies--the Office of Economic Opportunity,

the Department of Labor, the Department of Defense, the National

Science Foundation and others--to the attainment of particular

national educational goals."

o "...the 1971 budget increases funds for educational research by

$67 million to a total of $312 million. Funds for the National

Institute of Education would be in addition to this increase."

Topics. In the course of his Message, the President identified

six topics to which the NIE is expected to turn its attention:

1. New Measures of Achievement. "To achieve...fundamental reform

it will be necessary to develop broader and more sensitive measurements

of learning than we now have."

"The National Institute of Education would take the lead in develop-

ing these new measurements of educational output. In doing so it should

pay as much heed to what are called the limmeasurables' of schooling

(largely because no one has yet learned to measure them) such as respon-

sibility, wit, and humanity as it does to verbal and mathematical achieve-

ment."

"It would develop criteria and measures for enabling localities to

assess educational achievement and for evaluating particular educational

programs, and would provide technical assistance to state and local agen-

cies seeking to evaluate their own programs."

2. Compensatory Education. "The most glaring shortcoming in Ameri-

can education today continues to be the lag in essential learning skills

in large numbers of children of poor families."

"...the best available evidence indicates that most of the compen-

satory education programs have not measurahly helped poor children catch

up."

2S
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"The first order of business of the National Institute of Education

would be to determine what is needed--inside and outside the school--to

make our compensatory education effort successful."

3. The Right to Read. "Achievement of the right to read will re-

quire a national effort to develop new curricula and to better apply the

many methods and programs that already exist. Where we do not know how

to solve a reading problem, the National Institute of Education would

undertake the research. But often, we find that someone does know how,

and the Institute would make that knowledge available in forms that can

be adopted by local schools."

4. Television and Learning. "Our goal must be to increase the use

of the television medium and other technological advances to stimulate

the desire to learn and to help teach."

"The technology is here, but we have not yet learned how to employ

it to our full advantage. How can local school systems extend and sup-

port their curricula working with local television stations? How can

new techniques of programmed learning be applied so as to make each

television set an effective teaching aid? How can television, audio-

visual aids, the telephone, and the availability of computer libraries

be combined to form a learning unit in the home, revolutionizing 'home-

work' by turning a chore into an adventure in learning?"

"The National Institute of Education would examine questions such

as these, especially in the vital area where out-of-school activities

can combine with modern technology and public policy to enhance our

children's education."

5. Experimental Schools. The experimental schools program, de-

signed "as a bridge between educational research and actual school prac-

tices," would become the responsibility of the NIE.

6. Early Learning. The experimental units of the Early Learning

Program, working with the National Institute of Education, will study

a number of provocative questions raised in recent years by educators

and scientists:

o The "awesome" difference in language and number competence be-

tween lower- and middle-class children at the time they enter

first grade: What does this mean for compensatory education?
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o The decline in I.Q.'s of poor infants between 14 and 21 months

and the ability to forestall it by skillful tutoring during

their second year: How should this affect education of the

very young?

o The belief that the best opportunity to improve the education

of infants under the age of three lies through working with

their mothers: What might be done to communicate the latest

information on child development techniques to these mothers?

NIE Legislation

The "National Institute of Education Act" was first introduced in

March 1970 in the House and in the Senate. The Ninety-First Congress

adjourned before it could be acted upon. A somewhat revised version

of the bill has beea introduced in the Ninety-Second Congress. It pro-

vides the following major features for the NIE:

Purpose. The purpose of the NIE is to conduct and support educa-

tional research and disseminate educational research findings throughout

the nation; also, to train individuals in educational research, promote

the coordination of such research within the Federal government, and

construct or provide for necessary facilities.

"Educational research" is defined to include research, planning,

surveys, evaluations, investigations, experiments, developments, and

demonstrations in the field of education.

Location. The NIE is to be a separate agency, equivalent to the

Office of Education in status, within the Department of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare.

Director. The Director will be appointed by the President and

confirmed by the Senate. He will be at "Level V" in the Federal Execu-

tive Schedule--equivalent to the rank now held by the Commissioner.

Personnel. Professional and technical personnel could be appointed

and compensated without regard to the provisions of the Civil Service

System, as deemed necessary by the Secretary to accomplish the functions

of the Institute. (This provision is modeled on similar authority held

by the NSF.)
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Advisory Council. The Institute would have a National Advisory

Council on Educational Research and Development consisting of L5 mem-

bers appointed for staggered three-year terms by the President. The

Council would advise the Secretary of HEW and the Director of the In-

stitute on the status of educational research in the United States and

on matters of general policy arising in administration of the NIE Act;

make recommendations to them on strengthening research and dissemina-

tion of research findings; and present an annual report on the current

status and needs of educational research in the United States to the

Secretary, for transmittal to the President.

The Council could employ its own staff without regard to the pro-

visions of Civil Service and could enter into contracts for studies

necessary to the discharge of its duties.

Funds. Funds provided to the NIE under the continuing authoriza-

tion in the NIE Act would remain available until expended. This means

that funds appropriated by the Congress for a particular fiscal year

would not have to be spent within that year or returned to the Treasury;

they would remain available for use by the Institute in subsequent years.

General Provisions. The NIE is authorized to utilize the services

and facilities of other Federal, public, or private nonprofit agencies;

to make payments in installments; to accept gifts and voluntary services;

to transfer funds or to accept funds from other Federal agencies for

purposes authorized by the Act. It is also required to abide by cer-

tain labor standards.

PLANNING FOR THE NIE

There is considerable agreement among the several proposals for a

National Institute (or Institutes) of Education on various features:

location within the Department of HEW; separation from the Office of

Education (0E); conduct as well as support of development, in addition

to research; and concern with the problems facing American education.

There is possible disagreement on whether the NIE should be singular or

plural when it begins. But an even larger set of queetione exists on
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which there is neither agr_ement nor disagreement, since the proposals

have not explicitly attempted to answer them:

o How shall the Institute(s) be internally organized?

o With what levels or kinds of education shall the Institute(s)

be concerned?

o By what procedures shall the advice and counsel of those in the

education community be obtained?

o What steps shall be taken to achieve a successful beginning for

the Institute(s)?

There are many other similar questions. Some cannot be answered

until the Institute is authorized by the Congress, comes into existence,

acquires a Director and a staff, develops a program, and sets to work.

Some, however, must be answered in order for it to come into existence.

To answer those questions, the Department of HEW has sponsored a plan-

ning study. This report presents the findings of that study.

Conduct of the Planning Study

The planning study began by identifying the questions that needed

to be addressed. These fell into five categories:

1. Objectives: What should the principal objectives of the NIE

be?

2. Program: What program activities should the NIE undertake?

How should the choice of program activities be made?

3. Organization: What should the internal structure and manage-

ment procedures of the Institute be?

4. Relations to Other Parts of the Education System: How should

the NIE relate to other Federal, state, local, and private

agencies concerned with education?

5. Initial Activities: What early activities will give the NIE

the best chance of success?

A list of more specific questions in each category appears iu Appendix B.

Several sources were employed to help develop answers to the ques-

tions. The first, and most important, was wide consultation with indi-

viduals in education and research whose experience has provided them
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with knowledge and insight about the issues being considered. This con-

sultation initially took the form of individual discussions and, more

usually, participation in group discussions at conferences organized to

discuss the NIE. At the end of October 1970 a preliminary draft of this

report was presented to MEW. During November briefings and discussions

were conducted throughout the government. Early in December the draft

was circulated to over 450 individuals in education and R&D representing

a wide range of interests. About 150 letters of comment were received

in response by mid-January. These letters were used to guide the revi-

sion of the draft. This report is the result.
9

The second source was examination of comparable research organiza-

tions, such as NIH and NSF, for lessons from their experience that might

be applied in the planning for NIE. The existing OE agencies concerned

with educational research, especially the NCERD, were also examined, so

that their experience might be taken into account.

A third source was the scholarly literature concerned with educa-

tional R&D, science policy, the management of R&D enterprises, and Fed-

eral science administration.
10

This literature, though still young,

is a distillation of considerable experience about what is needed to

develop and run an effe;tive R&D organization. Its principal shortcom-

ing, from the point of view of this study, is the fact that it has been

developed primarily on the basis of experience with physical science

and engineering activities. The nature of the behavioral and social

sciences and educational R&D is sufficiently different from that of

"hard science" activities that considerable care must be exercised in

translating the lessons learned in the management of one to the other.

Continuing Planning for the NIE

Planning for the NIE is and must be a continuing process. Its

9A list of the individuals and groups contacted, of the presenta-
tions given and meetings held on various aspects of the NIE, and of
those who provided letters of comment on the draft report is given in
Appendix C.

10
A bibliography of the literature that proved useful in the course

of the study is given in Appendix D.
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first step produced the concept described in the President's Message

and the accompanying proposed legislation. This study is the second

step. Subsequent steps will occur during the Congressional hearings

and after the Institute's formation and will continue as long as it re-

tains the capacity to renew itself as circumstances change. This plan,

then, should be viewed as part of a continuing evolution.

Planning for the NIE is also a complicated and delicate process.

What the NIE becomes must, in the end, be determined by the needs of

American education as identified by the Director and his staff, with

the participation of the Institute's advisory groups and the Executive

and Legislative branches of government. Too much specificity in plan-

ning might inhibit the capacity of the Director to build a truly effec-

tive and responsive Institute. Yet the Congress, the education community,

and other interested parties must have a clear cense of the Institute's

likely form and practice if they are to judge well its desirability.

The present preliminary plan, then, attempts to strike a balance between

these competing needs, to present one picture of what the NIE might be-

come. It is more definite in those instances where the recommendations

of those consulted were most in agreement. In other instances it sug-

gests or provides examples, but indicates that specific choices should

be deferred until the NIE is created.

During this planning study, then, the questions involved in the

design of a viable and effective NIE have been discussed and examined

from a number of points of view. This report attempts to convey the

essence of those discussions, drawing them together, and framing a co-

herent, reasonably detailed picture of w;lat the NIE might become. It

is in no way considered to be final, however. Its primary role t8 to

solicit the comments and reactions of concern'd cudiences. Please read

it carefully and consider the National Institute of Education it por-

trays. What has been left out? What has been included that should not

be? How might the proposed Institute be improved?
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II. OBJECTIVES

The President's Message on Education Reform and the National Insti-

tute of Education Act state some objectives for the NIE. In the Message,

there is emphasis on the need for "a coherent approach to research and

experimentation" and "the serious, systematic search for new knowledge

needed to make educational opportunity truly equal." The bill "declares

it to be the policy of the United States to provide to every person an

equal opportunity to receive an education of high quality regardless of

his race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or social class." After

noting that "inequalities of opportunity to receive high quality educa-

tion remain pronounced," it states that "to achieve equality will require

far more dependable knowledge about the processes of learning and educa-

tion than now exists or can be expected from present research and experi-

mentation in this field....The Federal Government has a clear responsi-

bility to provide leadership in the conduct and support of scientific

inquiry into the educational process."

But while these statements express the central concerns motivating

the NIE proposal, they leave unstated much about purposes and priorities

that must be known as the Institute is developed. Among the major ques-

tions about objectives for the NIE are the following:

o Should the NIE be concerned only with the urgent problems of

education, or should it support basic research as well? (The

question is also asked in the inverse form, with "basic research"

and "urgent problems" exchanging places.)

o Should the NIE be interested only in primary and secondary edu-

cation, or should its interests extend to preschool and higher

education?

o Should the NIE consider the education that goes on outside of

schools or limit itself only to the formal system of schooling?

o Should the NIE focus its energies or spread then over the whole

field of education?

o Should the NIE provide continuity and stability of support for

R&D, or should it be responsive to the changing priorities of

education's politics?

!A 5
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o Should the NIE direct R&D activities itself or respond to the

interests and recommendations of researchers?

To permit these questions to be answered consistently, we have

framed a statement of objectives for the NIE. The primary, overarching

objective must be:

o To improve and reform education through research and develop-
ment.

To attain this objective, the NIE should undertake efforts directed to-

ward four specific supporting objectives:

I. To help solve or alleviate the problems and achieve the
objectives of American education.

II. To advance the practice of education as an art, science,
and profession.

III. To strengthen the scientific and technological foundations
on which education rests.

IV. To build a vigorous and effective educational research'and
development system.

These objectives are described in greater detail on the following pages.

PRIMARY 03jECTIVE: TO IMPROVE AND REFORM EDUCATION THROUGH RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

What kind of improvement and reform? American education has achieved

a striking record of sustained growth during the past 70 years. No mat-

ter how measured, access to education by Americans during that period

has improved dramatically. In 1900, somewhat over 50 percent of school-

age whites, but only 30 pecent of nonwhites, were in school. By 1970,

over 90 perceat of both nonwhite and white school-age children were in

school. In .900, fewer than 5 percent of the 18- to 21-year-olds were

enrolled in higher education; by 1970 the proportion had reached 50 per-

cent.
1

In the last decade alone, resources devoted to education have

more than doubled: $27 billion in 1960, $70 billion today; the number

of students has increased by over one-fourth: 46 million in 1960, 59

1
Ferris, A. L., indicators of Trends in American Education, Russell

Sage Foundation, NeJ York, 1969.
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million now; and the number of teachers and administrators has grown

by almost 50 percent: 2.3 million in 1960, 3.4 million today.
2

Almost

one-third of America's citizens and almost one-tenth of our GNP are now

devoted to education.

Yet the lesson of the last decade has been that access to schooling

is not enough. Despite the widespread availability of education, equal-

ity of educ2tional opportunity still does not exist. Schools and school

programs designed to serve the median American in town or suburb fail

to motivate or educate the child brought up in urban ghetto or migrant

labor camp. And the child who enters school with the disabilities

caused by poverty and prejudice generally leaves as far behind as he

started, only to begin anew the cycle that will see his children enter-

ing school under similar burdens. Even the town or suburban resident

may find that the schools do not offer him an opportunity for education

that will serve hie career or personal needs, especially if he is not

college-bound or if his desire for education develops after the age for

formal schooling.

And despite the growth in school and college attendance, the qual-

ity of American education has not generally reached the standards de-

sired by educators, students, and parents. For too many students,

education must be taken like bitter medicine. The appetite for learn-

ing that most children possess is too rarely tempted in our schools.

What is taught is often outdated or inappropriate to the needs of the

age in which the students live. And the methods by which it is taught

have been little affected by the new possibilities created by technol-

ogy or the increased appreciation of the need to recognize intividual

differences in interest and capability.

Finally, despite the growth in resources allocated to formal edu-

cation, knowledge of how to use educational resources effectively is

still not adequate to enable educators, students, and voters to make

the best possible use of the resources that are available. Certainly,

more substantial and equitable means of financing education will have

to be found if improvement is to occur in the equality and quality of

2
Saturday Review, September 19, 1970, p. 67.
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educational opportunity. But the need to request additional resources

only makes it more critical that education use wisely whatever funds,

teachers, buildings, and students it has. Improvements in resource use

can come from many places: hours that teachers waste on unnecessary

bookkeeping or monitoring might be used to help students over diffi-

culties; funds spent on elaborate equipment might provide simpler sup-

plies for many more classrooms; buildings sitting vacant during even-

ings and vacations might serve other learners during those times.

Thus, "to improve and reform education" means to seek advances of

three specific kinds:

o Increased equality of educational opportunity,

o Higher quality of education, and

o More effective use of educational resources.

It is toward these goals that the NIE must set its course and against

them that it must measure its progress.

What kind of education? Education in all settings, both within

schools and outside of them, and of all Americans, before, during, and

after the traditional school ages, should be within the scope of inter-

est of the NIE.

Education has too often been torn by arbitrary divisions into lev-

els or subjects or formats; if the NIE is to bring to education "a co-

herent approach" and "a serious, systematic search for new knowledge,"

it should not be unnecessarily hampered by conventional distinctions

and artificial barriers. The NIE should be able to relate children's

learning at hone, in the streets, and from the TV screen to their

learning in schools. It should be free to seek the consistent appli-

cation of new knowledge to the learning process in all educational

settings. And since a problem seeming to reside in one part of the

educational system (say, elementary education) may be discovered upon

study really to reside elsewhere (say, in teacher education), the NIE

should have a broad enough charter to permit the thread of an educa-

tional problem to be followed across the educational fabric.

With finite funds and finite competence, the NIE will not be able

to work on every aspect of education at once. The NIE will have to

S
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make choices, establish priorities, and choose its targets carefully.

It will have to seek to do with its forces what seems most important

and productive at the time. The NIE might, thus, concentrae initially

on the early development and learning experiences of our na:ion's dis-

advantaged and devote relatively less effort in its early years to post-

secondary education in the sciences and humanities or the needs of the

gifted. But education's areas of severe need will shift as some prob-

lems are reduced, society's demands change, or previously hidden dif-

ficulties are perceived. And the NIE should be free to shift its

attention in consonance.

By what means? The final phrase of this statement of the NIE's

primary objective is "through research and development." The NIE will

share its concern for Coe improvement and reform of education with many

other agencies, including the OE. What will distinguish the NIE will

be its concern with particular means to that end. By "research and

development"3 will be meant the entire spectrum of activities from

reflective thought in the library, through careful laboratory experi-

mentation, the design and testing of products, and large-scale field

testing, to applied problem-solving in practical settings. The NIE's

concern will be with the development, demonstration, and dissemination

of knowledge, tested techniques, and products through which education

can be improved. It must devote considerable attention to activities

that assist in the implementation of its developments. However, the

widespread introduction and use of those developments will remain the

concern of other Federal, state, local, and private education agencies.

How should the NIE go about improving and reforming education

through R&D? Should it

o Focus its energies on solving pressing educational problems?

o Devote its attention to strengthening the processes and tech-
niques of education?

o Concentrate on basic research to build a solid base of knowledge?

o Seek to build a vital R &D system?

3Appendix E presents a more exten,ive discussion of the nature of

educational R&D.
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The consensus of those consulted during this planning study is

that the NIE must pursue a mixed strategy; no single approach would

be sufficient. All of these activities must be undertaken, not only

separately but in close association and combination.

Basic research can be expected to produce new insights that, in

the future as in the past, will lead to important improvements in edu-

cation. But without the complementary problem-solving efforts that

help to shape the questions to which research turns and that help to

put the findings of research into practice, it will not achieve its

full effect. Moreover, measured in terms of the ultimate criterion- -

improvement and reform in education--both strengthening the foundations

of education and attempting to alleviate the pressing problems of edu-

cation are effective investments. The former may have widespread and

fundamental influences eventually, but its impact tends to come far-

ther in the future; the latter may not have quite as great an influence,

but the benefits tend to come sooner. Thus, a well-designed program

should achieve both goals in a balance determined by estimates of even-

tual effect. And, by similar arguments, a well-designed program should

devote some of its resources to sharpening the tools of education and

to building the R&D community. Thus, to serve its primary objective,

the N1E should have four supporting objectives, which define its mul-

tiple approach to improvement and reform of education.

SUPPORTING OBJECTIVE I: TO HELP SOLVE OR ALLEVIATE THE PROBLEMS AND
ACHIEVE THE ASPIRATIONS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION

What kind of effort? The most direct way to seek improvement and

reform in education is to make a concerted effort to overcome those

educational problems that seem most pressing or to attain those objec-

tives that seem most promising. Just as teams of scientists and engi-

neers in other fields have concentrated efforts on conquering polio,

or the corn borer, or the military forces of our adversaries, and on

placing man on the moon, so might similar teams of researchers and

developers address the "urgent pathologies"
4

and the vital goals of

4
This phrase was suggested by Stephen Wright of the College En-

trance Examination Board.
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Ame-scan education. Indeed, one of the most freggently heard charges

against current educational R&D is that it has not concerned Ltself

sufficiently with major educational problems and objectives.

The NIE should devote a major portion of its resources to compre-

hensive programs addressing specific problems and aspirations of Ameri-

can education. Some programs of this nature are described in Program

Area I of the tentative NIE program presented in the next chapter.

These programs would have three purposes.

The first would be to assure that the best of our current knowl-

edge is brought to bear on current problems. What is known now is not

sufficient to cure most of those problems, but enough is known about

many topics to do better than is being done. To begin with, then, the

NIE should seek to identify, clarify, and make available the best cur-

rent knowledge applicable to major educational problems. But more can

be done.

The second purpose would be to undertake further R&D efforts de-

signed to extend our knowledge and capability to resolve particular

problems, even in the short run. These efforts would involve a closely

linked series of projects of various kinds, all intended to help solve

the problem under attack. Among the projects would be analyses of cur-

rent practices to point the way to promising improvements; experiments

designed to teat and evaluate new approaches; product and curriculum

developments to meet needs not being satisfied; laboratory research to

improve understanding of important phenomena; other basic and applied

research intended to define more clearly the nature of the problem; and

a wide range of activities directed at putting the program's findings

into practice.

The third purpose would be to identify specific gaps and deficien-

cies in education's tools or foundation knowledge whose elimination

would lead to improved solutions to educational problems or better

achievement in the future. By identifying those deficiencies, the pro-

gram could shape the activities undertaken in the other parts of the

R&D system so that in the future the needed knowledge and techniques

will become available.

Thus the concentrated attack on a severe problem (or vital goal)

of education is likely to include interwoven activities ranging widely
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across the spectrum of R&D, from evaluation of current practice through

experimentation with new ideas and the development of improvei curric-

ula to basic research on education's foundations.

Which problems and aspirations? What are the deficiencies whose

urgency is most compelling? To what problems should the NIE develop

a coordinated approach? In health, the identification of a disease

demanding attention has not been difficult; smallpox, polio, heart

disease, stroke, and cancer are reasonably well-defined, widely spread

problems, recognized in the public consciousness in terms not incon-

sistent with the way they are seen by the medical research community.

In education, however, there are no satisfactory characterizations of

pathologies, no common vocabulary with which to talk about problems.

Indeed, there is frequently disagreement about what is cause and what

is symptom; about what is a solvable problem and what is an unfortunate

situation inherent in the way things are. And the problems as defined

in the headlines may not be the ones that deserve priority in an R&D

program. Nevertheless, the NIE must begin by examining the problems

as they are perceived by the public. From that examination will come

the sharpened perception and heightened understanding that will define

the problems on which the NIE should concentrate its resources. Here

are some of the symptoms the NIE must examine:

o Inadequate education of the disadvantaged. Ghetto blacks,

poor whites, Puerto Ricans in large cities, Chicanos, American

Indians, and a number of other groups handicapped by low income,

prejudice, and low social status, leave the schools without

achieving competence in such basic skills as reading, writing,

and mathematics sufficient to assume a satisfactory role in the

general society. In moat cases they leave, as well, without

acquiring the vocational skills needed to obtain a satisfying

job. Frequently they leave feeling less, rather than more, a

part of the society they will enter.

This complex of inadequacy has frequently been described as "the

reading problem," as "the problem of bilingual education," as "the vo-

cational education problem," or as "the problem of inadequate respon-

siveness by the schools to community needs." Under careful examination
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by the NIE, one of those aspects may indeed turn out to be central and

deserving of greater effort than the others. In any event, the NIE

must devote itself to the pressing problem of improving the education

of the disadvantaged.

Other problems perceived by the public that the NIE might examine

include:

o Uninteresting and inappropriate education. Many students

throughout the educational system, from preschool to graduate

school, still have their taste for learning deadened by dull

teaching of useless or outdated topics in inflexible classrooms.

o Insufficient attention to the needs of many clientele. Teen-

agers who wish to go directly to work, women who want to resume

education after raising their children, and adults who wish to

continue formal education while working are rarely well-served

by the educational system; their needs are met, if at all,

through auxiliary institutions, underfunded and understaffed.

o Inadequate use of extra-school educational opportunity. Pre-

school, school-age, and postschool students can learn more

through their experiences outside of school--via television,

library, club, or job--than they do within it, yet those oppor-

tunities to learn are more often seized to sell or entertain

than they are to inform or enlighten.

Disorder in the schools. Students, instructors, and adminis-

trators in urban elementary and high schools, suburban high

schools, and college campuses everywhere bring America's racial,

generational, and political conflicts into the classroom, tear-

ing the social fabric of their schools.

o Inappropriate Pm's of governance. At each level of education,

the traditional distribution of authority and responsibility

among community, students, faculty, administration, and board

is shifting under the weight of political and social forces, al-

though there is little agreement about what distribution would

be appropriate.

o Inadequate financial support. Voters, taxpayers, and legis-

lators in city, suburb, and countryside have begun to withhold
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their previously generous support to educational institutions

at all levels, questioning the effectiveness of the scaools'

performance, just when additional resources seem necessary to

increase their effectiveness.

o Ineffective use of existing resources. Teachers and professors,

deans and principals, superintendents and presidents, school

board members and trustees, taxpayers and alumni lack the in-

formation needed to bring about the most effective use of edu-

cation's scarcest resources: hours to teach in, hours to learn

in, and dollars to make those hours possible.

o Difficulty in assessing results. Efforts to overcome these

problems are hampered by the inadequacies of existing methods

of identifying the range of outcomes of educational programs to

those who must select among them--parents, students, teachers,

administrators, boards, and legislators.

o Difficulty in achieving improvement. Throughout the educational

system those who seek improvement are constrained by inadequate

budgets, unchangeable institutions, insufficient information,

and unresponsive individuals or groups; the disincentives to

change often outweigh the incentives.

But even more clearly here than in the case of the disadvantaged,

these "problems" do not have the compelling clarity of biological dis-

orders. They overlap, interact, and vary in significance. Terms like

"ineffective," "difficulty," "inadequate," and "insufficient" describe

extremely imprecise judgments, grounded in the intuition produced by

headlines, rather than by the knowledge derived from careful analysis

of data. That serious problems exist in each of those areas there can

be little doubt; what the nature and extent of the problems really is

is far less certain. Thus, one of the NIE's most important functions is

likely to be the "illumination "5 of education's problems with sufficient

brilliance to enable effective attempts at solution to be developed.

The analysis necessary to produce such illumination should be expected

5
This term was suggested by Professor John Tukey, Princeton Uni-

versity.
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to be a continuing part of the process by which the NIB' identifier and

addresses the problEms of education. The intramural R&D staff of the

NIE would devote a major part of its effcrt to this analysis.

With what limits? The NIE's attempt to develop practical solu-

tions to educational problems will quickly encounter the limits of edu-

cation's power.

First, many of the pathologies may arise from individual and soci-

etal deficiencies outside the responsibility of education. Second,

resource limitations and statutory, contractual, or conventional con-

straints inhibit the ability of the education system to change. And

third, the tools of education and understanding of the phenomena with

which it deals are so crude--compared, say, to the techniques of medi-

cine and the understanding of human physiology, genetics, and biochem-

istry--that many of the attempts at problem-solving will be seriously

impeded. It will turn out often that evaluation techniques to measure

deficiencies and -leter progress will be missing; teaching strategies

to achieve certain desired effects with particular groups of students

will be absent; and knowledge about forms of schooling based on differ-

ent conceptions of the role of education will be nonexistent. The

range of alternative solutions to educational problems is severely con-

strained by the limitations of educational practice. Therefore, satis-

fying this objective of the NIE depends in a direct way on success in

satisfying the next objective: advancing the practice of education as

an art, science, and profession.

SUPPORTING OBJECTIVE II: TO ADVANCE THE PRACTICE OF EDUCATION AS AN
ART, SCIENCE, AND PROFESSION

Educational practice has four aspects: instruction, administra-

tion, assessment, and the education of educators. Instruction concerns

both what is taught and how. Administration establishes the organiza-

tion and management of education. Assessment measures and evaluates

the outcomes of education. The education of educators transmits educa-

tional practice to present and future practitioners. Current educational

practice is deficient in each of these aspects; each must be advanced.
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However, educational practice, unlike most practice in industry

or agriculture, is not a highly technical process whose procedures and

quantities can be adjusted scientifically until the outcome matches

the desired result. Rather, educational practice is an individual and

social process, highly influenced by the qualities of each practitioner

and the needs and values of each community. Therefore, educational

practice cannot advance solely as a science; it must also develop as

an art, shaped by creative individuals; and as a profession, responsive

to community needs and values.

The NIE should commit a significant portion of its resources to

continuing, cumulative programs intended to advance the practice of

education as an art, Pcience, and profession. Some aspects worthy of

effort are described below. Tentative program activities for the NIE

in support of this objective are given in Program Area II in Chapter

III, Program.

Teaching as an Art. The art of teaching is still primitive, its

masters generally known only to the small groups of students they have

served. Apprenticeship and other more formal means of conveying the

art to a new generation are rare. Study of the techniques and styles

of great masters of teaching is rarer still. And there does not yet

exist an esthetics of teaching that guides the description and criti-

cism of the teaching process. There are good reasons for this, of

course: teaching is a fugitive art, difficult to record; and it is an

applied art, difficult to evaluate. The newer technologies, however,

offer the opportunity to capture teaching on video tape, on film, or

in computer programs, and some of the more creative of contemporary

teachers have attempted to describe their teaching styles in books and

articles. Students and teachers are becoming more conscious of the

"style" of the learning experience. There now exists the opportunity

to make significant advances in the art of teaching.

Education as a Science. The science of education, despite its

80-year history, is still in its infancy. Were it mature, it might be

expected to provide a substantial body of knowledge about the educa-

tive process that would permit the educator to measure the initial
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state of the learner; to match teaching method to teacher characteris-

tics, learner characteristics, and content; and to assess the change

in the state of the learner after being taught. Progress has been made

in each of these areas, of course. Yet the tools of measurement are

satisfactory primarily for basic cognitive skills. Knowledge of the

appropriate methods of teaching for various learner groups is quite

limited. Nevertheless, promising new approaches to the evaluation of

noncognitive skills are being developed. Experiments with more care-

fully designed teaching methodologies are yielding more precise infor-

mation about what works, under what conditions. Thus, the need and

the chance to speed the development of scientific aspects of education

exist.

Professional Aspects of Education. In its professional aspects,

education, like medicine and law, exists in a reciprocal relation with

society. Because of their command of specialized knowledge, skills,

and experience, professions are granted certain privileges by society

in making decisions that affect the fortune or well-being of citizens.

The profession's responsibility, in turn, is to establish the standards

of professional preparation and practice that will assure the proper

exercise of that trust. These aspects of education require consider-

able improvement.

The education that teachers receive is widely held to be deficient.

It rarely combines first-class training, research, and practice in the

same complex; consequently, teacher education is generally detached

both from the frontiers of iesearch and the forefront of practice. Es-

tablished teachers can practice for 30 years without having to update

or refresh their knowledge and skills. As educational R&D grows and

increases the potential rate of educational improvement, however, the

need to strengthen the system of initial and continuing teacher educa-

tion will grow even more crucial. Teachers are at the cutting edge of

education; therefore, improving and reforming education depends, in

large measure, on improving the education of teachers.

Education also bears a major responsibility in determining what

shall be taught. In doing so, it should work with the community to

help articulate the needs of society and of individuals within society.
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What, for example, should the elementary school provide its students

in arithmetic skills to enable them to be successful consumers, workers,

and citizens without further study? How will changes in the future,

such as the widespread availability of computers, affect their needs

for mathematical knowledge? Similar questions can and should be asked

about each potential subject of study. Yet, education's efforts to

review and renew what is caught are insufficient. In some areas, es-

pecially the sciences, successful new primary and secondary school cur-

ricula have been developed in recent years under the leadership of new

participants in nonuniversity education--scholars at the forefront of

knowledge in the subject area. However, curriculum reform has not yet

widely affected many of the other central topics of education, such as

the arts and humanities, studies of society and the economy, and career

skills. Nor has a viable system of continuing curriculum renewal been

created. The improvement of education demands such a system.

Education bears responsibility to society in two other ways.

First, it should develop forms of education that satisfy the \,riety

of needs that society has. Tradition, rather than creative response

to needs, appears to have produced the narrow range of forms currently

available. But technology and rapid social change have altered the

conditions for which these forms were developed. Education should now

take the lead in designing systems that will satisfy the developing

requirement for education that continues throughout life, that breaks

some of the barriers between school and society, and that deploys tech-

nology creatively to broaden access to excellent education.

Second, it should develop means of reporting on performance and

needs to its clientele and of responding more directly to their needs

and desires. The current efforts to introduce "accountability" into

the schools, to strengthen community involvement through decentraliza-

tion of large systens, and to assess the effects of schooling through

nationally administered tests are efforts in this direction. Much re-

mains to be done to make them effective means to the desired ends. And

much remains to be done in developing other means to those ends.

Educational practice rests on a foundation of knowledge about the

psychology of learning, the anthropology and sociology of small groups,
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the art of television and film, the technology of computers, the sta-

tistical analysis of complex processes, and the economics of hunan

capital, among others. Therefore, meeting the objective of advancing

education as an art, a science, and a profession will be dependent upon

the progress that is made toward meeting the next objective: strength-

ening the scientific and technological foundations on which education

rests.

SUPPORTING OBJECTIVE III: TO STRENGTHEN THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGI-
CAL FOUNDATIONS ON WHICH EDUCATION RESTS

Educational practice is rooted in an understanding of the individ-

ual and how he learns and grows; the group and how it motivates or in-

hibits the individual's capacities; the society and what it requires

of its citizens and they of it; technology and how it can assist the

process of instruction, and how instruction must account for technol-

ogy's effects on society.

This understanding is formed, in part, of the "common sense"

knowledge each individual develops through experience; in part, of

the "received wisdom" of his preceptors and colleagues; and, in part,

of the "disciplined knowledge" of scientists and scholars. In compar-

ison with the foundations of the mechanical or electrical industries,

of medicine or of agriculture, education's foundations rest far more

on "common sense" and "received wisdom" and far less on "disciplined

knowledge." The behavioral and social sciences have not yet reached

the state of development attained by the physical and biological ones.

But the experience of those other areas suggests the benefits

(and the dangers) to be expected as scientific understanding of the

individual, of groups, of society, and of certain technologies is in-

creased. Knowledge of physical processes and of biological processes

has given us power over them and enabled us to direct them to our ends.

Better knowledge of behavioral and social phenomena will confer simi-

lar power, for the benefit of education and other social ends.

The NIE should invest a stable proportion of its resources in

long-term programs intended to strengthen education's foundations in

the sciences and technologies. The prospective benefits are described
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below. Some tentative program activities of this kind appear in Pro-

gram Area III in the next chapter.

The building of this knowledge is, for the most part, not a dra-

matic process. It depends on the disciplined inquiries of many, many

investigators, each pushing his part of the frontier a bit farther for-

ward. Occasionally, an investigator, especially favored with compe-

tence, preparation, or luck, will see how to break through the frontier

and drive a deep salient into previously dark areas. But even then,

the consolidation and thorough exploration of his salient will demand

the disciplined energies of his many less-favored colleagues. Those

who, like the educator, would use what is known, rather than extend it,

frequently know and care little about this process. Their concern is

with the map of the territory contained in the textbook and not with

the travail of its explorers. Thus it is that basic research does not

always exert a direct influence on the practice of education but does

always exert an indirect influence through its shaping of the concep-

tions in which educational practice is rooted.

The effect of a changed conception, though perhaps not dramatic,

can be quite widespread. In a recent brief paper
6

on the contributions

of successful research to educational practice, Professor J. W. Getzels,

of the University of Chicago, noted the following examples of "basic

studies that have had manifest effects on...aspects of the school en-

terprise."

o Thorndike and Woodworth's empirical studies demonstrating the
fallacy of the doctrine of "formal discipline," which held
that learning something "tough" like Latin or Greek was prep-
aration for life to learn anything "easy," significantly af-
fected what was taught in schools.

o Terman's basic studies of gifted children showing that con-
trary to popular belief, they are on the average better than
their peers in physical development, emotional adjustment, and
social maturity changed the attitudes held about gifted chil-
dren and their educational needs.

o Lewin, Lippitt, and White's study establishing the relation-
ship between children's behavior and autocratic, democratic,

6
Getzels, J. W., Examples of Successful Research Rlated to Edu-

cation, informal paper, 1970.
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or laissez-faire patterns of teacher leadership greatly af-
fected teacher education and educational administration,

o "Guilford's...research on the structure of intellect, which
led to the notions of convergent and divergent thinking, (is]
now increasingly a part not only of the assessment of children's
ability but of the curriculum objectives in many schools."

o "Skinner's basic research on learning and reinforcement...con-
tributed heavily to the development of programmed instruction."

o "Clark's basic research on self-concepts of Negro and white
children (was] used by the Supreme Court in its desegregation
decision."

o "Hebb's basic research on the effects of sensory deprivation...
raised important questions about the role of the early life of
disadvantaged children on their later performance in school."

o "Fantz's basic research on the perception of infants during the
first months of life...is altering the view that the infant's
world is only a buzzing confusion, and is likely to influence
the educative provisions in infant and child care centers."

o "Piaget's basic research on cognitive development...is trans-
forming our conceptions of the growth of intellectual function-
ing from linear to stage models, and is having significant
effects on curriculum construction."

o "Schultz's basic research on the economics of education...may
alter the prevailing views that schools consume capital to the
view that schools produce capital, and thus ultimately have a
more profound effect on the financing of education than all the
practical packages developed to sell school bonds put together."

Disciplined study of individuals, groups, society, technology, and

the other foundations of education is the business of the traditional

disciplines. What we know in a rigorous way about the individual as a

participant in education copes from the work of the psychologist, biol-

ogist, linguist, anthropologist, and philosopher; the group is the sub-

ject of psychologists, sociologists, and anthropologists. Society and

its institutions are explored by sociologists, anthropologists, polit-

ical scientists, economists, linguists, historians, and philosophers.

Technology is the province of the physical scientist, psychologist,

engineer, economist, information scientist, and management scientist.

Statisticians, mathematicians, and computer scientists provide some of

the methods of study to each of these disciplines. Thus, the NIE

would encourage work in the traditional disciplines that promises to

strengthen the foundations of education.

.5
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These foundation-building activities, like those devoted to ad-

vancing education and to solving educational problems, depenc on the

availability of competent personnel to carry out the work, on the exis-

tence of suitable organizations to bring them together and support them

in the performance of their tasks, and on managerial competence to allo-

cate available funds effectively. At present, each of those resources

is in short supply in education. Thus, the next--and last--supporting

objective assumes special importance.

SUPPORTING OBJECTIVE IV: TO BUILD A VIGOROUS AND EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

To achieve the objectives just described will require the partic-

ipation of an extensive and intricate network of research and devel-

opment institutions and personnel. The NIE should occupy a central,

influential role in this network, especially as a source of funds and

as a means of bringing about coordinate activities among the many par-

ticipants, but it will not be able to do even a small portion of the

necessary work itself. It must rely upon the educational R&D system.
7

Had it been designed by some single, far-sighted intelligence,

that system might be expected to be the right size, to contain the

proper distribution of skills and interests, to have developed appro-

priate institutional mechanisms for carrying out its tasks, and to

have established satisfactory internal mechanisms for communication

and quality control. Even if no single intelligence had designed it,

but instead some long-term, incremental process of evolution had been

allowed to operate, it might have been expected to achieve some close

approximation to appropriate size ano character through a process of

natural selection. However, neither a single intelligence nor a long-

term natural evolution has shaped the educational R&D system. It is,

rather, the product of decades of indifference followed by a decade of

forced expansion. Naturally, the form that it has taken satisfies few

of the requisites for an effective system. Compared with the needs of

education and the demands that will be placed upon it by the NIE, it

tern.

7
Appendix F describes the participants in the educational R&D sys-
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is too small, too diffuse, maldistributed, too narrow in scope, and

lacking in nonacademic institutions.

Too Small. There is no precise rule by which the proper size of

the educational R&D system could be determined. In the long run, proper

size for an R&D system depends on the scope of the subject, the chances

of success, the benefits to be expected, and the costs. In the short

run, it is limited by the availability of personnel and by the state

of knowledge. Decisions, however, can be made on simpler, incremental

grounds: Should the system be increased, decreased, or kept the same

during the next year or two?

Two informal arguments suggest that at this time the educational

R&D system should be increased. The first argument is simply that,

compared with the R&D system serving other national enterprises of sim-

ilar size, no greater importance or need, and no less challenge, the

educational R&D system is quite small. The previously noted compari-

son
8
with agriculture and health, both of which have benefited dramati-

cally from R&D during the last several decades, is especially telling.

It is reviewed in Table 1.

Table 1

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT IN EDUCATION,
HEALTH, AND AGRICULTURE (1968)

Area

Contribution
to 1968 GNP

($ billions)

Expenditure
for R&D

($ billions)

R&D/GNP
Contribution
(percent)

Effort Devoted
to R&D (equiva-
lent man-years)

Education 53.0 0.190 0.3 4,500

Health 51.; 2.400 4.6 59,000

Agriculture 73.5 0.800 1.1 26,000

Although all three enterprises are large and of roughly similar size,

agriculture spent 4 times the dollar resources and almost 6 times the

manpower on R&D as did education; for health, the difference was even

more dramatic--13 times the dollar resources and 13 times the manpower.

8
Appendix G contains further information about this comparison.
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Whereas agriculture allocated 1.1 percent of its contribution to the

GNP to R&D, and health allocated 4.6 percent, education expended less

than 0.4 percent. (The situation has not improved since 1968.) The

starkness of these figures is emphasized by the relative recentness

of education's rise to even that level. As recently as FY 1963, the

0E--now the primary source of support for R&D--expended less than

$10 million for R&D.

Thus, the comparison with enterprises of similar scope and no

greater difficulty that have been greatly benefited by R&D suggests

that the educational R&D system is still far below the size needed to

contribute significantly to the improvement and reform of an enterprise

of education's scope and difficulty.

The second argument is that there are tasks for educational R&D

that are important and promise significant benefit, but are not being

carried out by the current system because of inadequate resources. In

the previous discussion of the NIE objectives, some such tasks were de-

scribed in very general terms. In the next chapter, a program of activ-

ities for educational R&D will be described somewhat more specifically.

Here it may suffice to note that currently very few of the local or

state education agencies have access to R&D personnel or institutions

who could assist with the major problems they face; that careful experi-

mentation with comprehensive educational alternatives is rare; that the

findings of R&D are not consistently put into practice; and that devel-

opment of new practices, equipment, and curricula is still occurring

at a very slow rate.

Too Diffuse. Scientists and engineers frequently refer to the

need to achieve "critical mass" in an R&D enterprise. The term comes

from nuclear physics, where the critical mass of radioactive material

Is the amount needed to achieve a self-sustaining nuclear reaction.

It has come to mean the minimum size and composition of a research or

development group necessary to achieve a vital, self-sustaining, crea-

tive atmosphere for the task at hand. In basic research, quite theo-

retical in character, the critical mass may be one or two researchers;

in complex developmental and experimental programs, the critical mass

ray be several hundred individuals having a great diversity of skills.
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When the critical mass for larger tasks cannot be achieved, individual

researchers tend to pursue small tasks on their own. These sma-1 tasks

rarely cumulate to achieve major effects.

Another kind of critical mass is the one that increases the power

of a large enough group of research teams, each pursuing its own topic

within the same field at the same institution. The different points

of view and approaches to the field come together both formally and in-

formally, enriching the criticism and insights available to each, and

leading to the formation of new teams, new approaches, and new points

of view. Anyone who has experienced such an atmosphere is aware of the

enhanced creativity and productivity it produces.

Educational R&D has suffered from a lack of R&D groups that have

attained either kind of critical mass. The R&D Centers and Regional

Educational Laboratories were established to achieve interdisciplinary

R&D groups (in the first case) and development groups (in the second

case) of sufficient size to be effective. Some of those 23 groups have

begun to "go critical," but in total they are still a small portion of

the system. Some schools of education have attempted to achieve devel-

opment groups, but their aspirations have been hindered by lack of

funds. The typical situation in education is still the one- or two-man

research study, in which the participants engage part-time. There is

a strong need to form larger critical masses of R&D personnel working

on the central issues of education.

Maldistributed. Related to the problem of attaining critical mass

is that of achieving a proper distribution of effort among the activi-

ties from research through development to implementation. Insufficient

effort in development and implementation will impede the application of

increased knowledge in practice; not enough effort in research will in-

hibit effective development and implementation. More specifically,

effective R&D systems, such as those that serve industry, health, and

agriculture, have developed complex networks of activities linking re-

search with practice and have staffed them with specialists such as de-

sign, production, and sales engineers, agricultural extension agents,

and medical detail men. The educational R&D network, by contrast, is

incomplete and imbalanced. What improvements there are have occurred
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during the last decade with the increase in funds from the OE and the

NSF for developmental and implementation activities. Nevertheless,

educational R&D still displays the consequences of its long isolation

in the school of education: 60 percent of educational R&D funds were

spent in universities and colleges in 1968, but only 37 percent of

health and 22 percent of agriculture R&D funds were. Educational R&D

is still heavily weighted toward the kinds of research and evaluation

activity favored by such settings.

What are underdeveloped are the kinds of activity that in other

fields are carried on by industry, agricultural experiment stations,

and teaching hospitals. Education devoted roughly 3,900 man-years of

effort to development and innovation in 1968; agriculture expended over

28,000 man-years.

What is virtually absent is the research-based problem-solving

activity in the operating agency. In 1968 there were only 1,300 man-

years of research, development, and innovation carried on in the almost

20,000 state and local education agencies; most of that was testing and

gathering statistics.

If educational R&D is to be effective in improving the education

of Americans, these maldistributions will have to be rectified.

Too Narrow in Scope. Education is a many-sided subject. It im-

pinges on every aspect of our lives--cultural, social, political, and

e:.onomic; it draws upon most of our resources--human, technological,

institutional; and it concerns all aspects of humanness--philosophical,

psychological, biological. Education should, therefore, be a subject

of interest to an exceptionally wide range of specialists, from politi-

cal scientists and economists, through psychologists and engineers, to

natural scientists and artists. And it should benefit from their con-

tributions. It is, therefore, both surprising and disconcerting to

observe that education benefits far less from such concern than does

defense or business--certainly far less than it should.

For a variety of reasons, rooted in history and aced' mic status,

educational R&D has been the almost private preserve of the psycholc-

gist and, occasionally, the sociologist. Only recently it is beginning

to attract the attention of more than a handful of well-trained
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researchers in other fields. Economic, political, technological, bio-

logical, statistical, and linguistic aspects of education are becoming

more respectable subjects of study within the relevant disciplines.

But the trend is still young and it has serious impediments to over-

come; it will need significant encouragement. Even more important, and

more difficult, is the creation of incentives and institutions whereby

these various disciplines can work together to bring their complemen-

tary talents to bear on significant educational problems.

Lacking_ in Institutions. If educational R&D is to grow in size,

in concentration, in distribution, and in scope, it will have both to

draw many more scientific and developmental personnel into its efforts

and to provide appropriate settings in which they can work. Presently,

the choices are quite narrow. The distribution of man-years of educa-

tional R&D effort, by setting, in 1968 is shown in Table 2, which is

adapted from data in Appendix G.

Table 2

DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT MAN-YEARS, BY SETTING

(1968)

Setting Man-Years

Universities and colleges 2,100
Total 2,100

State agencies 230

Local school agencies O00
Professional associations 280

Total 1,310

Private research institutions 260
Private firms 120

Educational laboratories 750

Total 1,130

Grand Tott.l 4,540

Since most R&D in universities and colleges is a part-time occupation,

the 2,100 man-years in the chart represent the effort of a far greater

number of individuals. In the other settings, however, R&D is more

likely to be full-time. Thus, the great majority of educational R&D

personnel are in higher educational institutions.

7
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There are no more than 200 colleges and universities at which edu-

cational R&D is conducted. Of the 18,000 or so state and local educa-

tion agencies arid professional associations, clearly only a very small

proportion can be devoting any effort to research, development, or in-

novation. Similarly, only several tens of private firms, at most., are

responsible for the 120 man-years of effort expended in such settings.

Finally, there are 15 Regional Educational Laboratories. This catalog

describes the present institutional setting for educational R&L.

How should it be strengthened? Several actions seem highly de-

sirable.

Firs:, the higher education settings could be strengthened by

involving a wider range of disciplines than is currently active, by

building critically sized centers for interdisciplinary R&D in educa-

tion, and by linking R&D more closely with the education of educational

personnel and with educational practice. (This effort, of course, has

been begun--with some success--with the creation of Research and Devel-

opment Centers.)

Second, the state and local educational agency settings could be

strengthened by establishing R&D as an essential activity in all oper-

ating agencies. That is not to say that basic "research or even product

development should be under way in those settings, but rather that in-

dividuals with a solid training in educational science and technology

should be there and that they should work closely with teachers and

administrators. The R&D personnel would help with immediate, opera-

tional problems; assist in planning and eva'uating innovative programs;

link the knowledge and tools of educational R&D with practice; and en-

courage and monitor the conduct of appropriate R&D in other settings.

The presence of such personnel, aware of the findings of R&D and the

problems of practice, throughout the operating systcm of education

would go very far toward overcoming the coAsideralle gap between re-

search and practice that currently exists. Tneir position would be

comparable in many respects to that of the engineer and operations

analyst in industry or the extension agel.t in agriculture.

Third, the private profit and not-for-profit institutional setting

could be strengthened by increasing its size and scope of activity and

F
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by linking it more closely to the state and local agencies and to the

higher educational institutions. These institutions provide the major

setting in which large-scale, long-term developmental and experimental

efforts can be conducted. They also provide a setting in which criti-

cally sized, mixed teams of researchers and developers can be brought

together to serve the needs of many different local and state agencies.

Thus, whereas a small school district could not expect to hire a perma-

nent staff of economists, psychologists, and technologists to help it

plan significant changes in its educational practice, it (or a consor-

tium of similar districts) could hope to make use of a private institu-

tion established to build just such expertise. (Again, a start has

been made with the establishment of Regional Educational Laboratories,

and interstate and local consortia. Much needs to be done to strengthen

those efforts, however.)

Thus far, the deficiencies of the performance side of the educa-

tional R&D system have been described. However, as was noted in the

Introduction, to overcome those deficiencies and achieve an effective

program of educational R&D will require considerable competence on the

sponsorship side, especially in the principal Federal agency sponsoring

educational R&D.

Need for Strong Program Management. The wise allocation of no

funds is an exceptionally difficult task that demands talents compara-

ble to those needed to carry out R&D itself. The Federal program of-

ficer must be able to understand and select among activities that by

their nature are at the frontiers of knowledge. He must be able to

judge their prospects for success and estimate how well they will serve

education's needs should they succeed. If competent and creative R&D

talents are to be attracted to and retained in education's service,

the program officer must attain their respect for the consistency and

validity of his judgments. "or these reasons, the agencies that spon-

sor educational R&D must be staffed by individuals of the highest com-

petence, well trained in research or development, and in continuing

close contact with their fielda of research or development. In contrast

to many government programs in which funds are allocated according to

formulas and guidelines, well-run R&D programs are completely
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discretionary, with each decision for the expenditure of $10,000 or

$1 million demanding expert knowledge and judgment.

Those Federal research funding programs that are generally judged

to be successful have met these requirements through the adoption of

special personnel systems designed to attract (in competition with uni-

versities, hospitals, and industry) scientists and engineers able to

guide the wise expenditure of government funds. Two such successful

programs are those of the NSF and the NIH. In Table 3 their personnel

systems are compared with that of the NCERD.

Although the NSF expends about 5 times as much as the NCERD, it

has 36 times as many authorized supergrade positions. Although both

the NSF and NIH have flexible personnel systems designed to enable them

to compete with the universities and industry for scientific personnel

and bring such personnel into government for noncareer appointments,

the NCERD employs a personnel system designed to serve the needs of

managing large, formula support programs. And although the NSF and

NIH have the stature and visibility that derives from leadership by men

at the Level II or Level IV rank in the Federal Executive Schedule, the

NCERD must assert its responsibility in the Federal government on the

authority of a GS-17 director. The conditions do not yet exist to

enable the Federal government to attract the caliber of staff needed

to run a truly effective educational R&D program,

Thus, the NIE must take as oue of its major supporting objectives

the strengthening of the educational R&D community, both on the per-

former side and on the sponsor side. The NIE should devote a portion

of its resources directly to development of the R&D performer commnity

through fellowships, institutional development grants, and similar

mechanisms. Some tentative program activities of this kind are de-

scribed in Program Area IV in the next chapter. Establishment of the

NIE is itself an attempt to strengthen the R&D sponsorship community.

Its personnel and administrative provisions are deszribed in Chapter

IV, Organization.
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Table 3

PERSONNEL SYSTEMS OF NCERD, NSF, AND NIH

Budget, Fi 1970 ($ millions)
Intramural
Extramural

TOTAL

Managerial Staff, 1970
Director
Deputy Directors &

equivalents

Assistant Directors
& equivalents

Deputy Assistant
Directors & equivalents

Division Directors

TOTAL
No. with doctorate

Professional Staff, 1970
(including management)
Executive Level
GS-16 to 18
GS-16 to 18, equiv.

(GS-16 & above)
GS-10 to 15 or equiv.

TOTAL

(Intramural prog.)
No. with doctorate
No. of Fellowship

appointments

Personnel System

1. Freedom to set pay
anywhere in supergrade
range

2. Civil Service approval
of qualifications for
pay needed

3. Career appointment
4. Included in Civil

Service retirement
plan

5. Agency quota for
supergrades

6. Filled from Civil
Service quota for
supergrades

NCERD

90

90

Authorized Actin
1 GS-17
1 GS-16

1 GS-16

3 GS-15

6
0

3

(3)

3

1 GS-16

NSF NIH

438
438

1 EL II
1 EL III

4 GS-15 5 EL V

120

1,400
1,520

11 GS-18 equiv.

32 GS-17 equiv.

5 50

3 39

1

(1)

78

79

(0)

22

7

101

(108)

397

505

(0)

158
35

1 EL IV
10 GS-18 equiv.
1 GS-17 equiv.
2 GS-15 equiv.
16 GS-18 equiv.

13 GS-18 equiv.
8 GS-17 equiv.
1 GS-16

9 GS-18 equiv.
17 GS-17 equiv.
9 GS-16 equiv.
2 GS-15

89

81

1

87

85

(173)
3,829

4,002

(1,582)
2,068

285

Civil Service Only Civil Service Plus
Public Health Officer,
Civil Service Plus

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Optional

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No
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III. PROGRAM

The most important and difficult choices to be made in creating

the NIE are those that determine its program. The needs of education

are so great, the R&D community's capabilities are so limited in com-

parison, and the available funds are so constrained that the design of

a program that achieves the full potential benefit from R&D for educa-

tion will be a demanding task. It is a task that should occupy a major

part of the attention of the NIE staff, leadership, and advisory groups,

not only at the beginning but throughout the Institute's existence.

Program also occupies a central place in planning for the NIE.

What the Institute will do determines in large measure how it. will be

organized and how it must relate to its constituencies. It has not

been possible during this planning effort to undertake the extensive

analytic and consultative process that design of a final program for

the NIE would require. However, the character and content of a program

have been discussed, individually and in groups, with a wide range of

respected individuals from the education and R&D communities. From

those discussions has come a preliminary program that, while it cannot

claim the legitimacy and stature that the Institute's carefully de-

siped program will achieve, should suffice to establish the basic na-

ture of the NIE's activities and to guide its organizational design.

This chapter describes and discusses thto preliminary program.

MAJOR PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Almost all of the NIE's program will be carried out by external

agencies--higher educational institutions, state and local agencies,

R&D Centers, Regional Laboratories, and other non-Federal institutions.

No more than 5 percent, at least at the start, is likely to be per-

formed internally. The major concern in the development of this pro-

gram, therefore, has been with the description of activities that will

be sponsored, but not conducted, by the NIE. The Institute's internal

research agency, which will be described in the next chapter, however,

will undertake activities within this broad program structure for which

its staff and organization are specially qualified. Some examples of

its possible activities will also be provided in the next chapter.
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The structure of the research program follows the structure of the

NIE's supporting objectives defined in the preceding chapter. Corre-

sponding to each of these four objectives is a program area of the In-

stitute.

o Program Area I: Solution of Major Educational Problems

o Program Area II: Advancing Educational Practice

o Program Area III: Strengthening Education's Foundations

o Program Area IV: Strengthening the Research and Development

System

These program areas are divided, in turn, into several program

elements. The number and definition of the elements in an area may

change over time as priorities and competencies change. A preliminary

set of program elements for the four program areas is shown in Table 4.

The program elements comprise, in their turn, a cluster of program

activities. These would ordinarily be individual projects or groups of

closely related projects. An extensive listing of prospective program

activities appears later in this chapter. It is intended to convey

through specific examples the kind and range of activity the NIE should

undertake. It is not an attempt to describe precisely what the NIE

should do.

The four program areas differ in the priority and support assigned

to each, in the criteria and methods for program design, and in the

range of R&D activities involved.

PROr,RAM AREA I: SOLUTION OF MAJOR EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS

The first priority of the NIE will undoubtedly be to organize,

support, and carry ott comprehensive national. Re4D programs attacking

major educational problems. In support of that priority, this program

area might receive on the order of one-half the resources available to

the NIE early in its history. A number of the problems that might come

under attack in this way were listed in the preceding chapter as part

of the discussion of Supporting Objective I. As noted there, the pro-

cess of problem "illumination" is a crucial part of the development of

a problem-focused R&D program. Illumination of tbe nature of education's
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Table 4

TENTATIVE PROGRAM STRUCTURE FOR THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

PROGRAM AREA Solution of Major Educational Problems- -
comprehensive R&D programs addressing priority
concerns.

Program Element 1. Improving education of the disadvantaged.
Program Element 2. Improving the quality of education.
Program Element 3. Improving the effectiveness of resource use

in education.

PROGRAM AREA II: Advancing Educational Practice- -
cumulative R&D programs developing education as an
art, science, profession.

Program Element 1. Improving the instructional process- -
method and content.

Program Element 2. Improving the educational system- -
organization and administration.

Program Element 3. Improving educational assessment- -
measurement and evaluation.

Program Element 4. Improving the education of educational
personnel.

PROGRAM AREA III: Strengthening the Foundations of Education- -
selective research programs building basic
knowledge concerning education.

Program Element 1. Increase knowledge of the individual as a
learner.
Increase knowledge of group processes as
they affect learning.
Increase knowledge of societal influences
on education.
Increase ability to use technology and media
effectively in education.
Increase effectiveness of analytical and
research methodologies.

Program Element 2.

Program Element 3.

Program Slement 4.

Program Element 5.

PROGRAM AREA IV: Strengthening the Research and Development System- -
funding to facilitate formation of the complex
network of individuals and institutiona needed
to ?ink research, development, and practice.

Program Element 1. Develop supply of competent R&D manpower.
Program Element 2. Develop supply of effective R&D institutions.
Program Element 3. Strengthen linkage between R&D and practice.
Program Element 4. Develop structure3 for information transfer.
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most crucial problems will be a major function of the NIE; the intra-

mural R&D activity will play a central role in this process. However,

the difficult passage from surface symptom to underlying problem has

not been made during the first steps in planning for the NIE. Conse-

quently, any selection of problems for this program area is likely to

be flawed. At best, the problem definitions may have to be narrowed

or redrawn to bring them into consonance with the capacity of R&D to

solve them. At worst, they may be shown by deeper study to be shadows

whose substance lies elsewhere. Nevertheless, some major educational

problems must be selected, as exemplars, for this preliminary program.

From among the variety of problems discussed in the preceding chapter,

three have been chosen. They are:

o The poor education received by the disadvantaged,

o The inadequate quality of the education received by many,

and

o The need to use education's limited resources more effectively.

For present purposes, this selection of problems will suffice. It has

been translated into program elements in Table 4.

To help solve these major educational ptobiems the NIE will want

to do two things: first, bring to bear in a coordinated way all that

is already known or developed that might help in resolving the problem;

and second, focus careful effort on learning and developing what is

needed to provide better solutions.

The RFD activity in this program area should be conceived, imple-

mented, and managed through comprehensive national programs. These

would be carefully designed, coherent combinations of research, devel-

opment, experimentation, evaluation, and implementation activities

directed at solution of major problems. Thus, each comprehensive na-

tional program would comprise not only activities intended to employ

existing knowledge in the solution of a major 2roKem, but also a wide

range of activities--similar to those undertaken as part of the con-

tinuing pm..3rarrs in Program Areas II and III -- intended to develop the

imprved practices or basic knowledge essential if better solutions to

that major problem are to be obtained. While each cf these programs
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would be managed centrally to provide coordination and effective plan-

ning toward the objective, its component activities would be carried

out in many settings.

Central management of each program element would be provided by

an NIE program task force, led by a program manager and advised by an

advisory panel of educators, R&D personnel, and laymen. The staff of

the task force would comprise not only permanent problem-oriented R&D

management personnel, but also personnel seconded from those parts of

the NIE concerned with support of work on educational practice and

foundations. They would bring to the problem task forces an awareness

of the state of the art in their areas of concern, and would take back

to those areas an enhanced appreciation of the needs of the educational

system.

PROGRAM AREA II: ADVANCING EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

The problem-focused activities undertaken in the first program

area depend for their success on the educational tools and practices

and the fundamental knowledge available. As noted, these activities

will include efforts directed toward improving one or another tool, or

toward extending knowledge in a particularly important way. But such

activities will be undertakea with the specific needs of the problem

area in mind. Even the union of all such activities undertaken as

part of the problem-focused programs would not comprise a coherent,

cumulative national program intended to improve the state of educa-

tional practice. The responsibility for the development and support

of such programs falls in this area. The area might receive oR mugz

a° onefourth of the NTE's resources early its history.

Among the constituents of educational practice that might be the

subject of program elements here are the following:

o The instructional process--the content of instruction and the

methods by which it is conveyed to various student groups,

o The educational system--the institutional and unstructured

forms through which instruction is made available and how they

are administered,
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o Educational assessment--the methods and instruments by which

educational progress is measured and evaluated, and

o Professional development--the forms and content of preparation

and continued training of educational professionals.

Once again, it is important to note that the NIE staff and advisory

panels may find another categorization of the constituents of educa-

tional practice more fruitful. That is not so important here; these

constituents will suffice to indicate the nature of the NIE's prospec-

tive program.

As a complement to the individual, targeted activities of these

kinds undertaken as part of the problem-focused programs, the function

of this problem area is the development and support of continuing, cu-

mulative national programs that include a range of research, develop-

ment, experimentation, and implementation activities intended to

increase competence in each of the constituents of educational prac-

tice. These programs will attempt to do those things that offer the

best hope of moving the state of the art forward. The activities would

be carr!,ed out in many settings, would be less tightly linked together

than the components of a problem-focused program element, and would

provide both near- and farther-term returns.

Management of the program could be provided by a National Center

for each program element, situated within the NXE. For example, the

following Centers might be established to correspond to the proposed

program elements:

o Center for instructional Process

o Center for Educational System

o Center for Educational Assessment

o Center for Professional Development

Each Center would have a Director and an advisory panel charged with

developing a viable national program in its area. The staff, all man-

agers of extramural programs, would include both permanent professional

members and others, serving temporary tours, from the lt6D and education

communities. To assure coordination between these activities and the

similar activities sponsored as part of problem-focused programs, staff
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members from the Centers would be seconded to serve, part-time, on

problem-focused task forces.

PROGRAM AREA II/: STRENGTHENING EDUCATION'S FOUNDATIONS

As notr,..o in the e.escription of Supporting Objective III in the

chapter on objectives, educational practice and our ability to solve

educational problems are founded on our appreciation and understanding

of

o The individua] as a learner,

o Group processes and how they affect learning,

o Society and its relation to learning,

o Tecnoology and media useful .1n instruction, and

o Methodology for investigating education.

To be able tc put a fine edge on educational tools and to improve our

solution of educational problems, then, it is necessary to provide a

better understanling of the foundations of education. The responsibil-

ity for developing that understanding falls in this program area; it

might receive 10 to 15 percent of the'NIE's resources earls in its his-

tory.

The program elements might correspond to the subjects of concern

indicated above. Table 4 includes such a set of elements. They are

defined In greater detail later in this chapter. Once again, it must

be noted that another definition of program elements may prove more

fruitful tc the NIE's operation's. This one is simply indicative.

The management tech"iques adopted in this program area should

draw heavily upon the successful experiences of the Office of Naval

Research, NSF, and NIH. Although their procedures differ in detail,

they are based upon a common appreciation of the most effective modes

of encouraging and supporting, research at the frontiers of knowledge.

Each program element should, for example, be seen as a portfolio of

investments in new knowledge, and 14.ke speculative stock portfolios,

it is the total yield and not necessarily the performance of each ven-

ture ttmt is important. At the same time, a prudent inventor will

draw upon the most knowledgeable sources in choosing his investments.

6
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Those who know the frontiers of science best are those who are explcr-

ing them. Thus, the specification and selection of program activities

in this area must depend, even more than in the other areas, on the

judgment of active scientists and scholars. How6er, to avoid too nar-

row a basis of choice, it will be desirable for the NIE to include a

span of disciplines and a span of seniority in whatel,r review panels

it employs to help in program-activity choices.

These activities will, of :course, be heavily weighted toward the

research end of the R&D spectrum, although the initial development of

new technology and media is included in this program area as well. As

a consequence, they are most likely to be carried out in traditional

university and college settings, although the R&D Centers and Regional

Laboratories might also undertake some work as part of larger programs.

The NIE management staff will comprise scientifically qualified

program officers, who will rely heavily on review ponel drawn from

the research community. The staff will include both penla-tent officers

and a number serving short tern on leave from :heir d cc a-

6earch institutions. Like their fellows in Program Area II, they will

be seconded to problem-focused task forces to help coordinate their

work with s,:!pport of similar activities as part of the problem-focused

program elements.

PROGRAM AREA IV: STRENGTHENING THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

The funds and interests made available through the NIE should, in

the /ono run, bring into educational R&D the large enough pool of pro-

fessionals and network of institutions whose lack was described in the

preceding chapter. Hov:wer, the NIE will not be able to wait for all

the natural processes of attraction and decision to be acted out. If

it is to make a big difference in the quality and effectiveness of edu-

cational R&D, it will have to catalyze the process of growth and organi-

zation of the R&D community as suggested by Supporting Objective IV.

This is not an unusual function for a national R&D sponsoring organiza-

tion. The NIH and NASA, among others, have teen conscious of the need

to help build the R&D communities required to fulfill their functions.

This program area is devoted to that activity; it might receive on the
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order of 10 to 15 percent of the resources available to the NIL' early

in its development.

Among the constituents of the R&D community to which the NIE might

want to devote special attention are

o R&D manpower,

o R&D institutions,

o Linkages between R&D and practice, and

o Information transfer within the R&D system.

The 'cools available to serve these purposes include fellowships and

trai,-.eeships, institutional grants, support for information systems,

and support for training.

The management_ of this area will be in the hands of program offi-

cers. They need two close linkages, however. One is with a continuous

process of analysis and evaluation of the educational R&D community,

carried out by the NIE, perhaps in close conjunction with the National

Advisory Committee on Educational R&D. The purpose of this inalysis

and evaluation would be to identify and project into the future na-

tional needs for educational R&D personnel and institutions. While

such projections are necessarii, imperfect, they provide essential

guidance for programs intended to produce such personnel and institu-

tions. The other close linkage must be with the R&D programs sponsored

by the ZI' itself. One of the fundamentals of effective education For

R&D is the close and continuous particiption by the student in ?ctual

R&D projects. Since the NIE will be supporting most such projects in

education, it is essential that training projects supported in Program

Area IV be tied closely to Rf,D projects supported in other emas. Sim-

ilar comments apply to institutional support, which should be related

to program support; and to development of information systems, which

should be under the aegis of institutions and individuals having R&D

competence.

PROGRAM DESIGN

The preceding section has described the broad region of interest

of the NIE. A mature national program of educational R&D would support

t0
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activities in every element of those four program areas, and in others

not mentioned there, as well. However, at this stage in the develop-

ment of the national educational R&D enterprise, it is unlikely that

the resources--financial, personnel, or institutional- -will he avail-

able to mount so comprehensive a program. If the NIE is to succeed,

therefore, it will have to focus its energies on particularly Promising

or important R&D activities. It will have to place some bets.

On what basis should those bets be placed? Two criteria seem

central: the worth of each individual area of activity, and balance

in the total program.

The worth of each individual area is a compound of several factors.

It depends, first of all, on the importance of the corresponding prob-

lem or area of concern. In such deliberations, work on reading problems

would doubtless rank higher than work on teaching handwriting; rundamen-

tal studies of language acquisition would outrank equally fundamental

concern with color perception.

But importance is not enough. There must also be a reasonable

probability of success. This, in turn, depends on the difficulty of

the problem or area of study and the availability of adequate intel-

lectual tools, personnel, institutions, and funds to work on it. In

several otherwise important areas of educational concern, shortages

of personnel or institutions may prevent effective R&D activity.

Finally, there must be a reasonable probability of implementation.

This is both a substantive and an institutional consideration. Sub-

stantively, it means that the likely problem solution or finding can-

not be so expensive, difficult to execute, or unacceptable in other

ways that it has little chance of being put into practice. Institu-

tionally, it means that the eventual users of the solution or finding

have to be involved with and interested in the R&D activity i.1 such

a way that the chance of their adopting it is high, and the problems

of implementation have to be a part of the planning of the program

from its inception.

Many program activities are likely to prove worthy--more than

can be carried out or supported early in the NIE's program. The next

sep in program design, then, will be to select from among worthy
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program activities a set that constitutes a balanced program. A number

of different balances must be struck.

One is between activities with a near-term return and those whose

benefits come in the far term. It will, no doubt, be desirable that

the NIE accomplish results as quickly as possible. To do so it will

wish to undertake the support of some activities that have been under

way a number of years and are coming to fruition. Several such activi-

ties should have high priority in program ccistruction. But the NIE

will wish to continue to contribute to educational improvement in ele

future. Educational R&D programs necessarily take a number of years

to bear fruit. Thus, at the same time as the NIE is reaping this

year's harvest, it will have to plant the seeds of future harvests.

A high priority, thus, must also go to several activities showing high

promise for longer-term return.

A second balance, related closely to the first, is among large-

scale developmental and experimental programs and smaller-scale re-

search and evaluation activities.

A third balance is among the various skills that should be applied

in educational research. A properly designed program should include ac-

tivities involving a broad range of professionals: researchers and de-

velopers, persons concerned with content and those concerned with method,

social scientists and technologists, creators and analysts.

Finally, some balance must be struck among the various kinds of

R&D institLtion. Most likely, this balance will be determined by the

limited availability of certain kinds of setting and their specific

competencies.

Thus, program design will result from some complex interaction

between the worth of individual projects and the necessity of striking

certain balances in overall program design. This interaction must be

perceived and applied by some individual or group. The procedures the

NIE adopts will be a crucial determinant of its success.

TENTATIVE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

What would be the specific activities of a full-fledged NIE? Pre-

cisely what kinds of project would it undertake? How would they be
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distributed among research, development, evaluation, and implementation?

How would they be distributed across the levels of education? What mix-

ture of R&D skills would they employ? Where would they be ccnducted?

These questions are hard to answer without referring to a rather de-

tailed program for the NIE. Yet, fc- the reasons noted earlier, that

program must derive from a process of extensive analysis, consultation,

and review that has not yet been undertaken. It is a task demanding

the staff, advisory groups, and consultants of the NIE itself. More

important, it is a task demanding judgments concerning needs and priori-

ties that can only be made through the NIE's mechanisms.

Nevertheless, for several reasons, preliminary planning for the

NIE requires more specific information about the NIE's program then

is contained in Table 4. First, such information provides those unfa-

miliar with educational R&D with a map showing the breadth of its ter-

ritory and enough detail to indicate the varied nature of its terrain.

Second, the display of a wide range of specific activities having an

understandable relationship to educational improvement and reform is

the most valid evidence for the assertion that educational R&D needs

additional support. Third, the NIE's organizational design, described

in the next chapter, must be guided by an understanding of the kinds of

activity likely to be a part of the NIE program. And fourth, a spe-

cific listing of activities can serve as the focus for discussion and

criticism that will begin the several-phase development of an initial

program for the NIE. Thus, this section contains a description of some

possible program activities for each of the program elements shown in

Table 4. This listing is still tentative and preliminary. Many addi-

tional steps must be taken before this listing of prospective activi-

ties can become an effective program for the NIE.

Among the steps--involving staff, advisory groups, and consultants- -

needed to transform this tentative program into an initial program for

the NIE are the following:

o Relate activities to these already under way. Many of the activ-

ities in the present listing are already being carried out.

The next steps in program development should identify those ex-

plicitly, determine the progress being made, and suggest exten-

'ions or redirections.
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o Add desirable activities not already included. Despite the

fact that far more appears in the program than educational R&D

could hope to accomplish with existing resources, many valuable

activities have been left out. No attempt has been made to be

exhaustive in the activity listing. Rather, the objective has

been to include a sufficient variety to suggest the scope of

activities that could appear within a program element. Before

undertaking the necessary priority-setting and selection, the

next steps in program development should undertake to expand

the listing of desirable activities. It will be especially im-

portant to be hospitable to new program directions if the NIE

is to achieve its goal of strengthening educational R&D.

o Identify relationships among activities. Ziucational R&D is a

many-dimensional enterprise, with each activity relating to

others in several different ways. No matter how the activities

may be grouped and arranged in a map of educational R&D, as

they are into program elements and areas in the tentative pro-

gram, overlaps and close relationships will appear among activ-

ities listed separately. Thus, for example, the development

of certain kinds of experimental schools is listed at several

places in the tentative program. This simply reflects the fact

that such a school may serve several R&D objectives; it is not

meant to suggest that separate, but identically defined, experi-

mental schools should be run as part of each program element.

However, program development must identify and assign clear re-

sponsibility for these multipurpose activities. To emphaeize

the interrelationships among educational R&D activities, the

tentative program listing cross-references related activities

through "related to" entries in many activity descriptions.

o Develop coat, manpower, and time estimates for activities. A

valid program cannot be developed without sufficient information

to face the real constraints of funds. time, and manpower.

o Identify specific objectives for program elements. Especially

in the case of Program Area I, general statements of objectives- -

such as, to improve the education of the disadvantaged- -are

7i
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insufficient to guide program design. The definition of spe-

cific objectives is prerequisite to the development of t. coher-

ent program.

o Develop alternative plan() for each program element. From the

listing of possible activities, with associated cost, manpower,

and time requirements, a series of alternative R&D plans (for

different total cost figures) could be composed to achieve the

specific objectives. This procedure would be most specific in

Program Area I, less specific in Program Areas II and IV, and

least specific in Program Area III.

o Make program choices. On the basis of this detailed informa-

tion, the program design choices described earlier can be made.

Thus, the tentative program listing that follows should be viewed only

as a beginning. Development of an improved Agenda for Educational Re-

(search and Development, involving a wide range of consultation and ex-

tensive data gathering, should be the next step in preparation for the

NIE.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT I-1: IMPROVING EDUCATION OF THE DISADVANTAGED

Nature of the Problem

Disadvantage Before School. Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, Amer-

ican Indians, and whites growing up in poverty generally enter school

behind their diddle -class fellow students in measured achievement and

readiness. They usually leave even farther behind.

Disadvantage in School. In school, children from disadvantaged

backgrounds have a variety of difficulties in coping with the standard

school curricula and attitudes. The difficulties often lead to fail-

ure on standardized pests, poor self-images, lack of interest in

school, boredom, inattention, disruption, violence, and withdrawal

from education.

Disadvantage After School. Too many from disadvantaged backgrounds

leave school without competence in the basic cognitive skills, without

marketable career skills, without confidence in themselves and their

capacity to learn, and without a proper understanding of the society

in which they will live. The result is a lifetime trapped in disadvan-

tage, and a new generation of children born to it.

Possible Causes

Among the possible factors contributing to educational disadvan-

taLe are:

o Early home conditions that hamper psychological development.

o Insufficient verbal and intellectual stimulation in early years.

o Home and neighborhood cultures different frow those of the ma-

jority (and the schools).

o Language difficulties arising from use of a different language

or nonstandard dialect outside of school.

Inappropriate curricula from the standpoint of relationship to

child's experience, ability to develop his interest, reliance

on books rather than experience, and so on.

o Effect of narrow measures of capability and development on stu-

dent morale and teacher expectations.
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o Inadequate motivation provided by family, peer-group, school, or

society to lead student to believe that school success is de-

sirable.

o Insufficient informatiod available to teachers on special needs

of disadvantaged and on programs that have been more successful

than most.

o The unmet need for more intensive instructional programs than

are generally provided.

Program Activities

A coherent R&D program attempting to alleviate the educational de-

ficiencies of the disadvantaged must address many of these possible

causes and comprise activities ranging from research, through develop-

ment, experimentation, and assessment, tc implementation. Among the

program's constituents night be:

1. Basic studies, by behavioral and social scientists (including

educationists), of the causes and nature of educational disadvantage

and of epecial characteristics of the learning process among disadvan-

taged children:

o What motivates disadvantaged students to learn--and what dis-

courages them?

o What is the nature and extent of extraschool learning from tele-

vision, friends, family?

o What are the effects of nutritional deficiencies on learning?

o How do dialect or first-language differences affect learning?

o What is the extent and degree of disadvantage? How is it dis-

tributed?

(Related to III-1, 111-3.)1

2.' Pilot curriculum development and reeearoh programs producing

materials directed at the needs of the disadvantaged, such as:

New or modified curricula in the arts, sciences, and humanities

;here related activities are suggested under several program ele-
ments, they will be cross-referenced through "Related to" entries of

this fora. The entry IIi-1 refers to all of program element 1 in program

area III. The entry 111-1.2 refers to the activity number 2 in that ele-
_

ment:
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responsive to the needs and interests of the disadvantaged. For

example, history courses that more adequately cover the toles

of Blacks, Chicanos, and Indians in the development of America:

literature courses that employ materials of contemporary inter-

est to draw the student into the continuity of literary develop-

ment; science courses that help the student to understand the

urban environment. (This activity should be undertaken in co-

operation with the NSF and the National Foundation on the Arts

and Humanities.)

o Materials and procedures for increasing the sensitivity of stu-

dents and teachers to the problems and needs of others--for ex-

ample, films presenting specific human-relations problems to be

discussed in class; reading and writing activities designed to

foster understanding of others.

o Further development of television programs--on the model of

Seaame Street--that teach and interest youngsters.

o Curricula, perhaps employing technology extensively to facili-

tate self-study, to help postsecondary students from disadvan-

taged backgrounds overcome prior deficiencies in reading,

mathematics, and so on.

(Related to 1-2.2, 11-1.4.)

3. A comprehensive program on early childhood education (in co-

operation with the Office of Child Development, NSF, and NIH), seeking

improved ways of giving each child a proper start before elementary

school:

o Basic studies of cognitive, emotional, and social development

from birth. .

Development of improved materials for teaching parents and pro-

spective parents about the ways children develop intellectually

and socially and how to help them. (These might include courses

for use in high school, television programs, books, neighborhood

center programs, adult education, and toy libraries.)

o Development (and evaluation) of curricula and programs for day-

care centers.
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(Related to III-1, 111-2, 111-3.)

4. A program of experimental schools established to try out in

practice a variety of alternative forms of education for the disadvan-

taged. The schools would have normal (and compnrable) school popula-

tions, be provided with additional funds and staff for planning and

development activities, and pay careful attention, to comparative eval-

uation. School personnel would work closely with community people and

R&D staff from universities and educational laboratories. Some experi-

ments might be:

o A school on the tv,del of the informal British primary schools

in which a rich environment, physical objects, and irteresting

activities provide strong motivation fur learning.

o A school making extensive use of television and computer media

to provide flexible, individualized instruction.

o A school with heavy community involvement in control, teaching,

curriculum, personnel, and disciplinary tatters.

(Related to 1-2.1, 11-2.1, 11-2.3.)

5. Development of new measures of educational achievement, includ-

ing:

o Measures of student capability that do not penalize the student

because of cultural differences.

o Measures of noncognitive qualities--self-confidence, respoosibil-

ity, leadership.

(Related to 11-3, III-1, 111-2.)

G. Transmittal of the results of R&D to teachers and school admin-

istrators throgh mechanisms such as

o Development of curricula on education of the disadvantaged for

teacher-education institutions and in-service programs.

o Cooperation .4.1th the NSF and with OE'. Bureau of Educational,
Personnel Development in encouraging participation by teachers

in curriculum development projects along the of the very

successful British Schools Council.

Development of brochures, books, films, magazines, and other ma-
,

terials on effective education of the disadvantaged.

sr'
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(Related to 1-3.5, 11-4, 1112.7, IV-3, IV-4.)

P'-grams 1 through 6 represent, but do not delimit, the kines of activ-

ity that at. effective program would have to undertake. The precise

choice of -activities and the design of the linkages among them must

await a careful program design activity. Note, however, that these

programs span the range from basic research, through development, ex-

perimentation, and assessment, to innovation.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 1-2: IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION

Nature of the Problem

Failure to Excite Students' Interest. Students from the whole

range of abilities, social backgrounds, and educational levels are find-

ing much of standard educational fare irrelevant to their needs, their

interests, and their perceptions of the world.

Failure to Provide a Wide Enough Diversity of Educational Choices.

Despite the wide variety of individual needs, interests, and learning

styles and the differing aspirations of parents and communities, school

and college programs are remarkably alike throughout the country. Par-

ents and students usually have no choice among schools and little pos-

sibility of choice within the assigned school. In a society that

celebrates the diversity in its marketplace, thlre is virtually no

choice in the schoolrcom.

Failure to Serve the Career Needs of Many S.:udents. 'Too many stu-

dents leave the formal educational system unequipped or ill-equipped

for work. Their courses have failed to prepare them to handle the real

problems they will encounter on the job; have steeped them in present

er outmoded knowledge without preparing them to adapt to the inevitable

changes; and have not given then sufficient information on which to

base career choice. Moreover, despite the growing need for continuing

education during careers, for reeducation to new careers as society's

needs change, and for postponed career education by those who choose

motherhood or other experiences first, the education system makes only

inadequate and haphazard provisioa for continuing career education.

Failure to Develop Effective Methods of Instruction. Despite the

experience of other national enterprises in which new techn'logies an6

new procedures have combined through the years to raise effActive pro-

ductivity, education's "technology" remains almost unchanged from what

it was at the beginning of the century. Although experimentation with

new methods, materials, and media has been carried out, it has had little

lasting effect on the classroom,
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Program Activities

Among the constituents of a coherent R&D program might be:

I. A program of experimental schools in which are tried new

methods of education, intended to stimulate and exploit the interests

of the students. Among them might be:

o A school with opportunities for students to work "off campus"

in a job or project related to their interests.

o A school combining self-paced study with classroom study with

inside-the-school jobs in a mixture that changes as students'

needs and maturity change.

o A school that breaks down the barriers between school and com-

munity by taking students out into the community and by bring-

ing community people into the schools.

A school that employs technology freely and creatively to pro-

vide the teacher with new tools and to free students from the

academic lockstep.

A school that employs student interests in socially desirable

enterprises as a means of organizing learning activities.

(Related to 1-1.4, 11-2.1, 11-2.3.)

2. An extensive program of curriculum development, in coopera-

tion with the NSF and the National Foundation on the Arts and Humani-

ties, to insure that for each subject in the elmmentary and secondary

curricula there ore several sets of materials available that:

Have lavished persoaa at the forefront of knowledge or art in

development (so that the excitement of contemporary ap-
,.

plication and the approach to emerging problems will be in-

cluded) as well as classroom teachers (so that children will

indeed experience that excitement).

o Hs,e provided for individualization with regard to students'

interests and learninc style.

Have made full use of new technology and media to extend pos-

sibilities, improve learning, and assist teaching.
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3. Support for experimentation with new forms of education in-

tended to serve better the needs for various forms of career education,

including:

o Programs that phase the transiticn from school to work over the

late-teen years, gradually decreasing school attendance.

o Programs held at work L.tes in conjunction with employers and

unions.

o Programs (especially in higher education) relying on extra-

school instruction employing the new instructional technologies

and nendent certification via formal examinations by ac-

credited agencies. (This concept is now referred to as the

"External Degree.")

o Programs viewed by student and school or college as extending

over the student's full career, enabling him to reenter his

institution whenever he has the need and opportuniti

(Related to 11-2.1, 11-2.5, 111-3.4, 111-3.6, 111-4.2, 111-4.3.)

4. Exploration through research and experimentation of better ways

of linking individual and community needs, educational objectives, and

school services. This might include rather basic studies of the pos-

sible objectives of education and its current success in achieving them,

as well as support: for community efforts to define local educational

objectives. It might also include experiments with various linkages

between community and schools to determine the advantages and disadvan-

tages of each. In support of such experiments would be studies of var-
.

ious forms of educational governance, of measurement of educational

performance, and of experience in other countries.

(Related to 1-3.4, 1-3.5, 11-2, 71-3, III-2, 111-3.)
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 1-3: IMPROVING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
RESOURCE USE IN EDUCATION

Nature of the Problem

Reduction in the Rate at Which New Resources Are Made Available.

Voters in many states and communities have rejected bond issues and

budget increases; many school districts have been forced to eliminate

programs or to shorten school sessions. Both public and private higher

education institutions are finding their sources of Arnds shrinking.

Increases in the Costs the Education System Must Pay. Teacher

salaries, which are by far the largest part of educational costs, are

rising without comparable increases

expenses are subject PO the general

duced, new materials and technology

reduce, the cost of education.

in teacher productivity. Other

inflationary trend. When intro-

ordinarily increase, rather than

Increasing Demands for Service. While resources remain relatively

fixed, demands for the schools to provide new services to additional

clientele at higher quality add to the job that must be done and in-

crease costs.

Inadequate Knowledge and Methods to Achieve Most Effective Resource

Use. Data concerning the relationship between educational inputs

and educational output are virtually nonexistent. School officials

cannot easily estimate effects of changes in input expenditUre on out-

put. Many decisions are dictated by "traditional" rules of thumb un-

j supported by evidence.

Program Acti.,ities

1. 'A research (togram to develop better information about current

educational resource use and constraihts, including studies of staffing

patterns, personnel policies, and .oatract orovisions; uoe of technol-

ogy and materials; utilisation of facilities.
cr

(Related to I1-1.1, 11-1.5, 11-1.6, 11-2, 11-3, 11-4.1, 111-2,4, 111-2.7,

II1 -5, III -4.)
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2. A program of studies of educational finance intended to pro-
.

vide a firmer basis for public decisions. Among the activities might

be;

o A study of alternative forms of Federal support to higher edu-

cation.

o Investigation of the interrelations among Federal, state, and

local support of elementary and secondary education.

o A study of the influence of various categorical aid programs

on the flexibility and efficiency with which schools expend

their resources.

(Related to 111-3.1, 111-3.2, 111-3.3.)

3. Experiments with new forms of resource utilization, such as:

New staffing arrangements for carrying out the range of educa-

tional tasks, including use of students as tutors and teachers,

differentiated staffing, and employment of paraprofessionals.

Greater use of technology to allow the teacher to command the

same range of technical aids as persons in other professions

and thus to achieve higher quality and productivity.

Greater use of less-expensive classroom equipment so that more .

can be bought with limited budgets; greater use of inexpensive

materials in the classroom; and more use of the natural or man-
,

made environment outside the classroom as a teaching laboratory.

o Provision of buildings through rental or joint-use construction.

Encouragement of year-round, night and,weekendbuilding use for

educational activities serving the adult and part-time student

communities. Use of remodeled older buildings and storefronts

for achools.

(Related to 1I-1, 11-2, 1L-4, III-4.)

4. Development of new aide to effective school decision-making

in cooperation with a number of school districts. This program might

include a number of activities aimed at improving the data and methods

employed in making school decisions. Among these might be:

Deaign and experimental implementation of computer-based
_
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school information system to provide decision-relevant data on

school costs, student performance, and teacher roles.

o DeveMpment of accounting and budgeting systems for schools

and school districts that will associate input costs with spn-

cific school programs.

o Adaptation of analytical techniques from operations research

and systems analysis to school decision problems.

o Research on the relationships between school inputs and school

outputs for various school populations so that guides to effec-

tive resource use can be developed.

Development and test of evaluative techniques through which

school managers can analyze their systems'

cate potential problem areas.

(Related to 1-2.4, II-1.1, 11-1.6, 11-2, 11-3, 111-3, 111-5, IV-1.2,

IV-2.2, IV-3.)

5. Experimentation, research, and development on incentives for

effective resource allocation. Since it is often asserted that school

systems lack strong incentives to be effective in resource use, this

program would include several studies addressed both to better under-

standing of existing incentives and to design of improved incentives:

performance and lo-

Research on existing incentives affecting resource use that are

offered to teachers, students, and school systems. The effect

of the provisions of various state and Federal funding programs

would be of special interest.

Development and testing of new forms of school governance af-

fecting resource-use incentives; examples include school-to-

community ,accountability, performance contracting, and compo4i-

tivn schools.
7,7

Experimentation with greatly increased teacher responsibility

for classroom decisions (including allocation of budget, choice

of equipment, aids, etc.) and for consequent performance.

(Related to /-1,6, 1-2.4, 11-2, 11-3.1, 111-2.4, 111-2.7, 111 -3.2,

11E-3.3.)

'ow
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PROGRAM ELEMENT II-1: IMPROVING THE INSTRUCTIONAL
PROCESS -- CONTENT AND METHOD

Area of Concern

The instructional process is the center of education. Its effec-

tive accomplishment is the reason for everything else. It is the point

where learner and instructor, subject matter, method, media, and mate-

rials come together. The art and science of that combination should be

the primal subject of educational R&D.

The process attains seemingly infinite complexity. The Possible

number of distinct combinations of student characteristics, teacher

characteristics, subjects of study, teaching methods, media, and mate-

rials is astronomical. Yet for each different combination of student,

teacher, and subject there may be a different combination of method,

media, and materials that is most effective. As a result, most studies

proceed by holding almost all factors constant and varying only one or

two. Not surprisingly, most studies fail to show significant differ-

ence or to attain significant generality.

Nevertheless, careful cumulative efforts to increase understand-

ing of the instructional process are essential to the quest for funda-

mental progress in education. Understanding of the incremental influences

of each controllable factor must be sought. What are the effects of dif-

ferent teaching styles? How can new media be used effectively? What

curriculum improvements can be made for a specific subject matter? Some

factors or combinations of factors will have greater effect than others.

They should become the foci of major efforts.

Program Activities

Among the programs that eight be included in this program area

are:

1. Research to determine how the various school inputs affect

school outputs Studies of this kind have been given impetus by Cole-

man's study, Equality of Educational Opportunity. Using various sources

of dui*, studies have attempted to determine through statistical tech-

niques which factors (student background, teacher characteristics,

t441-;0,11..

t.

7
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school facilities and supplies, etc.) affected student achievement on

standardized achievement tests. While a fair amount has been leerned,

weaknesses in available data and evaluation instruments, and the nar-

row range of schooling situations have inhibited progress. A careful

program of this kind might be linked with the experimental schools so

that longitudinal data from a wide range of schooling situations could

be attained. From such studies would come better information about

which factors in the instructional process offer the greatest lever-
.,

age for improvement.

(Related to 1-3.1, 1-3.3, 1-3.4, 1T-3, 111-5.)

2. Research on teacher styles and strategies. A fair amount of

effort is going into studies of the minute-by-minute tactics of teach-

ing. Studies should also be undertaken of the larger strategic deci-

sions by which a teacher's entire approach to a class and subject are

shaped. What distinguishes the teaching styles of those teachers who

have achieved success with disadvantaged children? How can teaching

styles be described and evaluated?

(Related to 1-1.6, 11-4.)

3. Research into curriculum development practices. Considerable

experience with the development of new curricula has been obtained dur-

ing the past dozen years, especially in the sciences and mathematics,

as a result of NSF sponsorship. Future efforts at curriculum develop-

ment and, especially, the training of development personnel would be

aided by a careful attempt to study and distill this experience.

(Related to 1V-1.3, IV -2.2.)

4. Development of curricula. Although curriculum development is

proposed as a central activity in the program areas concerned with the

disadvantaged and the quality of education, it also should form a part

of this program area Here, however, the emphasis would be on curric-

ulum developments that extend the instructional process by, for example,

relying heav,,ly on new technology (cassette or cable television, com-

puters, audiovisual cassettes, etc.) or using different teaching meth-

ods, innovative school settings, or antique subject matters.

(Related to 1-1.2, 1-2.2.)
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5. Development of technology and media. This program would sup-

port efforts intended to develop effective instructional tools employ-

ing contemporary technology. For example, it would experiment with

modes of use of cassette television in and out of school; with computers

as aids in higher and continuing education; and with broadcast television

in conjunction with these other technologies. It would pay special at-

tention to adapting new communication technologies to provide access to

education to those outside the formal educational system.

(Related to 1-3.1, 11-2.1, 11-3.3, 11-4.6, 111-4.)

6. An experimental program examining a wide range of alternative

mixes of students, teachers, subjects, methods, media, and materials to

develop better understanding of their interrelationships.

(Related to 1-3.1, 11-2.1, 11-3.4, IIL-1, 111-2, 111-4, 111-5.)
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 11-2: IMPROVING THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM- -
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Area of Concern

The educational system provides the matrix in which the instruc-

tional process occurs. That matrix determines to a large extent the

amount and pace of instruction, the structure of classes, the incentives

seen by students and teachers, the allocation of resources, ac.d inter-

action with the community.

One major system question is, What forms should education take?

The traditional form in which fixed-size classes move grade-by-grade

through a specified series of courses and examinations under the tute-

lage of a sequence of individual instructors at a special place (called

a "school" or a "campus") is being challenged by changing circumstances

and clientele. Careful experimentation with and evaluation of alterna-

Live forms of education, including new types of educational institution,

are required.
.

Whatever form is employed, the need to organize and administer it

effectively will arise. Objectives must be set, personnel selected and

evaluated, resources allocated, curricula chosen, progress determined,

rules and sanctions developed. So a second system question is, How can

alternative forms best be organised and adMin4stered?

The education system itself exists within a larger matrix--society.

Its success depends; in the end, on how well it meets society's needs,
.

including those of individue members. A third system question then

is, What should be the relations between the education eystem and the

comMunity?

21. A series of experiments with widely varying forms of education

including, for example:

o Schools that combine instruction with employment.

o Schools with higher-than-v4ual pupil/teacher ratios but much

greater use of self-study methods and technologies.
_
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o Schools that partake actively of the community and operate

from storefronts, old buildings, and the like.

o Schools that mix age-groupings and use older students to help

younger ones.

o Schools without grade reports, but ahich require mastery of a

topic before the next one can be begun.

o Education outside of the regular schools, certificated by state

or national examination programs.

(Related to 1-1.4, 1-2.1, 1-2.3, 1-2.4, 1-3.1, 1-3.3, 1-3.5.)

2. Development of improved management techniques. Some of this

work would, of course, be undertaken as part of the program area con-

-Aimed with effective resource use. However, the interest here would

be in the wider-range and longer-term activities not having so explic-

itly a resource - effectiveness payoff. Activities might include:

o Development of improved cost-analysis and budgeting procedures.

Analysis of alternative personnel and salary policie6 and their

consequences for teaching effectiveness.

o Development of procedures for achieving reasonable "accounta-

bility."

(Related to 1-3, 11-3, 111-3.)

3. Experimentation with and evaluation of forms of governance.

The increased militancy of students and faculty and changing social

mores have given rise to demands for changes in school and college gov-

ernance. This program would study these changes, identify the range of

possibilities, and review the experiences of these natural experiments

As a guide to further changes. When appropriate, it would also support

experiments with previously untested forms.

(Related to 1-1.4, 1-2.1, 1-2.3, 1-2.4, 1-3.5, 11-3.1, 111-2, 111-3.)

4. A program to evaluate experiments in establishing closer school/

community relatIons through such devices as decentralisation and local

school boards, accountability, and the introduction of incentives and

market features.

(Related to 1-2.4, 1-3.5, 11-3.1, 11/.-2, 111-3.)
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5. Experimentation with methods of widening the range of extra-

school education. This program would seek to develop education systems

to serve the needs of:

o Women past child-rearing age who would like career training.

o Midcareer workers who would like to enter a new career or up-

grade their skills significantly.

o The older disEdvantaged who would like to overcome the defi-

ciencies of prior schooling.

(Related to 1-2.3, 1-2.4, 111-3, 111-4.)
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PROGRAM ELEMENT II-3: IMPROVING EDUCATIONAL
ASSESSMENTMEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION

Area of Concern

Assessment is the provision of information about the performance

of the educational system to assist in educational decision-making--at

all levels of education. If assessment procedures are narrow or im-

precise, the information will be incomplete and the decision may be

mistaken. Progress in the development of assessment procedures, then,

affects the rate at which educational decisions can improve. At the

same time, assessment depends on some indication of educational goals

and objectives to guide what is to be assessed. If assessment pro-

cedures do not respond to a careful identification of the relevant

goals and objectives, then decision may be misguided. Progress in the

development of assessment procedures, then, affects the direction of

educational improvement.

There are many kinds of assessing that must go on in education.

Among them are measurement of student and teacher qualities; evalua-

tion of the effect (on the average) of en educational program; measure-
..

ment of individual student progress; evaluation of the effect (on the

avqrage) of an educetional institution; and evaluation of the effect

of a Federal or state program of educational support. Moreover, there

are many criteria or objectives that might be considered in each mea-

surement or evaluation, and there are several different kinds of de-

cision (with different information needs) that each one might serve.

Thus, a national program cf research and development in assessment

must push a very broad frontier forward. A major portion of the NIE's

intramural program should be devoted to this area of concern, since

assessment is central to the illumination of major educational problems

and to the wide-ranging examination of the state of education.

Program Activities

1. Development of techniqrqs and procedums for assisting in tPe

identification of educational goals and objectives and reporting on
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progress toward their attainment. The heightened concern for making

education more responsive and responsible to its clientele--the stu-

dents, the community, tho society, has increased the ever present need

to identify the goals ane objectives that each part of the educational

system should be serving. The drive for "accountability" in local

schools, for example, raises the following questions: How can a com-

munity develop and express goals for its local schools? What are the

advantages or disadvantages of ballots, questionnaires, or elected

representatives as means of determining community goals? How can

progress toward the attainment of goals best be reported? What in-

struments exist for which goals? Toward which goals must progress be

evaluated judgmentally? How should results be adjusted to reflect

differences in home and studen'- characterittics? What other analysis

and interpretation is desirable? What procedures for presentation of

the results to the community are appropriate?

There are analogous questions for assessment of the performance

of other constituents of the educational process: Federal programs,

state programs, local programs, curricula, teachers, students.

(Related to 1-2.4, 1-3.4, 11-2.2, 11-2.3, 11-2.4, 111-2, 111-3.)

2. Development of techniques and instruments for evaluating a far

broader range of education results than are commonly considered. Among

the requirements are

o 'Methods for assessing psychological development, cognitive and

motivational, that are independent of interpersonal comparison,

age, and cultural background.

o Methods for assessing learning outcomes referenced to objec-

tives, that are independent of 5nterpersonal comparison, age,

and cultural background.

o Methods for assessing social development, that are independent

of interpersonal comparison, age, and cultural background.

o Methods for assessing the development of learning skills and

incentives.

Techniques should also be developed for identifying and measuring some

of the reasonably objective consev.2nces of educational programs on
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society, and some of the educational effects of outside-the-school

influencesfamily, friends, television.

(Related to 1-1.5, 1-2.4, 1-3.4, II-1.1, 11-1.6, 11-2.2, III-1, 111-2,

111-5.3.)

3. Devet..pment of new procedures for evaluation that go beyond

the application of traditional measuring instruments. Among the pos-

sibilities here are:

o Computer-based examinations that adapt the sequence of ques-

tions presented on the basis of student responses and that

permit realistic problems to be presented with reasonable

economy.

o Anthropological field-study techniques that identify the nl-

ture of changes in the social behavior of students and teach-

ers, both in school and outside.

o Longitudinal data-gathering on a variety of groups of students

passing through various educational experiences that can help

to identify long-term effects of education and, if repeated

regularly, long-term changes in the educational process.

o Resource-effectiveness evaluations that explicitly determine

the resource inputs associated with effectiveness outputs so

that alternative programs may be compared in terms both of

resource use and effectiveness.

(Related to 111-5.)

4. Development of principles for evaluation of important classes

of educational activity. The state of evaluation methodology for many

types of educational activity is ptimitive. Nevertheless, the demand

and need for such evaluations is high. The NIE could help consider-

ably by supporting the development of procedures for evaluating:

o Federal education programs, especially multiagency programs

having bread, national impacts.

o Educational experiments, both planned and "natural," AO that

essential information may be obtained from experience with

educational variations.
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o Extraschool educational influences, both positive and nega-

tive.

(Related to 1-1.4, 1-2.1, 1-2.3, 1-2.4, 1-3.2, 1-3.3, II-1.I, 11-1.6,

11-2, 111-3, 111-4, 111-5.)

5. Evaluation of ongoing evaluation;; and the development of stan-

dards for good and relevant evaluation. This activity (and the pre-

cediGg one) might sponsor exemplary evaluations or provide guidance on

appropriate reporting standards. It shou)d include studies of data

security and privacy relating to measurement and evaluation. Who

should have access to what data under what conditions?

(Related to IV-1, IV -2, IV -3.)

6. Development of programs for the training of educational evalu-

ators. The NIE might both sponsor the dev,dopment of educational pro-

grams for the training of evaluation persomel and provide support for

the training of evaluation research personnel. (These activities would

be carried out in cooperation with OE's Bureau of Educational Personnel

Development.)

(Related to 11-4, IV-1.)
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 11-4: IMPROVING fHE EDUCATION
OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL

Area of Concern

In the final analysis, educational improvement--at all levels- -

depends on changes in the way faculty teach and administrators admin-

ister. Unless R&D results are used to modify classroom and school

practices and affect instructor and administrator behavior they will

be for naught. Thus, the teacher-education system (including the grLd-
,

uate schools, which educate college and university faculty) should be

a principal consumer of educational R&D results. But teacher education

itself demands improvement, in the same way that other school and col-

lege education does, so the teacher-education system must also be a

principal subject of educational R&D.

The central questions are: What educational experiences do dif-

ferent kinds of educational personnel--at every level of education- -

need before and during their years in the school and classroom? How

can teachers be equipped to identify indivijual student needs and be

provided with 6 wide repertoire of responses to those needs? How can

teachers and administrators be provided with the knowledge and compe-

tence constantly to review their approach to education as circumstances

and requirements change? How can educational personnel be prepared to

participate in and employ the findings of R&D? How can the capacity

of colleges and universities which prepare the nation's teachers be

strengthened to bring about these changes?

The work in this program element would be carried out in close

cooperation with the OE Bureau of Educational Personnel Development

and the Nsr,

Program Activities

1. Development of teohnkues for the identification and eeteotion

of effective teachers. Are there common intellectual and motivational

characteristics of effective teachers? Can individuals who have the

capacity to become effective teachers be identified before they enter
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teaching? Can procedures for the selection of such individuals be

developed? What techniques--strategic and tactical--do effective

teachers use? Can they be conveyed to other teachers? Can methods

of evaluating teaching proficiency be developed? Similar questions

may be asked about administrators, teacher aides, and so on.

(Related to T-3.1, 1I-1.1, 11-1.2.)

2. t. continuing review and evaluation of teacher preparation.

This activity would examine and project national needs for educational

personnel; examine existing programs for meeting those needs; and

identify needs for further R&D to improve the education of educational

personnel. It would undertake a variety of evaluations of teacher (and

administrator) education programs, here and abroad, with regard to

their preparation of educational personnel for the tasks they will Lice

in the schools.

3. Development of markedly different materials for the prepara-

tion of educational personnel. A wide range of materials development

options should be explored, including:

The use of mcdia and technology to record practical teaching

situations and styles for examination and review during the

preparatory program.

o The creation of simulated classroom situations that enable

teachers to develop teaching skills under realistic conditions.

o The use of media and technology to provide instructional mod-

ules for independent use by teachers, before and during ser-

vice, to learn specific knowledge and skills.

(Related to 111-4.)

4. Experimentation with new fame of teacher education that:

o Attempt to link training, research, and practice more closely

through association between colleges and universities and

local schools, which serve AS sites for student teaching in-

ternsliipa, R&D, and innovative teaching practice.

o Involve prospective teachers in the practice of teaching from

their first year of higher education and onward.
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o Employ the same kinds of innovative methods in teaching teachers

as teachers are taught to use.

o Attempt to develop the attitudes and skills that will enable

teachers continually to examine and improve their teaching prac-

tices throughout a 20- or 30-year career, including an aware-

ness of the findings, concerns, and uses of educational R&D and

an ability to participate in R&D activities.

(Related to 1-1.6, IV-3.)

5. Investigation of improved ways to tie the findings of educa-

tional R &D to teacher preparation and refreshing. One critical link

in the path from knowledge to practice is the one that transmits the

knowledge to teachers in a form that they can use. This must occur

during precareer training and, for most teachers, during practice.

This program would experiment with various ways of doing this, attempt

to evaluate their relative effectiveness, and use the result to help

design improved systems of teacher training.

(Related to 1-1.6, IV-4.)

6. Development of educational programs for new educational careers,

including:

o Paraprofessional teacher aids.

o Teachers who specialize in preparation of curricula for use

with the new technologies and who, like film and television

artists, are sensitive to the demands and potential of those

technologies.

o Educational "extension agents" who convey the findings of edu-

cational R&D to practicing teachers.

o Education evaluation specialists who can design and implement

evaluation schemes for new educational programs.

(Related to 1-1.6, 1-3.3, 11-3.6, IV-1, IV-3, IV-4.)
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PROGRAM ELEMENT III-1: INCREASING THE KNOWLEDGE
OF THE INDIVIDUAL AS A LEARNER

Topics of Concern

An understanding of the individual learner is central to education.

Advancing that understanding is a concern of several of the social and

behavioral sciences. In these areas of basic science, the specifica-

tion of research projects properly is left to the scientists who must

carry them out.. Rather than list such specific activities here, then,

a number of areas in which activity should be supported are identified:

1. The biology df learning.
1

Studies of the biophysics and bio-

chemistry of brain function; genetic factors affecting intellectual

activity.

2. The development of the child. Studies of the stages of mental

and physical development; external influences on development. The ef-

fects of pre-natal and per! -natal environmental influences on mental

development.

3. Language acquisition and use. Studies of the process of learn-

ing a language; relationships between language and other mental func-

tions.

4. Perception and memory. Studies of the process of gathering,

structuring, and storing information from the environment; relation-

ship to learning.

5. Information processing. Studies of the ways humans manipulate

information: reasoning, c:ftativity, pattern recognition.

6. Motivation. Studies of the factors that affect the individual's

desire to learn and use his knowledge.

7. Ind.vidacti differences. Studies of the ways in which individ-

ual learners differ, the causes of those differences, and how the dif-

ferences may be identified.

8. Deficiencies, abnormalities, and pathologies. Studies of the

various types of emotional and intellectual disturbances, their sources,

and remediation or alleviation.

1 Sinze activities in Program Area III are relevant to most of the
activities in Program Areas I and II, no specific cross references are

given for them.,,
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 111-2: INCREASING KNOWLEDGE OF GROUP
PROCESSES AS THEY AFFECT LEARNING

Topics of Concern

The individual learner is not really that. He is, rather, a member

of many groups, each of which exerts influences on his desire and ability

to learn. The understanding of such influ nces is the concern of sev-

eral of the basic sciences. Among the areas that the N1E should support

are:

1. Peer-group influences on learning. Studies of the role of peer

attitudes and pressures on individual motivation and achievement; the

role of formal mechanisms (competition, cooperation) and informal mech-

anisms ("everyone goes to college").

2. Family influences on learning. Studies of the role of family

attitudes and pressures on individual motivation and achievement; dif-

ferences attributable to differences in family composition and character.

3. School influeences on Learning. Studies of the role of teacher

attitudes and pressures on individual motivation and learning; the role

of relations among learning individuals.

;4. Socialization /acculturation. Studies of the processes by which

individuals adopt and accept the shared assumptions of a group, culture,

or society; factors that favor or hinder such processes.

5. Formal educational organisations. Studies of group processes

as they affect the functioning and management of schools; student, teacher,

administrator relationships and how they change with student age; effects

or school organizations on learning.

6. Group norms and sanctions. Studies of the processes by which

formal and informal groups develop and enforce norms; factors that lead

individuals to adhere to or deviate from group norms.

7. Racial, social class, and economic factors in group behavior.

Studies of the ways in which individual differences affect group forma-

tion and maintenance; intragroup and intergroup conflict and individual

differences; effect3 of prejudice.

8. Group influences on innovation.

supportive effects of group pressures on

and

Studies of

the pt)cess

their influence on educational innovation.

1 0 I

the inhibitory or

of change; groups
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 111-3: INCREASING KNOWLEDGE OF
SOCIETAL INFLUENCES ON EDUCATION

Topics of Concern

Education is a central function of society. Through education

society transmits to the new generation the knowledge, values, and

skills brought forward from previous generations and developed by the

present one.

Through education society meets its needs for trained manpower ard

a competent citizenry. There is then a close and complex relationship

between society (broadly construed to include politics, economics, and

culture) and education. Studies of that relationship are the concern

of several of the social scicnces. Among the areas that the NIE should

support are:

1. Economic benefits of education. Studies of the contribution

of education to the economy through increases in human capital; educa-

tion as a productive factor; individual and societal gains from educe-

2. Educational finance. Studies of the economic reasons to support

education; alternative support mechanisms; costs and benefits of various

mechanisms for various population groups.

3. The governance of education.' Studies of the forms of govern-

ance of education; the role of special-interest groups; state, local,

and Federal government roles.

4. Social change. Studies of the effect of rapid social change

on the forms and content of education; the school as a mechanism of so-

cial change.

5. Race and echooling. Studies of the influence of racial factors

un access to and benefits from schooling.

6. Ponachool education. Studies of the effects of nonschool edu-

cational influences, such as TV, film, newspapers, on the intellectual

and social deve:opment of students.

7. Education and societal needs. Studies of the processes by which

education does or does not adjust to provide the skills and knowledge
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needed by society or its members; social incentives that affect edu-

cation.

8. Objectives of education. Studies of the appropriate objec-

tives for education in contemporary American society.

9. History of education. Studies of the development of educa-

tional ideas and of the experience of previous generations and socie-

ties with various forms of education.

10 31
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 111-4: INCREASING THE ABILITY TO
USE TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA EFFECTIVELY IN EDUCATION

Topics of Concern

Technology has revolutionized many of society's functions; not so,

education. Despite the evident potential of the new communications and

infornation technologies, the effective use of television, computers,

and allied media is almost nil in American education. The reasons for

this deficiency are unclear. Nevertheless, the potential benefits from

the technologies are so high that careful efforts to develop them are

warranted. In addition, further efforts to develop the conventional

audio and visual media are justified, especially with the greater con-

venience now offered by audio cassettes and 8-mm film loops. Other

technologies of interest to education include those used to create the

instructional environment--buildings and equipment. Studies and devel-

opment of the media and technologies are the concern of basic scientists,

technologists, and artists. Among the areas the NIE should support are:

1. Instructional uses of the computer. Studies and development

of improved uses of the computer in instruction; exploitation of time-

shared centralized and cassette-programmed minicomputers; implications

for nonformal education of computer-based instruction. Close coopera-

tion with the NSF would be maintained.

2. Cassette television and cable television. Studies of the po-

tential of new television technologies for education; roles in fornal

and nonformal systems; validation and certification of education re-

ceived via television outside of a formal system.

3. Course production for television. Experimentation with new

institutional forms, like Children's Television Workshop, t .t can

create high-quality materials for the n.!w media; creation if new courses

based primarily on the new media, including combinations of the computer

and television.

4. Games and simulations. Studies of and developmen of various

forms of games and simulations for instructional uses; im,stigations

of strengths and weaknesses.

5. Instructional envirolment. Studies of desirable c.lvircnments

for learning; design of improved buildings and equipment.

I fi h.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 111-5: INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
ANALYTICAL TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES

Topics of Concern

Many educational and education R&D activities depend on analytical

and research methodologies provided by the computational and logical

sciences: mathematics, statistics, philosophy, and computer science.

Some effort should be devoted by the NIE to the encouragement in these

sciences of developments needed in education. Among the arras the NIE

might support are:

1. Statistical techniques for the estimation of complex, multi-

variable, time-dependent relationships when many independent variables

are highly correlated, such as those that obtain in many educational

systems.

2. Computer-based techniques for storage and retrieval of large

quantities of data on individuals, under proper security and privacy

safeguards, and for convenient analysis of those data.

3. Logical analysis of fundamental concepts ormeasurnment. Study

of categories of measures; their proper roles; their characteristics;

and fallacies of measurement.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT IV-1: DEVELOPING A SUPPLY OF
COMPETENT R&D MANPOWER

Types of Activity.

A significant impediment to further development of an effective

system of education R&D is the insufficient availability of appropri-

ately skilled manpower. This is a problem not only numbers, but

also of maldistribution with respect to style (researchers, developers,

evaluators), skill (psychologists, economists, operational analysts,

historians), End situation (universities, Regional Laboratories, state

and local agencies). The manpower development program of NIE should

include activities intended to identify and redress these insufficien-

cies and maldistributions. Among the activities might be:

1. Manpower requirement8.
1

A group should be formed within the

NIE to support and conduct studies of the needs of the educational R&D

system for manpower having various styles, skills, and situations and

to develop programs intended to meet those needs. (This must be done

in close conjunction with planning of the overall R&D program.)

2. Training programs for atate and local agency staffs. One se-

vere deficiency of the existing R&D system is the insufficient number

of staff members in state and local agencies who are able to enlist

R&D competency in the service of educational practice. This could be

overcome with the help of training programs aimed at the needs of such

staffs.

3. Development and evaluation specialist training. Another ma-

jor deficiency is the shortage of individuals trained in educational

development, evaluation, and other applied activities. The NIS might

encourage joint programs between educational development and evaluation

organizations and universities to train such specialists. Participation

in development and evaluation activities should be an essential part of

the programs.

4. Postdoctoral fellowships. The field of education needs to

attract the close attention of a wide range of skills and disciplines.

'No specific cross-references are provided for activities in Pro-
gram Area IV.
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One way to expand quickly the number of highly trained individuals who

are knowledge_ble ab It and interested in education might be to offer

postdoctoral fellowships to qualified individuals with doctorates in

relevant fields such as psychology, economics, sociology, ur computer

science. The fellowships would require residence at an institution

having an active educational R&D program; many might be at the NIE it-

self.

5. Doctoral fellowships. An expanded program of fellowships to

graduate students training for educational R&D might be undertaken.

These should, however, be tied closely to the existence of high-quality

R&D activities at the training institution and participation by the

fellows in those activities. These fellowships should be available to

students with interests in education in any school or department of the

university.

6. Special training programs. Certain manpower needs might best

be met through apprenticeships, on-the-job training, or short-term in-

tensive training programs at full salary.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT IV-2: DEVELOPING A SUPPLY OF
EFFECTIVE R&D INSTITUTIONS

Types of Activity

Another impediment to development of an effective s'stem of educa-

tion R&D is the inadequacy of the existing institutional framework for

the conduct of R&D. There are not enough organizations with the inter-

est and capacity to work on developmental, experimental, and problem-

solving activities, either in independent or in education-agency settings.

There are too few sites wher! critically sized, interdisciplinary teams

can be formed to work on complex educational problems. The institutional

development program of the NIE should include activities intended to

identify and overcome such deficiencies. Among its activities might be:

1. Institutional requirements. The group concerned with manpower

requirements should also consider the availability of and need for ap-

propriate institutional settings and should recommend programs intended

to overcome deficiencies.

2. Institutional development. After appropriate study, the NIE

might identify the need for certain new institutions. Its role might

then be to catalyze their formation through planning and start-up sup-

port. The major portion of continuing support, however, should be in-

tended to come through other NIE programs. Among the kinds of institu-

tions that might be begun are:

o Large, interdisciplinary centers for the study of educational

problems.

o Problem-solving organizations to serve the needs of consortia

of state tx local educational agencies.

o Centers that develop and maintain large data bases of widespread

value to educational re earch. These might be data cn groups

of students or on institutions f.-llowed over many years or they

might be large survey files.

o Production organizations for high-quality television or computer-

based instructional materials (on the model of Children's Tele-

vision Workshop, the producers of Sesame Street).
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o Demonstration schools and associated teacher centers to bring

new educational practice to local schools through close associ-

ation with local teachers and administrators.

o Additional R&D Centers and Regional Laboratories. There still

exists the need for university-based, interdisciplinary research

centers and for institutions emphasizing educational development.

3. Institutional support. Some existing R&D institutions might

require and warrant support beyond that available to them frow other

specialized NIE programs. It may prove desirable to enable those insti-

tutions that have demonstrated competence and productivity tc. de4elop

new ideas, refine old ones, and fill in the gaps in their programs

through provision of institutional support, on the model of programs

of other Federal agencies, especially the NIH.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT IV-3: STRENGTHENING THE LINKAGE
BETWEEN R&D AND PRACTICE

Types of Activity

Clearly one of the most serious problems of the educational R&D

system is its failure to establish close and continuing linkage.; etween

the R&D system and the educational agencies. A number of attempts of

various kinds have been made in the past. Much greater effort will have

to be made in the future.

There appears to be no single, simple action that will solve this

problem. It is a systemic one and will only yield to a wide variety of

actions at many places in the system. Many of them have been included

in other program elements throughout this program description. Among

them are:

o The concept of problem-focused program elements, whose very

goal is the linkage between R&D and practice.

o The involvement of members of the operating educatioa community

in advisory committees and task forces, and their service as

temporary NIE staff members.

o The activities intended to place R&D-trained personnel in

problem-solving positions in state and local agencies.

o The training program for state and local personnel.

But there may be some activities that should be undertaken solely with

the intention of strengthening the linkage between R&D and practice.

Among the possibilities are:

1. Support for stave and Local R&D. An experimental program might

be undertaken in which the NIE (and OE) provide support (perhaps on a

matching basis) to state and local agencies to enable them to conduct

or contract for R&D in support of their own perceived needs.

2. State and local R&D needs. The NIE, could undertake or support

a study of the needs for R&D at the state and local level, both as they

arc perceived by practitioners and as those familiar with R&D see them.

A similar study might be undertaken for colleges and universities.

10
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3. State and local R&D activities. A study might be done of the

extent to which R&D has been and currently is being used in educational

agencies.

4. Comparative analyses. Two categories of experience in the use

of R&D should be examined for relevant lessons. They are:

o The experience of other sectors of the economy--agriculture,

health, industry, space, and defense.

o The experience of other countries--Great Britain, Sweden, Japan,

the Soviet Union, Canada--with educational R&D.

5. Mechanisms for implementation. Careful studies must be under-

taken of the impediments to innovation within the education system. At

the same time, experiments with a variety of mechanisms for facilitating

implementation should be undertaken. These would include:

o Far greater involvement of the teacher in educational R&D activ-

ities. The British experience with local Teacher Centers for

curriculum and examination development should be used as one

guide in the development of American models.

o Use of the organized teaching profession as a means of dissemi-

nating and encouraging innovation.

o Local and regional demonstration schools in which innovative

practices are used. These schools would accept teacher visitors,

for short or long stays, to acquaint them with the new practices.

The schools would have special innovation staffs who would visit

schools in the region helping to introduce the new practices and

who would conduct courses and seminars.
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PROGRAM ELEMEhT IV-4: DEVELOPING STRUCTURES
FOR INFORMATION TRANSFER

Types of Activity

Effective R&D depends on effective information transfer within

the R&D system. New findings must flow freely and directly among those

who are pushing forward the frontiers of knowledge or developing ways

to put that knowledge into practice. (The flow of information between

R&D and practice was discussed in the previous program element.) The

established scientific disciplines have evolved and are continuing to

evolve effective formal and informal networks for information flow.

Professional societies, scientific journals, books, scientific confer-

ences, and "invisible colleges" are the principal mechanisms for ex-

change. The newer disciplines and areas of concern and, especially,

the applied sciences and technologies are less well-served. Serious

deficiencies in information flow exist in the field of education. Some

deficiencies have to do with the quality of the information transferred;

the noise drowns out the clear signals. Some deficiencies halt' to do

with the absence of certain branches in the network; researchers in

different disciplines do not communicate, even when concerned with the

same problem. Some deficiencies have to do with the access to exist-

ing information; many reports never enter the accessible literature.

A number of efforts are under way to alleviate these problems. The NIE

should, in cooperation with 0Eis National Center for Educational Communi-

cation (NCEC) and the NSF, undertake a'litional efforts to facilitate

the flow of useful information within the educational R&D system. Among

its activities might be:

1. PlioPesionat societies. The NIE might provide assistance to

professional so:ietier in the oevelopment and support of journals, con-

ferences, and other means of information exe.Ange, especially those

means that strengthen scientific review procedures within the societies.

2. Information systems. Reference systems should be continually

refined and improved. More attention might be paid, for example, to

gathering and providing data on investigators, institutions, and proj-

ects.
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PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES

In developing an example program for the NIE, a number of alter-

native program structures were considered and rejected. The principal

ones were:

o Educational Problems. All R&D activities would be undertaken

as part of comprehensive programs addressing urgent educational

problems.

o Educational Levels. The program would be divided first accord-

ing to levels of education: preschool, primary, secondary,

higher, vocational, continuing.

o R&D Activity Types. The first program division would be into

the several types of R&D activity: research, development, ex-

perimentation, evaluation.

The advantages and disadvantages of each are described below.

Educational Problems

The NIE will be distinguished by its central concern with R&D as

a means cf achieving educational improvement and reform. To a greater

extent than most previous Federal educational R&D programs, it will fo-

cus its attention on the solution of major educational problems. This

study has suggested that about 50 percent of its program, that contained

in Program Area I, be devoted to such activities. Some, however, have

argued that virtually all of the program should be so directed. The

advantages they see are:

o Concentration of educational R&D's limited resources on the

vital issues facing the education system.

o Strengthened ability to convey to executive and legislative

authorities, to the education system, and to the public the

relevance and importance of educational R&D to educational

needs.

o A considerable amount of basic research (rather than strictly

problem-oriented work) could be carried out as part of a full-

scale attack on problems of flexible definition and broad scope.

1 1 3
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However, the disadvantages include:

o The prospect that short-term, problem-oriented activities would,

in practice, drive out longer-term, knowledge-building activi-

ties, to the eventual detriment of the ability of education to

develop better problem solutions.

o The likelihood that the sum of the activities devoted to im-

proving educational practice, strengthening its foundations, or

building the R&D system undertaken as part of problem-oriented

programs would not constitute adequate national programs in

those areas.

o The danger that an entirely problem-oriented program would raise

the expectations of achievement too high and would not convey

honestly to the various constituencies the need to build the

tools, foundations, and R&D system of education if real improve-

tlent is to be achieved.

As the NIE matures, the balance of resources going into problem-

oriented activities may shift. However, it seems advisable in the early

years explicitly to include other kinds of activities, such as those in

Program Areas II, III, and IV, in the program so that the balance may

be explicitly determined on the basis of experience.

Educational Levels

Educational studies are conventionally divided according to levels:

elementary and secondary education is the concern of one set of organi-

zations and R&D personnel; higher education is the subject of another;

preschool education, still another; and so on. Convention would suggest,

therefore, that the NIE's program also be divided according to those

educational levels.

The advantages of such a program structure would be:

o Correspondence with the organization and administration of for-

mal education, with the structure of many professional societies

and education interest groups, and with the organization of con-

cerned Federal agencies, such as the OE and NSF.

114
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o Improved capacity to recognize differences in educational prob-

lems and practices at different levels of education.

The disadvantages, however, would be:

o Perpetuation of distinctions and barriers that in many cases

are unnecessary or inappropriate.

o An implicit focus on existing formal systems of education would

be imposed.

No doubt the NIE will want to address problems and practices that

are specially relevant to one or another level of education, but it can

do so within the program structure that has been suggested, when and as

such a view is appropriate. It need not view all problems within such

a framework, however, as it would have to were an educational-level

structure to be adopted.

R&D Activity Types

The several types of activities that R&D comprises each have spe-

cial requirements in terms of specification, staffing, and management.

Basic research activities, for example, are generally best specified

by the scientist who is to perform them, without detailed guidance frcl

the funding agency. Large-scale development activities, however, may

be better specified by groups that represent the eventual user as well

as the developer, and carried out by developers who accept closer scru-

tiny by the funding agency. This suggests that an R&D program might

usefully be divided according to the types of R&D activity.

The advantages of such a program structure are:

o Its correspondence with the organization and administration of

much educational R&D.

o The ease with which each type of R&D could be specified, staffed,

and managed in ways that are appropriate for it.

The disadvantages of organizing the program in this way include:

o The difficulty of organizing and managing a comprehensive pro-

gram including several types of R&D activity addressing a major

educational problem.

1 1 5
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o The introduction of unnecessary and inappropriate barriers be-

tween the several stages of R&D.

o The reduced ability to explain to administrative, legislative,

and other constituencies the importance and relevance of the

R&D program to educational needs.

The program structure proposed in this study does recognize the

need to specify and manage the several types of R&D differently. This

is explained in further detail in the next chapter. But it seems

neither necessary nor desirable to let that recognition become the

organizing principle for a program of studies whose primary objective

is to improve education.

1
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IV. ORGANIZATION

The design of institutions is an art, not a science. This is

especially true for R&D institutions, The art is an important one,

however, for an institution's structure can facilitate creativity or

impose docility; it can encourage continuous self-renewal or induce

unresponsive rigidity; it can make communication and coordination easy

or introduce unnecessary barriers. Program may be primary, but orga-

nization is what determines how w...11 the program will be carried out.

Institutional design need not be entirely intuitive. There is,

for example, a considerable amount of experience with R&D organiza-

tions that is relevant to the design of the NIE. And some study has

been made of the principles of R&D management and organization design

outside and within the Federal governnent. Finally, many individuals

have had long experience with R&D management, educational R&D, and the

combination of the two. Their intuition and judgment are valuable.

The organization for the NIE described in this chapter has drawn heav-

ily on those sources. It is specifically designed to implement the

program discussed in the previous chapter.

This proposed organization, however, is only an example of what

the NIE might become. Like the other specifics of the Institute, the

organization should be defined finally by the Director, his staff,

and the advisory panels. Moreover, it should remain flexible enough

to adapt to changing circumstances and opportunities. This proposed

structure, thus, serves to explain, in detail, one way in which the

NIE might carry out its program.

OVERALL ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The major proposed structural featores of the NIE are displayed

in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1, the NIE's location within the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare is shown; Fig. 2 indicates the NIE's

major internal substructures.

In summary, the NIE would be

o A separate agency within HEW,
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o Parallel to the OE,

o Reporting to the Secretary of HEW through his designee, and

o Led by a Director at Executive Level V, like the Commissioner

of Education at present.

Its administration would be provided by

o The National Advisory Council on Educational Research and Devel-

opment, which would assist in setting general policy, and

o The Director, who would be responsible for continuous admin-

istration of the Institute's policies and programs.

The internal structure of the Institute corresponds to the struc-

ture of its programs. It comprises

o A Directorate of Programs, headed by an Assistant Director for

Programs, responsible for development and management of com-

prehensive national programs that address major educational

problems (Program Area I);

o A Directorate of Research and Development, headed by an Assis-

tant Director for Research and Development, responsible for

development and support of coherent, cumulative efforts to

strengthen educational practice, the foundations of education,

and the educational R&D system (Program Areas II, III, IV);

o A Center for Educational Studies, headed by an Assistant Direc-

tor for Studies, responsible for conduct of a program of studies

of the state of education, analyses of educational problems, and

design and evaluation of R&D programs (intramural Studies); and

o The usual staff functions for administration and communication.

The following sections discuss each of these structural features

of the NIE in greater detail.

POSITION WITHIN HEW

As Fig. 1 shows, establishing the N1E as a separate agency within

HEW with an Executive Level V Director would raise it to a position

parallel to the other HEW operational agencies: the welfare agencies

(Social Security Administration, Social and Rehabilitation Service),

1 `) 0
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health agencies (Health Services and Mental Health Administration,

NIH, and Consumer Protection and Environmental Health Service), and

one other education agency (the OE).

There are three reasons for recommending this position within HEW:

1. To provide the NIL with the stature within the Federal govern-

ment that will enable it to "link the educational research

and experimentation of other Federal agencies...to the attain-

ment of particular national goals" and to provide strong

leadership for the nation's program of educational R&D.

2. To enable the NIE to establish a personnel and salary system

that will be adequate to attract and retain the necessary

managerial and professional personnel.

3. To demonstrate the nation's commitment to a strong and effec-

tive program of educational R&D.

Stature Within Government

At present the stature of the OE's R&D arm within the Federal

government is low in relation to that of comparable agencies. That

arm, the NCERD, is authorized to have a GS-17 Director. He reports

to the GS-18 Deputy Commissioner for Development, who reports to the

Level V Commissioner of Education, who reports to the Secretary of HEW.

In contra3t, the directors of the R&D arms of the other agencies in the

Federal government having a concern with education hold GS-18 or Exec-

utive Level positions, as is shown in Table 5. The Assistant Director

for Education of the NSF, for example, holds a Level V position. The

Assistant Director for Planning, Research, and Evaluation of the Office

of Economic Opportunity now holds a Level IV position. Both of these

men report directly to the Leads of their agencies. Both are also

managing rigorous and effective programs of educational development

and experimentation.

Table 6 indicates the status of R&D in the other nonspace, non-

defense Federal departments having R&D programs. In each case, the

Director is Level V or above.
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Table 5

STATUS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN OTHER
FEDERAL AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH EDUCATION

Agency

National Science Foundation
Director
Assistant Director for Education

Office of Economic Opportunity
Assistant Director, Planning R&E
Director, Research and Evaluation

National Institutes of Health, HEW
Director
Director, National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development

Office of Child Development, HEW
Director

National Foundation on Arts and Humanities
Chairman

Department of Labor
Assistant Secretary for Policy Evaluation

and Research
Assistant Secretary for Manpower

Table 6

STATUS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS

Level

EL II

EL V

EL IV
EL V

EL IV

GS -18

GS-18

EL III

EL IV
EL IV

Agency Level

Department of Transportation
Assistant Secretary for Research and

Technology

Department of Commerce
Assistant Secretary for Science and

Technology
Director, National Bureau of Standards

Department of Agriculture
Director, Science and Education
Administrator, Agricultural Research

Service

EL IV

EL IV
EL v

EL V

EL V
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I: the NIE is to provide strong and effective leadership to the

national program of educational R&D, it and its Director should be able

to speak at least as equals to the other concerned agencies in the

councils of government. This means that the Director should be no

lower than Executive Level V.

Personnel and Salary System

As Table 7 indicates, the current supergrade management structure

for educational R&D in the Office of Education has very few high-level

positions in comparison with those of the NSF and the NIH. This rela-

tive deficiency remains even when the numbers are corrected for budget

size. The NSF has 5 times the budget of tt,e NCERD and 13 times the

number of supergrade management personnel; the NIH has 17 times the

budget and 28 times the personnel. If all supergrade personnel are

included, not just those in management positions, the comparison is

even more stark: the NSF has 36 times as many supergrades; the NIH

hat. 58 times as many.

Table 7

SUPERGRADE NANAGEMENT PERSONNEL
OF NCERD, NSF, AND N1H

Level OE-NCERD NSF NIH

EL II ..
a

1 ..

EL III .. 1 ..

EL IV .. *il

a
1

EL V .. 5 ..

GS-18 .. 11 48

GS-17 la 32 26

GS-16 2 .. 10

a
Director.

These differences lead to important differences in the ability of

the three agencies to attract and retain high-quality management and

professional personnel. The NCERD is at a disadvantage not only in

competing for personnel with industry, university, and nonprofit
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agencies, but also in competing for high-quality personnel with other

government R&D agencies concerned with education and related Pields.

If the NIE is to develop and implement a strong program of educational

R&D, it must br_ able to recruit and retain absolutely first-class

staff. To do so, it will need a personnel structure that includes many

more supergrades, GS-16 through GS-18, or equivalents, than NCERD has

had. The same reasoning leads again to the desirability of a Director

at Executive Level V or above.

National Commitment

The final reason for recommending that the NIE be a separate

agency is the symbolic importance of that stature both within govern-

ment and outside of it. This is at once the least concrete and the

most important of the reasons for establishing a separate national

agency for educational R&D.

Creation of the NIE would symbolize to the education and the R&D

cGmmunities the importance that the Federal government and the nation

ascribe to educational improvement and reform through R&D. It would

be a clear statement that concentrated application to education of

the wisdom and talents of the nation's most highly qualified scientists

and innovators is needed and desired. It would raise the creation of

new knowledge about education to the stature now accorded to studies

of health, symbolized by the NIH. It would increase the visibility of

the educational R&D system and, thereby, the ability to attract new per-

sonnel to the field and to gain the attention of educators.

Possible Problems

Separating the agency having responsibility for management and

support of the national educational R&D program from the OE may also

introduce some problems. The most evident one is the possible intro-

duction of new bureaucratic impediments to coordination with the OE.

This could be a real cost. However, despite the lack of such barriers,

the current situation, until recently, has not been one of close coordi-

nation between NCERD and the other OE bureaus. Achievement of such

12 4



coordination depends more on positive actions to introduce joint plan-

ning, transfer of information, and shared program responsibilit:, than

it does on joint residence within the same organizational box. But to

insure that such positive actions are taken, both the OE and the NIE

should report to the same official designated by the Secretary. In the

initial proposal this was intended to be the Assistant Secretary for

Education. An alternative, preferable in many regards, would be to

delegate the authority to the Commissioner of Education, perhaps at the

same time appointing or raising him to a Level IV position.

Alternatives

Since there have been a number of other recent proposals for re-

organizing the Federal education agencies, it may be useful to review

some of the alternatives to the proposed position of the NIE within HEW

and to identify their differences and similarities.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the underlying structure of the

Federal education agencies, independent of the names of the various

agencies and the titles and levels of their directors. One subagency

is the manager of Federally sponsored (or conducted) educational R&D

programs. The other subagency manages Federal programs of educational

assistance--the various categorical and general-aid programs. Both

report to a principal Federal education officer, who reports to the

Secretary of HEW, and who heads the Federal education agency.

All the major proposals for reorganizing the Federal education

agencies conform to this general scheme (with the possible exception

of the proposed Department of Education, whose Secretary might not

report to the Secretary of HEW). The differences lie not in whether

or not a separate agency is charged with responsibility for R&D, but

in the names of the various agencies and the titles and levels of their

Directors, and in the differences in stature and adherence to tradition

that they represent.

The major proposals are summarized in Table 8 as a listing of

agency names, position titles, and position levels. The current situa-

tion appears first in the table, for comparison. Currently, the over-

all Federal education agency is called the Office of Education and is
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Federal education agency

principol

Federol

education

officer

director

educational

research and

development

agency

director

educational

assistance

agency

Fig.3Schematic diagram of education agencies within HEW

Table 8

THE PLACE OF R&D WITHIN ALTERNATIVE FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Alternative

Federal
Educatio%;

Agency

Principal
federal

Education
Officer/Level

Educational
R&D Agency

Director,
Educational
R&D Agency

Educational
Assistance
Agency

Director,

Educational
Assistance
Agency

Current Office of
Education

Commissioner,
EL V

NCERD Director,
CS-17

Bureaus
of OE

Deputy Com-
missioners,
CS-18

1 ... Commissioner,
EL IV

NIE Director,
EL V

Office of
Education

Director,
EL V

2 ... Commissioner,
EL III

N12 Director,
PL IV

Office of
Education

Director,
EL IV

3 Office of

Education
Commissioner,

EL IV
NIE Director,

EL V
Educational

Assistance
Director,

EL V
Aministration

6 Office of
Education

Commissioner,
EL III

NIE Director,
EL IV

Educational
Assistance

Director,
EL IV

Adaitistration

5 ... Undersecretary,
EL III

N1E Director,
EL IV

Office of
Education

Commissioner,
EL IV

6 Department of
Education

Secretary,
EL I

N1E Director,
EL IV

Educational
Assistance

Director,
El. IV

Administration
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headed by the Commissioner of Education, presl ntly at EL V. The R&D

subagency is NCERD, headed by a CS-11 Director. The assistance sub-

agency comprises the major Bureaus of OE, grouped into units headed by

Deputy Commissioners. The arrangement suggested in this report is

shown as Alternative 1. The assistance subagency retains the name

Office of Education but has a separate Director (at EL V) who reports

to the Commissioner (raised to EL IV). Another possibility would be

for the Commissioner to retain direct responsibility for OE. Some

reviewers of the draft of this report have suggested that the evidence

supports the suggestion shown in Alternative 2: an NIE Director at

EL IV reporting through a Commissioner raised to EL III. In neither

of these alternatives does the combination of the two 3ubagencies

receive an agency name. Alternative 3 is the same as Alternative 1

except that the combination of the two subagencies is ::diled the Office

of Education and the :du'ational assistance subagency rimeives a new

name, for example--Educational Assistance Administration. Alternative

4 modifies Alternative 2 in the same way. Another current proposal

affecting the Federal education agencies is that HEW have three under-

secretaries, one for each of its major areas of concern. With such an

arrangement, Alternative 5 appears feasible: no separate name for the

combined education components of HEW; the educational assistance sub-

agency retains the Office of Education name; the principal Federal

education officer is the Undersecretary for Education. Finally, several

individuals and groups have been urging creation of a separate Depart-

ment of Education. In one yariant it would be a subcabinet department

within HEW like the Army, Navy, and Air Force within DoD; in the other

variant it would be a cabinet-level department. In either case, Alterna-

tive 6 would be a feasible arrangement: the NIA and Ech,,:ational Assis-

tance Administration (each headed by EL IV Directors) both report to the

Secretary of Edixation.

As these alternatives reveal, the location of NIE within HEW and

its association with whatever agency is called the Office of Education

will not necessarily be resolved solely on the basis of planning for

the NIE. Other possible changes within HEW may affect the outcome.

But it is also important to remember that many of the differences among

1 2 7
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the alternatives are matters of names, titles, and levels. The admin-

istrative qualities of the NIE that are essential for its success should

be achievable under any one of the alternatives. The essential quali-

ties are: a director of at least EL V and adequate numbers of super-

grade positions, a flexible personnel authority suited to the needs of

hiring first-class R&D personnel, the authority to conduct intramural

research, financial authority and administrative arrangements suited

to the special needs of managing R&D, insulation from the pressures

and shifting priorities associated with large educational assistance

programs, and a separate identity and visibility.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL R&D

Advisory councils may be figureheads or helmsmen, public fronts

or private backers. The choice is made in part by how they are con-

stituted, in part by how they are used. In the case of educational R&D,

it appears important to establish an Advisory Council that can exert

real influence over policy and priorities. There are two reasons:

1. The history of educational R&D has been one of rapidly fluctu-

ating policies and priorities. Perhaps no complaint is heard more

frequently from those who have worked in educational R&D than that the

programs and preferences of Federal support for educational R&D change

continuously as personnel, political pressures, and administrations

come and go. The stability and continuity of effort essential to

cumulative, coordinated R&D programs is difficult to achieve under

such circumstances. A distinguished National Advisory Council could

play 6 large role in establishing and maintaining appropriate R&D

policies and priorities.

2. any forces and interests have a legitimate concern with edu-

cational R&D and will wish to insure that their points of view receive

adequate representation in the UIE's Councils. Its many advisory and

scientific panels will serve these needs in part. But to insure that

the compound of those concerns is not simply a miscel.any of projects,

there needs to be a final group that can set priorities and make choices.

The director would, of course, exert a najor influence. But the delib-

erations of a tepresentativf National Advisory Council would give such
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hard choices a legitimacy and authority that no individual's choices

could achieve.

In order to exercise these responsibilities the Council should

be constituted as follows (items with an asterisk are included in the

pending NIE legislation):

Responsibilities

* 1. To advise the Director of the Institute and the Secretary of

HEW in the establishment of general policy for the Institute

and in the development of its program. (The last provision

is not included in the pending NIE bill.)

* 2. To review the status of educational R&D in the United States

and advise the Director and the Secretary on ways of improv-

ing the education R&D effort.

* 3. To present an annual report on the current status anc' needs

of educational R&D to the Secretary, for transmittal to the

President.

4. To make recommendations to the President with respect to ap-

pointment of the Director of the NIE.

Membership.

1. Members of the Council should be appointed by the President

for staggered six-year terms, one-third of the terms expiring

every two years. (One-third of the first Council would serve

for two years; one - third for four years; one-third for six

years.) With the exception of the first members, members

should serve no more than one term. Vacai, s should he

filled for the remainder of the term of the predecessor.

2. There should be t,2enty-fortr appointed members of the Council.

In addition, the NIE Director should serve on the Council,

ex officio.

3. Members of the Council should be chosen on the basis of

achievement and service in the fields of R&D, education, or

public affairs. They should be so selected as to provide wide

representation of the views of educators, the 11,,D community,

and the public.
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Staff and Studies

* 1, The Council should employ a staff of no more than five pro-

Pcsionals to assist in carrying out its responsibilities.

(The staff limitation is not in the pending NIE bill; it is

similar to a provision governing the staff of the National

Science Board.)

2. The staff should be directed by an Executive Secretary, re-

sponsible for developing issues for consideration by the

Council. 1

* 3. The Council should be able to enter into contracts for studies

necessary to the discharge of its duties.

The recommendations with regard to the Council's responsibilities

follow very closely the provisions in the pending NIE bill. However,

two responsibilities have been added here. The first is to advise on

the development of the program. The reasoning behind this addition

has been noted above. The second is to make recommendations with re-

spect to appointment of the Director. The choice of Director is so

crucial to the success and credibility of the Institute that it ap-

pears desirable that his choice be informed by the deliberations of

the Council, as representatives of education, the R&D community, and

the public.

The recommendations with regard to the Council's membership are

modeled on membership provisions for tht National Science Board, which

has successfully guided the growth of the NSF. The emphasis is on the

need to a,.hi!!ve legitiraey, and represcOativencss. The

provisions of the pending bill, calling for fifteen members for three-

year tears, seemed to encourage too high a rate of turnover and to

provide for too few members to achieve adequate representatioa of the

many points of view in education. The statement of qualifications is

intended to emphasize the need for legitimacy in the eyes of the many

concerned communities.

The recommendations with regard to staff a1 stulics are intended

to give the Council the tools to be an active participant in policy

setting. Frequently, advisory councils ate left deperdent for the

necessary work on the agencies they rust advise.

1 3 1)
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DIRECTOR/DEPUTY DIRECTOR

The selection of a Director will undoubtedly be the most crucial

decision to be made during the creation of the NIE, for he will have

to select the major staff members, establish major program directions

in conjunction with the National Advisory Council, and convey the na-

ture and content of the Institute's activities to its several con-

stituencies. To assist him in these activities, he will need a Deputy

Director whose strengths complement his own.

To proldde the necessary leadership, the Dicector should have the

following responsibilities and conditions of appointment:

Responsibilities

1. To establish general policy and set program priorities, in

conjunction with the National Advisory Council.

2. To select and appoint the principal staff members and offi-

cials, including the Deputy and Assistant Directors.

3. To determine the allocation of the Institute's budget to its

several programs after consultation with the National Advi-

sor,/ Council aad the Deputy and Assistant Directors.

4. To review and approve major Institute programs and to assume

responsibility for their quality.

5. To organize and structure the Institute so that it can best

execute its responsibilities.

6. To report oct tfe Institute's program And operation to the

Secretary of HEW, and, through him, to the President; to the

Congress; and to the education and R&D communities and the

public.

Conditions ol Appointment

* 1. The Director should have a rank of Executive Level V in the

Federal Executive Schedule.

* 2. He should oe appointed hy the President and confirmed by the

Senate, to a rene'..Jahle term of 6ix years, unless removed by

the President. (The six-year tens is not provided in the

pending bill.)

13 i.
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3. A slate of qualified nominees for the directorship should be

presented to the President by the National Advisory Council

before the appointment is to be made.

4. The Director should report to the Secretary of HEW through

the Secretary's designee.

5. The Director should serve as a member of the National Advisory

Council.

The statement of responsibilities makes it clear that the Director

has authority for the Institute's general policy, priorities, staff,

budget, program, organization, and representation before constituencies.

The oonditions of appoinfrient reflect the recommendation, dis-

cussed earlier, that the Director have a rank appropriate to his re-

sponsibilities and authority. A term of six years is set so that the

Director's performance might be reviewed regularly, but at an interval

long enough to encourage stability and insulation from short-term

political pressures. The other recommendations have been discussed

earlier.

The Deputy Director should have the following respoasibilities

and conditions of appointment:

Responsibilities

1. To carry out such duties as the Director, with the approval

of the National Advisory Council, may prescribe.

2. To act as Director of the Institute if the Director is absent

or disabled, or if there is a vacancy in the office of Director.

Conditions of Appointment

1. The Deputy Director should have a rank of GS-18 or equivalent.

2. He should he appointed by the Director.

These responsibilities and conditions of appointment are conven-

tional.

DIRECTORATE. OF PROGRAMS

The work of the Institute must be accomplished through its three

constituen.: organizations: the Directorate of Programs, the Directer-

ate of Research and PeveIep7lent, and the Center for Yduc.ition

1 1.3 2
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The cutting edge of the Institute's program, and the characteris-

tic that distinguishes it from prior educational R&D efforts, is its

development and management of comprehensive programs directed toward

the solution of major educational problems. The responsibility for

these activities, which should employ around 50 percent of the Insti-

tute's resources (between $50 million and $70 million initially), would

be with the Directorate of Programs; its organization is shown in Fig. 4.

To carry out its responsibilities, the Directorate would have

the following functions and staff structure:

Functions

1. To identify systematically and describe major educational

problems and opportunities in conjunction with the Center

for Education Studies.

2, To organize and manage comprehensive national programs of

research, development, experimentation, evaluation, and in-

novation directed toward the solution of major educational

problems.

Staff and Structure

1. The Directorate of Programs would be headed by an Assistant

Director for Prograls, who would hold a rank of at least

GS-18 or equivalent and be appointed by the Institute Direc-

tor. He would be responsible for major staff assignments

and budget allocations within the Directorate, and for the

quality of his programs.

2. A tire;,: force would be formed for each major problem to be

addressed by the Instit'e, Each task force would be headed

by a nro;72,a r,a0;ayr, who would hold a rank of at least CS-17

or equivalent and be appointed by the Assistant Director for

Programs. He would be responsible for staff assignments and

budget allocations within his task force, and for the quality

of his programs.

3. Associated with each problem area and its task force would he

a prcimt-7 adoion! crov ce:-Tristng individuals from other

government agencies, local and state agencies, the R &1) com-

munity, and the public who have special concern with or

1 3 3
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knowledge about the problem area. The advisory group would

advise the program manager and the Assistant Director of Pro-

grams on the design and conduct of the program and its asso-

ciation with practice.

4. Members of the problem task forces would be drawn from three

sources:

o Full-time staff in the Directorate of Programs, who would

form the core of the task force;

o Staff from the Directorate of Research and Development or

Center for Education Studies seconded for part-time ser-

vice; and

o Short-term staff in the Directorate of Programs, brought

un to serve on a specific task force to which they bring

special knowledge.

A problem task force would organize and manage each comprehensive

national program. The activities in the program, hoocver, Liould be

carried out primarily zokler contract by external R&D agencies: uni-

versities, state and local education agencies, Regional Educational

Laboratories, nonprofit agencies, and profit-making firms. Occasion-

ally some activity might best be carried out at the Center for Educa-

tion Studies. Occasionally, also, it might be sufficient to recommend

to the Directorate of R&D that it include some activity or another among

the activities it is supporting rather than undertake it specially as

part of a task force's program.

The organization int6 problem-oriented task forces is recommended

on two grounds. First, the task force is a flexible civatii;atioN. It

can be formed quickly, carry out its functions over a short or long

period, and then be disbanded, its members going on to other assign-

ments or back to their permanent organizational homes. It avcids in-

stitutionalizing today's problems as, for example, the establishment

of problem-oriented institutes might do. Moreover, its size and staff

composition can be matched to the problem's requirements. Task forces

would remain in operation for periods of years.

Second, the task force is a means of facilitating 1,i2cr,1,2ti.cn

ocordi,i,iti.cti between work on the problems of education and work on
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educational practice and foundations. By assigning program officers

from the Directorate of Research and Development to serve on task forces,

the task force gains ready access to knowledge of the state of the art

in relevant areas and, recipro,:ally, the program officers gain an ap-

preciation of the practical requirements for improvement in educational

practices and foundations. This use of task forces is an adaptation

to the management of extramural R&D programs of the ?':tvid! (Avorii:icz-
. 1

ti.on that has been found to le a very effective structure for Lilo man-

agement of intramural R&D programs in industry and nonprofit research

organizations. (A similar structure has been employed by NASA in the

management of some of its programs.)

The program advisory group associated with each task force is

intended to assure that the task force develops a program of activi-

ties responsive to the needs and realities of the intended beneficiaries.

To indicate heY the task forces might function, consider one on

education of the disadvantaged. It might have the following character-

TASK FORCE. I. --Education of the Disadvantaged
----------------------------------------
Program Maier full -time staff member

Staff--Several full-time staff roqero of the Pro, ram Directorate;

TWkircrq officers from the Directorate of Research and Devel-
opment concerned with evaluation, instructional process,
teacher training, individual motivation, and group influ-
ences on motivation;

Fellcvs and other short-term appointees from universities
and state and local education agencies; e.g., the Assis-
tant Superintendent for Research from a large city, Dean of
School of Teacher Education on leave, or a mathematician
or scientist interested in education of the disadvantaged.

frost-ail Advisory_Groull--Go:Trrr&nt officials, such as Associate
Commissioner of OE for Elementary and Secondary Education,
Director of Research and Evaluation at 0E0. Ico.il

stu:c cd:waticN c.,:',7'itqa/o, such as chief state school of-

ficers, superintendents, and school board rembers from urban

Such an organization night have professionals assigned pcinanentiv
to discipline-based departments, but they would work also as part of
problem-based project tears comprising members of several departments.
the individual's membership in both discipline "columns" and ploject
"rim s" is what h.s given rise to the tern "matrix organizati:n."
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and rural districts. Educators, such as principals and
teachers from schools in disadvantaged neighborhoods. R&D

vcroonnel, such as psychologists and sociologists, curric-
ulum developers, and policy analysts who have worked on
the needs of the disadvantaged. RepresentatI'ves of Ole
affected covrmo:ities, such as parents and community leaders
from ghetto neighborhoods.

Activities--(1) Development of a comprehensive, coordinated, but
adaptive, multiyear plan of attack on the problems of the
disadvantaged, including interrelated research, develop-
ment, experimentation, evaluation, and innovation activi-
ties. (2) Contracting with appropriate agencies to carry
out the components of the plan. (3) Monitoring progress
in carrying out the plan and changing it as appropriate.
(4) Coordinating plans and activities with other R&D and
operating agencies.

The eventual responsibility for assuring that the work of the task

forces is competent and effective lies with the Assistult Director for

Programs and the Director of the Institute.

DIRECTORATE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The solid basis for the Institute's problem-solving activities is

established by its programs intended to improve educational practice,

strengthen education's foundations, and build a strong R&D system. The

responsibility for the initiation and support of these activities, which

should employ almost 50 percent of the Institute's resources (between

$50 million and $70 million initially), would lie with the Directorate

of Research and Development; its organization is shown in Fig. 5.

To carry out its respon3ibilities, the Directorate would have the

following functions and staff structure:

Functions

1. To organize and manage coherent, cumulative programs intended

to improve educational practice.

2. To organize and manage coherent, cumulative programs intended

to strengthen education's scientific and technological founda-

tions.

3. To identify the need for improvements in the educational R&D

sys.em and undertake programs intended to accoTlish then.
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Staff and Structure

1. The Directorrte of Research and Development would he headed

by an Assistant Director for Research aKzi 1,,-701.opet, who

would hold a rank of at least. GS-18 or equivalent and be ap-

pointed by the instftute Director. lie wcu141 be responsible

for major staff assignments, for budget allocations within

r oireclorate, and for the quality of its program.

2. The T)irectorate would comprise three divisions, each headed

by a aivisien director:

o Divisicm of Educatio>7a1 Practioo, headed by a Tq-

sicai Dir,?ctcr for I.W:4cationa1 Practice.

o Division of Educational Foundations, beaded by a

Dioision Pirector for Educational Fcviatic.ns.

o Diois-::on of ND Eesources, headed by a

rector for P4.0 Posourc.,s.

Each division director wot,ld be at the GS-17 level or equiv-

alent and b. appoined by the Assistant Director. Each would

have re'oponsibility for staff, budget, and program within his

division. Each division would have a rivision Aj9i8OPii GPONI,

comprising ten to twenty distinguished individuals from edu-

cation, R&D, and the public, with demonstrated competence or

concern far the division's area of activity. The advisory

group would assist the division director in establishing pro-

gram priorities and overall policy.

1. The Division of Educational Practice would he divided in turn

into a number of centers, one for each of the program elements

in Program Area II. For example, there might be four centers

initially:

o Center for Instnictional Process

o Center for Educational Sister

o Center for Educational Assessnont

o Center for Professional Develor:ent

The number might then expand or contract as appropriate. The

centers would be intended to be more permanent than the task

forces in the Directorate of Pro:oams. Each center would be

i 3 9
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headed by a Center Director, a GS-16 or GS-17 position or the

equivalent. The centers would support R&D activity in their

fields of rnsponsibillty but would not conduct it. Each center

would have a Center Advisory Croup draw from these distln-

guished educators and scnolars with a direct interest and

coilx!tefice 16 :ae. center's program area. Tho C2ntcric profes-

cienr1 staff would omprtqp both permanent m,mbPr and a num-

ber of educators or scholars serving one- or two-year tempo-

rary assignments.

4. The Division of EJucational Foundations would be divided into

a number of Programs of Studies, one for each pi the progrsm

elements in Program Ares III. For example, there might be

five programs of studies initially:

o Individual Learner

o Group Influences on bearninn

o Societal Influences on Sducation

Technology and

o !Aathodo1ogy of Wucational 11(

Each prograil of studies would be headed by a Progrxq firector,

at a rank of GS-16 or GS-17 or equivalent. The programs would

sponsor, but not conduct, R&D in their areas of interest. The

program professional staff would comprise both permanent mem-

bers and scholars serving one- or two-year temporary assign-

ments.

5. The Division of Research and Development Resources would be

divided into a number of programs, one for each of the pro-

gram elements in Program Area 1V. For example, there might

be four programs initially:

o Mavower

a Institutional

o Linkage

o INfornttion Syster.s

The number could expand or contract as apiqopriate. Each

program would be headed by a Progral Pirecror, at a rank of

CS-16 or GS-17 or equP/olent. The programs would develop

1 0
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fellowship, institutional grant, training, and other support

activities intended to catalyze the formation of a itrong

R&D system in education. The DiviEion Director and the Divi-

sion Advisory Group would be expected to insure that the ac-

tivities of these programs are coordinated with those of the

other divisions and task forces so that manpower and institu-

tiona programs would respond to actual needs. The program

professional staff would comprise ,rimaril!, permanent members,

'Atli some school and college or R &D administr.:Lors occasion-

any serving temporLry assignments.

The partitioning of the directorate into three divisions coincides

directly to the program structure developed in the previous chapter,

and within each division the subdivisions correspond to the program

elements developed in that chapter. The only unusual provision is the

recommendation that the subdivisions of tF.e Division of Educational

Practice be called Centers, while those in the other subdivisions be

called programs or program of study. This recommendation is made for

two reasons: One, the need for coherent, comprehensive design and

management of an R&D program is greater in those complex subject areas

intended to affect practice than it is in either the fundamental re-

search or system-building areas; two, these areas are central and con-

tinuing concerns of education and for symbolic and intellectual reasons

rhould be associated with a specific continuing organization.

The Iroject selection and funding decision could be handled dif-

ferently in each division.

The Division of Educational Foundations might follow practices

similar to those of NIP, or NSF, in which scientific review panels for

each program of studios would evaluate projects according to scientific

merit; the ranked projects from each ranel might then be combined in a

single list that goes to the Division Advisory Group for final deci-

sions. To avoid too ingrown a decision- making process, the scientific

revie panele should include specialists across a wide spectrum of

disciplines and both younger and more srnior scientists. The review

panel on studies of the individual learner, for example, night include

psychologists, anthropologists, biologists, linguists, and information

scientists.

4 I!
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The Division of Educational Practice, however, might want to de-

pend more on its own professional staff and center advisory Aroups to

develop coherent R&D programs and then to seek appropriate performers.

Only part of the program here might be developed according to the NIM

Or NSF mrvipl cc4,r1c.1,.

The Division of R&D Res rces wo'ild probably want to use a variety

of mechanisms ranging from fellowships to tormula grants to institutional

support programs. A variety of different review procedures will be ap-

propriate. The key, however, will be to tie these activities to those

of the other divisions, so that research training, for example, will be

carried out in conjunttion with rPsearch.

The program officers in each division would, of course, be expected

to be professionally competent in the areas they support. In many rases

this would mean a doctorate a televant research discipline or coin

parable R&D experience. In other cases it would imply considerable

experience in innovative educational 17actice. Unless they achieve

this kind of competence, tceir ability to participate in the encourage-

ment and selection of iseful R&D projects will be severely limited. To

attract such individuals, two conditions must be satisfied: First, sta-

ture and salary comparable to that °Feted by positions elsewhere in

government, education, and R&D must be offered; a personnel system com-

parable to those that have proved effective in NSF and NM is desirable

for this r'ason. Second, an environment of thoughtful, creative con-

cern for education and of free, exciting interchange of ideas must be

established. Part of this is provided by the natural communication

among cempetcnt individuals; the NIE, however, will have two other

features that will help to create this stimulating atmosphere.

First, the participation of program officers from this division

on the problem-oriented task forces of the Division of Programs will

not only bring together individuals from the two divisions, but will

also establish links among officers within the R&D Division that might

not occur otherwise. Moreover, it will provide the program officers

with an exposure to a larger view of educational problems than they

would ordinarily rereive.
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S,cond, the participation of program officers from this division

in the intramural programs of the Center for Education Studies will

keep them in touch with the frontier of education and educational Y&D

and give then onortunities to refres1-. their own R&D skills.

These two features of thi. Nil qhfulld helm considerably in attract-

ing first -class perspnnel to its staff. for both pernanent and tempo-

Lary positions.

CENTER FOR EDUCATION STUDIES

The NIE will not only develop and support educational R&D pro-

grams, it will also carry scme out. The responsibility for these in-

house activities will reside in the Center for Education Studies; its

organizati.ou is shown in Fig. 6.

To carry out its role, which should employ about 3 percent of the

Institute's resources (between $5 million and $7 million initially), the

Center he constituted as fellows:

Functions

1. To conduct a program of studies of the Rtoce of American

education.

2. To carry out analyses and evaluations of educational policies.

3. To assist in the design and evaluation of educational R&D

programs.

Staff and Structure

1. The Center for Education Studies would be headed by an Aseis-

twit director for Studies, who would hold a rank of at least

GS-18 or equivalent and be appointed by the Institute Director.

He would he responsible for selection of staff and fellows, for

the design and conduct of an appropriate and effective program,

for cooretnation with the Directorates, and for budget alloca-

tions within the Center.

2. The internal structure of the Center would not be so formal as

that of the Directorates. The basic unit of activity would be

the project, each led by a project leader and varying in inten-

sity from one man part-time to a dozen or more men full-time.

Projects would form and reform according to the needs of the

study effort and the competencies of the resident staff.

1 4 3
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3. The professional staff would comprise five different groups:

o otalf of the center, who would be scientists,

developers, and eiucators with a concern for broad Tips-

Lions of education and competence in studying them.

ot.;?er ,:irectorates, serving part-time as

members of project teams to which they 'ring special knowl-

edge and skills.

o fro other Federal a,jencleo, on a part-time basis, or

full-time for a specified period, or indefinitely, to help in

coordination of Federal programs.

o Te//ws, both junior and senior, who hav2 been invited to

spend from six months to two years at the Center.

o Asoociate fellcvs, both junior and senior, who participate

in the Center's projects on a part-time basis while retail-

ing their normal outside affiliations.

4. The Fiducaiot Studies Pcarcl, whose members would be distin-

guished scholars and practitioners of education, would advise

the Assistant Director for Studies on the selection of fellows

and on the program of studies at the Center.

The functions of the Center are intended to be those of thinking

broadly and deeply about the problems, prospects, and goals of American

education; of examining current educational policies and priorities;

and of reviewing the quality and direction of educational PO. Its

method of operation would be to bring together distinguished edu._ators

and scholars, place thtm in an environment in which they can think

freely and join forces naturally, and expose them to the major issues

in American education. These scholars and practitioners, from a wide

range of disciplines and operating experiences, would be brought to-

gether and allowed to mix to form teams and consider topics in a man-

ner that is rarely achieved elsewhere. The result should be better

understanding of and recommendations for American education.

To provide a continuity for the Center's efforts and a structure

for its project activities, it might establish several major themes,

on which work is always under way. Such themes might include tie

146
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following:

o 111147(ination of riajor educational problems: What is the extent

and nature of the problems facing education? To what reality

du the headlines corc.tspund?

o Eouluution of evaluation: What is the state of educational

evaluation? How can it be improved? How can it be more closely

related to educational objectives?

o Educational goals: What might the goals of education be? How

can each community establish its own? How do they relate to

state and national goals?

o Educational policies: How effective are current Federal educe-

ttonal policies? How might they be improved?

o Educational RO: What is the state of educational R&D? What

are its deficiencies? How can it be improved?

The staff of the Center is intended to be chosen on the basis of

accomplishments and promise in educational R&D or practice. The inters:

is to bring together in a single, place scholars and practitioners, so-

cial scientists and technologists, young people of promise and older

people of achievement, specialists and generalists.

Part of the staff would be permanent. These would include senior

professionals, covering a range of disciplines or practical backgrounds,

and junior professionals, providing many of the technical and analytical

skills needed to fill out project teams.

Another portion of the project staff would comprise professionals

from the other Lirectorates and other Federal agencies, who would bring

their special expertise to the project teams and benefit from the op-

portunity to participate in an active study.

About half of the Center staff would comprise junior and senior

fellows, selected on the basis of their accomplishments and potential

for future achievement. These would be six-month to two-year appoint-

ments, intended to maintain a flux of staff from the R&D and education

communitie9 through the NIE. The NIE would benefit from the new ideas

and competencies brought in by the fellows and from their first-hand

knowledge of the realities of R&D and practice. The fellows would

benefit from the stimulation of new surroundings and fellow workers

1 4
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and from the high-quality, though informal, education they would re-

ceive. They would return to their institutions or school systems better

informed about the NIE's programs and the breadth of American education.

Some individuals who are qualified to be resident fellows might

Lind it difficult to obtain a leave from their home institutions. In

order to enable them to participate to the extent they can, the NIE

would have associate fellows. They would be considered part of the

NIE staff and brought to the Center for shorter periods during the year

as their availability permits.

As the Center for Education Studies develops, it may be desirable

to establish a greater degree of internal structuring and a more formal

series of programs. However, those decisions would be better made

after some experience has been accumulated.

ORGANIZATIONAL ALTERNATIVES

In developing an organizational structure for the NIE, a number

of alternatives were considered and rejected. The three principal ones

were:

o Multiple Institutes, on the model of the N1H

o tarp intramural program, on the model of the National Bureau

of Standards

o Regional Institutes

The advantages and disadvantages of each are described below.

Multiple Institutes., Both Krathwohl's and the Commission on In-

structional Technology's proposals, mentioned in Chapter I and summar-

ized in Appendix A, call for the .reation of National Institutes of

Education with a central coordinating staff and a number of subinsti-

tutes. The Commission recommended a National Institute of Instruc-

tional Technology. Krathwohl suggested the possibility of a National

Institute of Urban Education and a National 7.nstitute of Education for

the Handicapped. Both conceive of each Institute conducting and sup-

porting extensive research, development, and application activities

in its urea of concern.

The principal advantages of such an arrangement are:

o Thy possibility of organizing comprehensive programs of

1 4 ?
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research, development, and application, employing a wide

diversity of skills, addressing a major area over a long period

01 Lime;

o The enhanced ability to develop powerful constituencies in sup-

port of R&D programs in a particular area; and

o The program stability and focus that :Institutionalization would

bring.

Against these, the following disadvantages must he balanced:

o The reduction in staff and budget flexibility that would occur

if each Institute were to operate semiautonomously on the NIH

model;

o The reduction in intercommunication and coordination (and the

increased chances of overlap) that would he encouraged by the

natural desire to develop complete programs in each Institute;

o The difficulty of defining appropriate topics of interest for

individual Institutes (Instructional Technology or Instruc-

tional Process, Urban Education or the Disadvantaged, Higher

Education or Educational Finance);

o The dispersion of intramural effort among several Institutes;

o The possibility of institutionalizing problems that turn out

to be transitory or closely linked to problems studied by

other Institutes; and

o The dispersion of staff and effort during NIE's early develop-

ment.

As the NIE grows and understanding of appropriate management struc-

tures for educational R&D increases, it may become desirable and feasi-

ble to divide it into several Institutes. However, on balance, it seers

advisable in the early years to retain the flexibility and compactness

provided by a single Institute.

Large Intramural program, A second possibility for the till would

be the establishment of a very large intramural program, spanning re-

search, development, and applicatton in most of the disciplines and

subjects concerning education.

The advantages of this organization would he:

o The creation of a "capstone" R &1) perforrance organization of a
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breadth and diversity unmatched anywhere else and able, there-

fore, to undertake educational studies of a type and quAlity

currently unattainable;

o the ioi tup-quaiity individuals to join the

NIE, both in the intramural program and as extramural program

officers, that would come from the reputation and intellectual

excitement provided by an excellent intramural R&D activity;

and

o The enhanced reputation of educational R&D that would derive from

a highly visible, highly competent national resee,ch and develop-

ment organization able to attract a diversity of talents and

disciplines to studies of education.

The disadvantages would be:

o The general shortage and maldistribution of experienced and

competent R&D personnel and managers in education would be

worsenei in the short run by their attraction away from uni-

versities, educational laboratories, and educational agencies

to the NIE;

c The difficulty of recruiting for and managing a high-quality

intramural R&D enterprise would divert NIE management atten-

tion away from the development of a strong extramural program

and the development of strong R&D institutions elsewhere;

c The danger of developing an R&D enterprise that is divorced

from the realities of education and close association with

actual school systems and learners; and

o The possibility of developing a single, dominant educational

R&D organization.

Again, the balance appears to lie against the establishment of a

loive intramural program at the beginning of the NIE. the course

chosen has been to start with a small intramural program, in the form

of the Center for Education Studies, w ,,se focus would be on activi-

ties not now being performed, of national or broad educational impor-

tance. As the NIE and the external educational R&D community grow, it

might be appropr'ate to expatv: the NIE's intramural program. The rec-

orrended organization leaves that option open.

14 9
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Geographically Distributed Institutes. A third organization that

has been considered during the planning is a series of Institutes dis-

tributed around the country.

The advantages of this structure would be:

o Location of R&D facilities closer to the state and local edu-

cational agencies who face the problems and must use the prod-

ucts of the Institute's work;

o The likelihood that alter lative approaches would be explored

at different Institutes, providing diversity and competitive

cross-checks; and

o Responsiveness to local and regional problems and development,

and therefore, of strong local constituencies.

The disadvantages would be:

o The shortage of management and R&D talent makes it difficult

to staff several such Institutes;

o Many problems are national in scope and their study and reso-

lution should be organized and supported nationally;

o Regional distribution does not necessarily lead to close as-

sociation with regional problems; and

o The Institutes would compete with existing local and regional

agencies (such as the Regional Educational Laboratories) which

should be strengthened.

Again the balance of arguments appears to be in favor of a single

National Institute at the beginning. A major part of that Institute's

efforts should be devoted to strengthening regional institutions and

their linkage with state and local agencies. Among the most important

of those institutions are the Regional Educational Laboratories. An

the NIE develops, these Laboratories might come to play the role of

Regional Institutes.

150
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V. RELATIONS WITH THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

If the NIE is to be successful in linking R&D with practice, it

must pay careful attention to establishment of appropriate relationships

with the numerous and diverse institutions and personnel who constitute

the educational system.

The institutions include almost 18,000 school districts, 2,500 col-

leges and universities, thousands of private educational organizations,

50 state departments of education, over 800 teacher-training institu-

tions, several hundred profe:sit,nal associations and'unions, a half-

dozen Federal agencies, several tens of independent R&D institutions,

and a number of interstate consortia and compacts. The personnel in-

clude 60 million students, 3 million teachers, several hundred thousand

administrators, and over 5,000 researchers and developers.

Obviously, the NIE itself cannot be in contact with more than a

small sample of these institutions and individuals. However, it must

develop mechanisms to identify the issues facing the various parts of

the edu.:ational system and to transfer the products of R&D into practice.

And it must encourage and facilitate the deve_opment of such mechanisms

throughout the educational R&D system.

The form those relationships might take with each of the major

constituents of tl.e educational system is described in this chapter.

After a discussion of general principles, relationships with the follow-

ing groups are discussed:

o Office of Education

o Other Federal agencies

o National Foundation on Higher Education

o State agencies and interstate consortia

o Local agencies

o Private and nonformal education organizations

o Regional Laboratories and R&D Centers

o Schools of Education

o Colleges and universities

o Scientific aad professional societies

151
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PRINCIPLES FOR RELATIONSHIPS

The philosophy that underlies the following detailed discussions

may be summarized in a few statements:

o :f01'Hr2tien :N tt.,C;1 ch:PeotIOid. The Ques-

tion is not only the dissemination of R&1) products to the field,

it is just a:: importantly the determination of R&O needs Iron

the field.

o Y;ic flog PL4st is Ce,>it.:;;4C:(i.1. It is not suffi-

cient to determine that a problem exists, undertake an R&D

program, and then present its results to the prospective user.

The interchange between R&D and practice must continue through-

out the R&O activity.

o fler,, of infomation occurs r;ost effectively t;1rc.:4,4h fL,i:-

vidia-.1 contact. Although printed reports, jcurnals of abstracts,

and comparative evaluations are important, studies of innovation

show clearly that the most effective form of information trans-

fers is from person to person. In practice, this means that if

R&D findings are to reach an educational agency and if that

agency's problems are to benefit from R&D, there should be indi-

viduals with R&D interests in close association with the agency.

o ficio of infornation >;:4.3t occ:42. at all IeDCI.;. The occa-

sional deliberations of high-level advisory groups are not suf-

ficient to achieve close relationships between R&D and practice.

Rather, there must be a constant flow of people and ideas be-

tween the systems at every level and at many points.

o Practitioners oill le more interested in and hcipitatie Ic

activities if they have some responsibility fcr tne. Two

meanie ,3 of the term "responsibility" are intended here: The

first is the responsibility that a chief state school officer,

local superintendent, or college president would feel for RSO

that his institution had commissioned on isaues or problems of

immediate concern to it. The second is the responsibility that

a teacher would feel for a new curriculum that he helped to de-

velop or adapt t, his school system's needs. Experience in
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other fields has shown that such responsibility for L&D facili-

tates the adoption of its results.

o No single mechanism or set of mechanisms for contact is suffi-

cient; many ad hoc dev:.ces should be employed. Advisory com-

mittees, reports, journals of abstracts, traveling exhibits,

demonstration facilities, personnel exchanges, conferec:es,

"county agents," and many other devices contribute to the proper

exchange of information and attitudes. The NIF should not rely

on any single, prescribed "dissemination" system; it should as-

pire to a rich network of relationships comprising many differ-

ent kinds of linkage.

OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Many of the individuals and groups consulted during the planning

study expressed concern about the relationship between the OE and the

NIE. (The alternative forms that this relationship might take are dis-

cussed in Chapter IV, Orcuni%ution. This discussion assumes that the

OE is parallel to the NIE and has prilcipal responsibility for educ*-

tional assistance programs.) Some feared that the division of authority

would make "bureaucratic" problems more severe; one envisioned an un-

coordinated Federal educational policy; some felt that the OE would lose

the benefits of R&D directed to its programs' problems. These are poten-

tial problems that must, indeed, be faced and resolved during the NIE's

creation and early years of operation. The objectives should be to

create a relationship that results in

o Consistent Federal educational pulicies.

o Minimization of bureaucracy as seen by private, locPl, and state
agencies.

o NIE programs responsive to OE needs.

o OE implementation of the results of NIE programs.

Among the rIcare to achieve these objectives are:

o The designation by the Secretary of NEW of one official to over-
see both the OE and the NIE and be responsible for the coordina-
tion of their policies (this could be the Commissioner of Educa-
tion).
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o The participation of OF officials as members of NIE advisory
councils, groups, and boards.

o The participation of OE staff members at the NIE Center for
Education Studiec and on the NIE task forces.

o Establishment of a system of standing committees with joint
membership from NIE and OE to develop coordinated R&D and as-
sistance programs in major areas of concern, such as the dis-
advantaged, vocational education, higher education, and so on.
One function of these committees might be to see that NIE's
program activities and findings are linked to OE's large demon-
strat.lon programs for tryout.

o The assignment of NIE staff members on tours of duty in OE
bureaus.

o The provision in each OE bureau of a small mission-oriented re-
search, developmeat, planning, and evaluation staff.

The lest ouggestion is the only controversial one. It follows, however,

from the belief that linkage will occur most naturally through individuals

with R&D competency. The bureau-based staff would be expected to remain

in close contact with the NIE staff, to be aware of NIE programs of rele-

vance to their bureau, to encourage the initia,Ion of modification of

programs to serve the bureau's needs, and to adapt the results of R&D

programs to the bureau's situation. They would also undertake or support

studies and analyses directly relevant to the bureau's interests. They

would not undertake large-scale or long-term programs of general educa-

tional relevance. The bureau's capability to undertake its own R&D

activities will keep it from having to go to the NIE to satisfy every

immediate requirement (with the mutual dissatisfaction that is bound to

result) and will make it a much more interested and knowledgeable user

of the N1E's services. The Secretary's designee should insure that the

bureau programs do not exceed their proper scope and do not duplicate

NIE activity.

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

Education and educational RLD are the concern of several other Fed-

eral agencies. The most notable existing agencies are the NSF, the Office

of Child Development of HEW, the 0E0, the National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development of NIH, the National Institute of Mental

Health, the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities, the Department
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of Defense, and the Department of Labor. The NIE must establish lirk-

ages with these Federal gencies also.

The objectives of its relationships should be

o To insure that the national educational R&D effort avoids du-
plication, provides a coherent attack on major problems, and
includes enough diversity to insure that promising alternatives
will be explored and that no single point of view predominates.

o To insure that the NIE's efforts respond to the needs of these
Federal agencies and that its results reach them.

The means of achieving these objectives shduld include:

o Maintenance and distribution by the NIE of information on all
educational R&D actdvities sponsored or conducted by Federal
agencies. (This would support the requirement that the National
Advisory Council prepare an annual report on the status of edu-
cational R&D.)

o Formation of an interagency committee on educational R&D chaired
by the NIE to facilitate exchange of information and joint plan-
ning among the several agencies. This committee should identify
areas of specialization for each of the agencies and seek to
assure that duplication of effort is avoided.

o Conduct of projects having joint interest under joint sponsorship
of several Federal agencies.

o Participation by staff from the Federal agencies in the program
of the Center for Education Studies and on the problem-oriented
task forces.

o Evaluations by the NIE, especially the Center for Educntion
Studies, c Federal educational programs that cut across agencies.

NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON HIGHgR EDUCATION

The Administration has proposed creation of a National Foundation

on Higher Education (NFHE) as a means of providing discretionary funding

"to encourage excellence, innovation, and reform in higher education; to

strengthen postsecondary educational institutions or courses of instruc-

tion that play a uniquely valuable role in American higher education or

that are faced with special difficulties; and to provide an organization

concerned with the development of national policy in higher education."

As initially proposed, the Foundation would be constructed on the model

of the National Science Foundation--a semiautonomous agency governed by

a Board and a Director appointed by the President. If the NFHE is
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authorized by the Congress, a close relationship between it and the

NIE will be important.

The objectives of the relationship should be to insure that:

o Federal higher educational policies are consistent.

o NIE programs are responsive to NFHE needs.

o NFHE facilitates the introduction into practice of improvements
and reforms developed under NIE sponsorship.

Among the means to achieve these objectives are:

o Participation of NFHE officials as members of NIE advisory
councils, groups, and boards.

o Participation of NFHE staff members at the NIE Center for
Education Studies and on the NIE task forces.

o Establishment of joint committees from NIE and NFHE to develop
coordinated R&D and implementation programs in higher and 'ost-
secondary education. (The NIE would fund the research, develop-
ment, demonstration, and evaluation of an innovation; the NFHE
would fund its introduction into practice on many campuses.)

o Participation by NIE staff members on tours of duty in the
NFHE.

o Participation by NIE officials in NFHE advisory councils.

Like the OE, NSF, 0E0, and DoD, the NFHE might also sponsor some

educational R&D activities of direct and immediate relevance to its

programs and concerns. However, the Foundation's principal emphasis

would be on providing the discretionary support that enables educational

improvements and reforms to enter practice. The Institute would help to

develop innovations in higher education; the Foundation would help to

implement them.

STATE AGENCIES AND INTERSTATE CONSORTIA

The practice of education is the responsibility of the state and

local agencies. Most innovation and reform must occur through these

agencies. Close and cont!.nuous relationships between these agencies

and the N1E is essential.

The objectives of the relationships should be:

o To insure that the national grogram of R.SD activities responds
to the needs of the states.
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o To insure that the results of educational R&D are made avail-
able to the states in a useful form.

o To facilitate the active participation of state agencies in
educational improvement and reform through R&D.

Among the means of achieving these objectives are

o Participation by chief state school officers and their staffs
in the Advisory Council and other advisory groups and boards
of the NIE.

o Participation by chief state school officers and their staffs
in the activities of the Center for Educational Studies. (The

assoctate fellows program described in Chapter IV is intended
for state and local officials who might not be able to spend
an extended continuous period away from their jobs.)

o Support by the NIE for strengthening the role of the state
agencies in the demonstration and dissemination of educational
innovations. (This might be done in conjunction with the OE.)

o Support by the NIE for the development of R&D competencies in
state agencies and for their support of R&D activities respon-
sive to their needs in universities, R&D centers, Regional
Laboratories, and independent agencies. (The NIE might work
with OE to develop a partial grant program to state agencies
for these purposes.)

o Support by the NIE for training programs for R&D and analytical
staffs in state agencies, both for those already in the agencies
and to prepare new professionals for such positions.

o Sponsorship by the NIE cf activities intended to develop analyt-
ical tools (such as improved information systems) for state
agencies.

A number of these activities in support of state agencies h(ve been in-

cluded in Program Area 1V, Strengthening the R&D System, described is

Chapter III.

In addition to the state educational agencies, there now exist a

number of interstate consortia or commissions that include educatiun

among their concerns. These include the Fducation Commission of the

States (which is conducting the National Assessment of Educational

Progress), ae Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education, the

Sollthern Regional Education Board, and the New England Board for Higher

Education. The NIE should include these agencies in its activities

through the use of mechanisms like those noted above.
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LOCAL AGENCIES

The need to establish close relationships with representative lo-

cal educational agencies and higher educational institutions is evident.

Much of what has been said about state agencies applies in this instance

as well, with the appropriate substitution of terms. Superintendents,

school board members, principals, teachers, students, community repre-

sentatives, and parents should be represented in the several councils

of the NIE and, more generally, in the councils of the many R&D instru-

mentalities it supports.

In addition to the objectives and means described in the discussion

of state agencies, the NIE should consider the following means of estab-

lishing relationships with the local agencies and their personnel:

o Encouraging the formation of interdistrict consortia to sponsor
or conduct R&D activities of mutual relevance to the districts.
The NIE and OE might help fund and train staffs for such con-
sortia. The consortia could contract with universities, Re-
gional Laboratories, or other independent organizations for R&D
assistance.

o Encouraging the participation of principals and teachers in
NIE-sponsored R&D projects and in the work of the NIE's Center
for Education Studies end program task forces.

o Facilitating the formation of local agencies, like the Teachers
Centers in England, through which innovative practices could be
disseminated. Especially important is the development of tech-
niques whereby practicing teachers can be engaged in R&D activ-
ities, familiarized with the results of R&D and helped to trans-
late them to meet their local needs.

o Developing mechanisms whereby Leachers and principals and other
local officials can help in determining the problem areas and
priorities for educational R&D.

This set of relationships is the most crucial and the most difficult for

the NIE to establish. Considerable effort should go into establishing

them, especially during the Institute's earl, years.

PRIVATE AND NONFORMAL EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Educational institutions outside of the conventional, formal struc-

ture are increasingly important parts of the educational system. They

include such agencies as job corps centers, profit-making technical
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schools, Children's Television Workshop and other television agencies,

textbook publishers, and educational technology companies. Tht NIE

must be concerned with these nonconventional forms and formers of edu-

cation as well.

Its objectives should be

o To be aware of the problems and needs of these portions of the
educational system and to develop program activities that re-
spond to them.

o To make results of its activities available to these agen-
cies, 3S appropriate, and to those in government agencies who
are concerned with regulation of this sector.

The principal means of doing this would be:

o Participation by representatives of these agencies on appropriate
N1E councils, groups, and boards.

o Participation by staff members of these agencies in the activ-
ities of the Center for Education Studies.

o Study by the NIE of these agencies, their needs, and their pros-
pects.

REGIONAL LABORATORIES AND R&D CENTERS

One of the major deficiencies of the educational R&D system and,

most particularly, of its linkage with the educational system, has been

the lack of institutions in which interdisciplinary, developmental, and

applied activities might be undertaken. An attempt was made to alleviate

that problem with the creation of university-based R&D Centers and inde-

pendent, nonprofit Regional Laboratories during the mid-sixties. These

kinds of institutions, as well as other independent research organiza-

tions that have turned their attention to educational problems, will be

essential constituents in the R&D enterprise supported by the NIE and

especially important links between it and the educational system.

In the beginning there were 20 Regional Laboratories and 8 R&D

Centers. The number of laboratories has been reduced in two stages,

to a total of 11 in FY 1972, as a result of budget limitations and

Apparent dissatisfaction with the performance of some laboratories. At

the same time, funding uncertainties and management constraints have

hampered the ability of even the effective laboratories to develop
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first-class staffs and to trar,sfer programs into practice. The NIE

will take over the principal funding of the laboratories and centers.

When it does so, it should aim to create a more mutually satisfactory

relationship between the sponsoring agencies and the university-based

and independent research institutions.

The objectives of the relationship should be:

o To insure that an adequate number of institutions exist in
which interdisciplinary, developmental, and applied educational
R&D activities can take place.

o To insure that the R&D activities in those institutions respond
to the needs of the educational system and that their findings
and products reach practice.

o To insure that, subject to the requirements that their perfor-
mance be satisfactory, the institutions are provided with suf-
ficient funds, information and authority to permit effective
staff and program development to occur.

Among the rwane of achieving these objectives would be:

o Creation of additional laboratories, centers, and other inde-
pendent agencies as the needs for new ones are demonstrated.
(it is unlikely that the existing complement is adequate to
meet education's needs. Even as support is withdrawn from
some institutions, support should be provided to groups to
develop new institutions to satisfy still unmet needs.)

o Institutional support should be a major portion of an institu-
tion's budget only in the first few years and only to catalyze
its growth. After that period, the majority of an institution's
budget should be program support, obtained in some form of com-
petition with comparable institutions. The remainder of the
budget should be Institutional support funds provided as some
portion of program funds to be used for supporting research,
staff and program development.

o Multiple sources of support for the laboratories and other
applied research and developmental organizations should be en-
couraged. Having the organizations work for other Federal agen-
cies, state agencies, and local agencies will enhance their
ability to link R&D with practice, provide additional evalua-
tions of their quality, and reduce their dependence on and
sensitivity to the program choices of a single agency.

The thrust of these recommendations is to reduce the one-to-one mu-

tual dependence that now exists between the laboratories and centers

and NCERD. The NIE would see its role as a catalyst to the creation

of the institutions necessary to an effective R&D system and as a
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supporter of R&D at those institutions once they have passed through a

beginning stage. But its obligation to them would be finite in extent.

Upon reaching maturity, each institution would be expected to seek pro-

gram support from multiple sources in competition with other R&D insti-

tutions. Institutional support funds would be provided only as a

proportion of program funds.

SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION

Educational improvement and reform depend on changes in teacher

performance. Central to the achievement of such changes are the schools

of education and teachers colleges, where many teachers are prepared.

The NIE's relationship with teacher education must be close.

That relationship should be guided by three objectives:

o To insure that the results of educational R&D are suitably re-
flected in teacher education.

o To insure that the problems of teacher education itself are the
subject of appropriate study and development.

o To help strengthen the R&D capability at schools of education.

Among the means of achieving these objectives are:

o Participation by personnel from teacher-education institutions
and associations on NIE advisory councils, groups, and boards.
(Of special relevance in this instance would be the Center for
Professional Development that has been described in Chapter IV.)

o Participation by personnel from teacher-education institutions
and associations in the activities of the Center for Education
Studies. (An individual might spend a sabbatic year with a
joint appointment at the Center for Professional Development,
where he would help in the management of the extramural R&D
program, and at the Center for Education Studies, where he
would participate in intramural studies involving teacher -
education questions.)

o Development of a strong program of activities focusing on
teacher education in the Center for Professional Development
directly, and throughout the otter NIE programs indirectly.
(See especially Program Element 11-4 in Chapter III and usher
activities mentioned throughout the program.)

o Encouragement of the restructuring of schools of education so
as to bring educational R&D, educational practice, and teacher
education into closer conjunction,
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Institutions of higher education play several soles in the NIE's

field of interest. They are providers rf education; they train the

personnel who provide education; they perform educational R&D; they

train the performers of educational R&D; and they are the subject and

users or educational R&D. Almost everything the NIE undertakes must

be in some relationship with colleges and universities.

Directing these relationships should be the following objectives:

o To undertake R&D activities relevant to the needs of higher
educational institutions.

o To insure that the results of R&D activities are made available
to the institutions for their own use, when appropriate, a.,d
for inclusion in their teacher-education programs.

o To support and strengthen the education- relevant R&D capabil-
ities of the colleges and universities, not only in the schools
of education, but throughout the campus.

o To support and strengthen the education-relevant R&D personnel
training capabilities of the colleges and universities, not only
in the schools of education, but throughout the campus.

Among the means to achieve these goals are:

o Participation by students, faculty, and administrators from col-
leges and universities on NIE advisory councils, groups, and
boards.

o Participation by students, faculty, and administrators in the
activities of the Center for Education Studies (that is, members
of these groups would be eligible for appointment as junior or
senior fellows).

o Encouragement of the formation of agencies (such as the Western
Interstate Commission on Nigher Education R&D groups) to work
on the R&D needs of higher education.

o Provision of consistent, adequate support to competent university-
based educational R&D activities.

SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

There already exist a vide variety of organizations whose principal

role is the establishment of communication among dispersed professionals

with common interests. These are the professional and scientific soci-

eties in education and R&D. Among them are such groups as the National

Education Association, the American Council on Education, the American
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Educational Research Association, the American Mathematical Association,

the American Psychological Association, National Science Teachers Associ-

ation, American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education, and the

American Association of School Administrators. These organizations

are exceptionally important and useful channels of communication to

and from the various disciplines and interest groups in education and

R&D. The N1E should strive to employ these channels both to convey

the results of R&D and to find out about needs and opportunities.

The objectives of the NIE's relationships with these groups should

be:

o To strengthen their role as transmitters of information within
the R&D community, within the education community, and between
the two communities.

o To strengthen their role as links between the NIE and its sev-
eral .onstituencies.

o To strengthen the role of the scientific societies in raising
the quality of educational R&D.

The means of achieving these objectives include:

o Participation by professional and scientific society representa-
tives on NIE advisory councils, groups, and boards.

o Sponsorship of society-organized journals, conferences, and
critical reviews related to the NIE's interests.

o Use of existing society journals, meetings, end related activ-
ities to convey R&D results and to determine R&D needs and
opportunities.

Since society members will Almost always have some other education or

R&D association, the web of relationships betweep the NIE and the soci-

eties will be much more complex than this listing might suggest.
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VI. INITIAL ACTIVITIES

The preceding chapters have described what the NIE might become.

This chapter discusses how, if the Congress authorizes its formation,

it might get there. At its inception the NIC will face four major

issues:

o What should its initial program be?

How can it acquire first-quality staff?

o How large should its budget be?

o How should the transfer of responsibilities from the current

NCERD to NIE occur?

INITIAL PROGRAM

The most important initial decisions, save the choice of a Director,

concern program. From among the wide tangs Jf possibilities, only a

portion of which have been displayed in Chapter III (Program), there must

be selected a reasonable number of priority areas on which the Institute

can focus its initial efforts. These must satisfy the criteria of worth

and balance identified earlier. Most especially, they must promise some

early practical returns.

Not unly the substarce of the program but also the method by which

it is developed and the inaividuals who are involved in its development

are important. The Listilute should quickly establish its concern for

its constituencies and for quality. This means that a wide range of

hio,hly respected and knowledgeable individuals from R&D and practir.e

should participate in planning the NIE's initial program.

An appropriate way to proceed would be to develop an Age,;,:ia for

Echc2ational Rescaroh and De,:utotmeNt. A planning staff and advisory

council, aided by panels of consultants, would examine each of the major

areas of educational R6D. They would review prior and current work,

identify what needs to be done, and define desirable programs of work in

each area. The staff and advisory council would then verge the programs

in each area into a coordinated program and recommend program priorities.

Members of the consultant panels and the advisory council would he chosen

from distinguished educators and scholars. This activity would take
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between six months and a year, but because of its general importance

for educational R&D, it shoulc:' be begun even before the NIE is authorized.

The results of this effort would also assist in the Institute's

initial staffing (some panel members and staff, and those taey recom-

mend, might be asked to join the NIE), in budget planning (the panels

would be asked for budget estimates for their program recommendations),

and in the transfer of responsibilities from the NCERD (the i_anel reports

could guide NCERD's program during the transition period to the NIE).

INITIAL STAFFING

The choice of a Director is the crucial staffing decision. His

ability to attract other first-class individuals to fill major posi-

tions, his judgment in making program decisions, Lnd his competence in

describing program achievements and needs to the several constituencies

will determine the Institute's success. And, of course, he must have

the confidence of officials in the executive branch and in the Congress.

These requirements seem to point to an individual of demonstrated

competence in R&D and in administration. Implicit, as well, is the

desirability cf his appointment being mode without the intrusion of

partisan political considerations.

A successful NIE program will require the cooperation of a number

of disparate communities: practicing educators; "tradittonal" educa-

tional researchers; natural, social, and behavioral scientists; human-

ists; artists; and technologists. A major responsibility of the Director

will be to bring these groups together in new ways. For that reason

it is essential that he be a highly competent and widely respected

person whose stature and reputation are such as to raise him above

factional differences among these groups.

The Director should choose his deputy and assistant directors and

work with them an other major staff choices. It would be desirable

to bring many of the initial staff on for two-year appointments. And,

as noted above, should an agenda development activity he undertaken,

its participants might become staff members or help in identification

of prospective staff.
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INITIAL BUDGET

A major part of the NIE's initial budget sill be funds currently

planned to be expended by NCERD. About $130 million of the FY 1973

plan total would be transferred. The major question is, How much of

an increment should be added? There are two viewpoints.

The first argues that the Initial budget sheuld contain a large

increment because:

o The problems are large and the current effort is far too small;

o A small initial increment will make subsequent growth more

difficult; and

o The size of the budget increment indicates the seriousiess

with which the Congress and the administration view the

Institute.

The second maintains that slower, steady growth is the proper

course for the NIE because:

o Personnel, managerial, and institutional resources are too

limited to spend a large increment wisely;

o A large, poorly expended initial increment will make subse-

quent growth difficvlt (witness the difficulties with earlier

R&D institution building); and

o It will prove sufficiently challenging to expend existing

resources and a small increment wisely.

These opposing viewpoints demand the specific discipline of de-

signing a detailed RSD program, includins Identification of its

prospective performers, for cppropriate resolution. This is another

reason for encouraging an early development of an agenda for educa-

tional R&D, with budget figures.

Short of such a program, budget estimates must rely heavily on

judgment. The judgment expressed at the NIE planning meetings might

be summarized as follows: The first-year increment should be around

$25 million. Five years after inception, the NIE's budget should be

Based on preliminary planning figures, which might change during
the budgetary process.
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ale effectively to employ at least a $250 million increment. (This

total would still represent less than 1 percent of educa:ion's con-

tribution to the GNP.) A tenth-year increment of $1 billion would

begin to create an engine of improvement and reform large enough to

move the education system. Table 9 summarizes those figures and some

intermediate steps, assuming that the NIE begins full-scale operation

in FY 1973.

Budget 1973

Baseline budget 130

Budget increment 25

Total 155

Table 9

BUDGETS FOR NIE
($ millions)

Fiscal Year
1974

1

1975

130 130

50 1 100

1976

130

175

180 I 230 305

1977 1978

130 130

250 375

380 505

TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES

1979 1980 1981 1982

130 130 130 130

500 650 800 1000

630 780 930 1130

Most of the budget authorities that are currently the responsibi-

lity of the NCERD should be transferred to the N1E. The result would

be, as noted above, the transfer of about $130 million from the FY 1973

planned budget. This does not mean that the programs currently being

supported by NCERD need also be transferred.

The authorities transferred should Include:

o General research, covering a wide variety of solicited and

unsolicited research activities, including the regionally

sponsored research grants program;

o Targeted research- -five activities intended to develop co-

ordinated R&D programs on early childhood, reading, vocational

education, organization and administration, and higher education;

o R&D Centers and Regional Educational Laboratories;

o Experimental schools;

o Research training;
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9 Fesearch on dissemination;

o Construction of R&D facilities; and

o Overseas research.

Evaluation and policy-oriented research applied to the programs

of the OE should remain in the OE, as should the collection of edu-

cational statistics by the National Center for Educational Statistics

(LACES),

Dissemination services provided the National Center for Educa-

tional Communications (NCEC) will be important for both the OE and

the NIE. Thus, the NCEC should remain in the OE but be responsibl,

for serving both the NIE ana the OE. The NIE, however, should under-

take the program of research into the process of dissemination (and,

more generally, the process of innovation and reform) that the NCEC

has been sponsoring. And the NIE may want to request the development

of additional services from the NCEC.

The transfer of fundin3 authority from the NCERD to the NIE should

occur all at once, in order to avoid the disruption within the NCERD

and in the outside community that a prolonged transfer would incur. To

permit this passing of responsibility to take place smoothly, it seems

appropriate to plan on the timetable shown in Table 10 (if the UIE is

authorized during calendar year 1971).

Table 10

TRANSITION CALENDAR FROM NCERD TO NJE

Agency
Responsibility

FY 1972

NCERD

NIE

Manage current program;
consult with NIE staff
on ne starts and future
planning.

Hire staff and eevelop
program and organiza-
tional plans; consult
with NCERD on new starts
and future planning.

165

FY 1973

All vograms trans-
ferred to NIE.

Manage fJ11 program.
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Appendix A

PREVIOUS PROPOSALS FOR NATIONAL INSTITUTE(S) OF EDUCATION

There have been several calls for the establishment of a distinct

national agency devoted to the conduct and support of educational re-

search and develoo2ent. Because they respond to the same set of circum-

stances that led the A.,Iministration to propose creation of the NIE, the

two most recent proposals--those by David Krathwohl and by the Commission

on Instructional Technology -- deserve careful examination.

THE KRATHWOHL PROPOSAL

In his Presidential Address before the Annual Convention of the

American Educational Research Association in February 1969, Dean David

Krathwohl called for the creation of National Institutes of Education,

separate from the Office of Education, but reporting to the Assistant

Secretary for Education.

"The National Institutes of Education would consist of a central

coordinating staff which would, like NIH, work with a series of insti-

tutes, each focused on a critical education problem. Each institute

staff would develop the best possible research, development, dissemina-

tion, and installation program to solve the education prqblem for which

it would be responsible. It would carry out the program largely by

working with those in educational institutions, industries, and labora-

tories with appropriate capabilities. In-house research would be carried

on only if there were clear advantages Problems around which an insti-

tute would be constituted could be as broad as urban education, or as

circumscribed as the program now carried on by the Bureau of the

Handicapped.
"1

In that speech, in a subsequent editorial in The Joumal of

Educational Research, and in testimony before Congress, he enumerated

the advantages of such a proposal.

I
The quotes here and throughout this appendix are from Krathwohl's

address; his testimony before the General Subcommittee on Education of
the House Committee on Education and Labor in March 1970; and his edito-
rial in The Journal of Educational Research, December 1969.
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First, "it could provide a kind of stability for planning and

carrying out programs that is lacking in the USOE, which changes both

top personnel and orientation with each new administration.

"Second, by combining on its governing board such persons as re-

searchers, professional educators, superintendents, and state department

of education personnel, it would have the advantage of providing the

forum for mutual education and the basis for a sense of community that

are now lacking.

"Third, there is greater likelihood that, as an off-the-executive-

line agency which is one step removed from the pressures, it could re-

solve the priorities issue of which problems have a combination of high

social need and appear amenable to a research attack."

Fourth, "it provides for a visible focusing of effort on a given

problem." ..."For instance, given a problem such as urban education,

one could identify the sociologists, psychologists, economists, polit-

ical scientists, as well as educational researchers, with interests and

ideas bearing on the problem. There would be a reedy and concerned

clientele in the schools that would benefit from such a focused effort;

they, in turn, would be interested in helping to set priorities and

advise on development."

Fifth, "the Institutes, like NSF, would take responsibility for

the nurture and growth of the manpower and physical resources necessary

for research, development, dissemination, and installation, so that

these could be developed and used in the wisest possible way for the

improvement of education. This concern is at a very low level now in

the USOE.

"Sixth, by removing these programs from the Office of Education,

it would prevent the continually threatened break-up of the Bureau of

Research.

"Seventh, it would, of course, make coordination with the programs

of the Office of Education more difficult. But...concern with the prob-

lems of education is spread throughout government. It is possible that

a less proprietary attitude could be built into the new Institutes so

that greater cooperation among the Federal agencies would be possible."

Krathwohl alsc considered some possible disadvantages.
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First would be "the difficulty of coordinating the program across

the Institutes for the good of education as a whole.... Rela:ed to this

is the concern that a 'party line' might develop in a focused program,

such as the National Cancer Institute has been accused of. Only research

with certain orientations then receive [sic] support. For this...the

best answer lies in the choice of staff with broad vision and the appro-

priate choice and use of panels and committees to maintain appropriate

perspective."

Second, there is the concern "that the establishment of such a set

of Institutes would further divorce education from the social sciences

on which much of its research program depends.... Regardless of where

educational research is located, it will now need to coordinate with the

social science wing of NSF."

Third, there is the concern with "the threat of Federal control of

education which the in-house research capacity of such a unit poses....

However, there appear to be enough checks built into the government appro-

priation machinery that this is probably more a potential threat than a

real one."

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

In its report, presented in August 1969, the Commission on Instruc-

tional Technology made six recommendations. For the purposes of this

study the first two recommendations and their associated justifications

are of greatest interest. Recommendation No. 1 concerns the establish-

ment of National Institutes of Education, and Recommendation No. 2 pro-

poses the establishment of a constituent institute, a National Institute

of Instructional Technolo
2

gy.

Recommendation No. 1

"A new institution--the National Institutes of Education
(NIE)--should be established by Congress within the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, reporting directly
to the Assistant Secretary for Education.

2
All quotes are from the Commission Irstructional Technology,

To Improve Learning, 1970.
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"The National Institutes of Education should be broadly
authorized to develop, support, and fund greatly strength-
ened programs in educational research, development, and
application (R.D.&A.).

"The National Institutes of Education should comprise sev-
eral constituent institutes, through which grants would be
made to universities and other independent research insti-
tutions. The institutes would also conduct research them-
selves. The NIE should sponsor, among other things, several
strong autonomous regional R.D.&A. centers, plus a small
number of comprehensive demonstration projects."

In expanding on this recommendation, the Commission noted, The

National Institutes of Education and its component institutes would

undertake a limited amount of research, development, and application

themselves. This proportion should be relatively small, however-

perhaps 10 to 15 percent. The majority of the work should be executed

through grants made by the institutes to selected institutions, both

public and private.

"The National Institutes of Education should be headed by a direc-

tor with outstanding qualifications appointed by the President and

aided in policy making by a small strong top-level Advisory Board. com-

posed of government and non-government representatives. Each constit-

uent institute should also be headed by a highly qualified director.

Together the Advisory Board and the directors would act as a council

to coordinate the work of the NIE.

"The National Institutes of Education should also be expected to

maintain clove ties with relevant research and development being con-

ducted in the many federal agencies outside the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare that operate education programs; also with the

American Educational Research Association and with practitioners in

other relevant disciplines such as social scientists and engineers.

"The National Instituies of Education could use the research models

in agriculture and health as guides. In its disposition of research

funds, for instance, the NIE might well follow the lead of the National

Institutes of Health in concentrating research in universities and other

research-oriented institutions through grants. In cther important matters,

however, agricultural research and development might offer a more appro-

priate model; e.g., with respect to the close cooperation maintained with
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state and local agencies and the emphasis on development and anlicAtion

as well as basic research.

"The National Institutes of Education proposed in this report may

well be involved in research projects running three to five years or

more in length. Annual funding in the ordinary way :ould limit the

effectiveness of such projects. The new organization, therefore, should

explore with the Bureau of the Budget the possibility of obtaining

authority to use 'no-year appropriations' for research programs, or

forward funding arrangements (100 percent committed for the first year,

two-thirds for the second year, and one-third for the third year) simi-

lar to those developed by a number of government agencies including the

National Science Foundation, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Environ-

mental Science Services Administration, the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, and the Department of Defense."

Recommendation No. 2

"A National Institute of Instructional Technology (NIIT)
should be established as a constituent of the proposed
National Institutes of Education. The purpose of The NIIT
should be to improve American education at all levels through
the use of instructional technology. The focus of the Insti-
tute's activities should be on research, development, and
application in equiprsnt, instructional materials, and sys-
tems, and also in training personnel.

"The proposed National Institute of Instructional Technol-
ogy should strengthen and promote the most promising of the
Research and Development Centers and Regional Educational
Laboratories (now operating under Title IV of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965) which are conducting
programs involving instructional technology, and should es-
tablish such other regional centers as it deems necessary."

"Like its fellow institutes, the National Institute of Instructional

Technology could be a new locus of talent, energy, expertise, and imagi-

nation for American education, providing leadership and initiative for

efforts from many sources. It should bring together scholars from many

disciplines and experts from ae various media representing divergent

viewpoints, including talented people who have hither'.o dedicated them-

selves primarily to their own professional fields and organizations and

to their own communities and institutions.
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"The Commission cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of

'a diversity of approaches.' The National Institutes of Education and

its constituent institutes should constantly foster alternative schemes,

in much the same way as systems analysis encourages alternative solu-

tions to an objective that has been established. The problems of educa-

tion will not be solved by any one approach. The very diversity of

human beings and cultural patterns demand diverse approaches. In the

past, education has tended to overlook this diversity and has been in-

clined to proceed on the assumption that everyone should be able to

learn in much the same way. We propose, therefore, a decentralized

pattern for the programs sponsored and coordinated by the National

Institute of lostructiunal Technology, and we envisage regional clusters

of institutions--universities, school systems, state departments of

education, production centers--working together on projects of common

interest and of national significance.

"The Commission has concluded that ot.ly the federal government c

undertake the major responsibility for the expenditures for basic and

applied research, development, and application required in the years

immediately ahead. Furthermore, we believe that the minimum initial

financing required to carry out the recommendations of this report is

approximately $565 million. Of this about $150 million would be re-

quired to launch the National Institutes of Education and the National

Institute of Instructional Technology. The remaining $415 million would

be required for t'..e first full year of operation, including approximatt 1.

$250 million for the research, development, and application activiti.2 ,f

the institutes, $25 million for the center or 'library' of education.:'

resources, $100 million for demonstration projects, and $40 million

the training of personnel. The aggregate amount sug&ested would equa:

no more than 1 percent of the projected total expenditures for Americ

education in fiscal 1972.

This proposed budget, it should be noted, includes the present

research activities of the U.S. Office of Education; it is however.

i:iCc?; to other authorizations for education programs by i,overnment

and private agencies."
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Appendix B

OUESTIONS ASKED DURING PLANNING STUDY

I. Objectivns

1. Should the Institute be concerned with all levels and kinds
of education? Which ones should receive special emphasis?

2. At what stage in the planning cycle of research, develop-
ment, demonstration, and d'Issemination should the Institute's
responsibility stop?

3. Should the Institute play a coordinative role for educational
research and development sponsored by other Federal agencies?

4. Should the Institute respond directly to guidance provided
by state and local education agencies? More generally, what
clientele should it serve?

5. Should the Institute have special responsibility for the proper
growth of the educational research and development community
through, for example, training and institution-building ac-
tivities?

6. Should the Institute focus its efforts principally on short-
term responses to urgent problems of education or on longer-
term knowledge-building to provide the base for more effective
problem-solving later? More generally, what balance should be
sought between these two goals?

7. Should the Institute's intramural research program attempt to
satie'v certain special needs or should it be distinguished
chiefii by size and quality?

II. research and Development Program

One set of questions of great importance concerns the topics that
the Institute should address and the methods for determining, review-
ing, and evaluating those choices.

1. What should the Institute's major research themes be?

2. How should the Institute's effort be distributed among the
various age levels, populations, and purposes of education?

3. Vow should the institute's effort be divided bet:Ten research
and development?

4. How should :he Institute's effen be divided between intra-
mural and extramural research?
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S. How should the Institute's effort be divided between short-
range and long-range research?

6. How should the Institute's effort be divided among the prob-
lems faced by Federal, state, and local education agencies?

7. How should the Institute's effort be divided among the several
education-releVant disciplines?

A second set of questions concerns the mechanisms by which the In-
stitute establishes its initial priorities and continually reviews and
revises them.

1. How should resource allocations and project choices be made?
How should the resultant research or development activity be
reviewed? That forms of outside assistance should be employed?

2. Do the answers to these questions differ for intramural and
extramural research?

A third set of questions concerns activities that support and ex-
tend educational research and development.

1. To what extent shoul4 the Institute support the training of
educational research and development personnel? Shuuld it
perform training activities itself? What means should it use
to support training programs?

2. To what extent should the Institute engage in dissemination
activities? Of what kinds? Performed by whom?

3. To what extent should the Institute support the establishment
of research or problem-solving activities within other Federal,
state, or local educational agencies?

III. Organization and Structure

1. What should the internal organization of the Institute be?

2. What mechanisms should be established to assure appropriate
interactions between the Institute's program and the research
community?

3. That conditions must be satisfied in order to attract to the
Institute the very highest quality educational researchers,
developers, and administrators? How should thair performance
be evaluated and rewarded? To what extent should the staff
he short -tern? To what extent permanent? How large should
the research staff be? What disciplines should it include?
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IV. Relations Between NIE and the Educational System

1. Now should the NIL relate to the operating bureaus of the Of-
fice of Education and the other Federal departments and agen-
cies that support education and education-related activities?

2. How should the NIE relate to the variety of state agencies-
from departments of education to state university systems-
that affect educational. operations?

3. How should the NIE relate to the operating sector--local
school districts, schools, universities, colleges--of the edu-
cational system?

4. How should the NIE relate to other supporters of educational
research and developmentother government organizations,
foundations, the education-products industry, educational
associations, education-school endowments?

5. How should !re N1E relate to other producers of educational
research and development--Regional Laboratories, ':esearci and
Development centers, the National Center for Educational Sta-
tistics, academic institutions, state and local research bu-
reaus, education-products firms, and nonprofit research
institutions?

6. How should the NIE relate to the variety of professional and
educational ,,saciations?

V Initial Activities

1. How rapidly should the Institute grow in dollars, personnel,
programs?

What should its initial program comprise? How should the pro_j-

ects be chosen so as to assure an effective beginning for the
institute"
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Appendix C

INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS CONSULTED DURING PRELIMINARY
PLANNING FOR THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

List of Persons Consulted
'

Ambach, Gordon M.
Executive Deputy Commissioner
The State Education Department
Albany, New York

Anderson, Soil-via B.
Executive Director for
Special Development
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

Atkin, J. Myron
Dean, College of Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Barrows, Thomas S.
Executive Associate
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

Baratz, Stephen
National Academy of Sciences
Washington, D.C.

Bateman, Worth
Vice President
Urban Institute
Washington, D.C.

Beberman, Max
Director
Curriculum Laboratory
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Becker, James W.
Executive Director
Research for Petter Schools
Incorporated
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Begle, E. G.
Director, School Mathematics
Study Group
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Bellack, Arno A.
Teachers College
Columbia University
New York, New York

Berke, Joel
SURC Policy Institute
Syracuse, New York

Bevan, William
Vice President and Provost
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland

Blake, Elias, Jr.
President

Institute for Services to
Education
Washington, D.C.

Boozer, Howard R.
Director, Educational
Development Administration
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, New Jersey

Bower, Joseph
Harvard Business School
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Brickell, Henry M.
Institute for Educational
Development

New York, New York

1
Affiliations listed are those held at the time of consultation.
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Brodsky, David J.
Vice President
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, Ncw Jersey

Burkett, Lowell
Executive Secretary
American Vocational Association
Washington, D.C.

Caffrey, John
American Council on Education
Washington, D.C.

Campbell, Paul B.
Director, Office of
Research and Statistics
Department of Education
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Cannon, William
Vice President
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

Chauncey, Henry
President
Interuniversity Communications
Council, Incorporated
Princeton, New Jersey

Chinitz, Benjamin
Economics Department
Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island

Cohen, David K.
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Cohen, Elizabeth G.
School of Education
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Comitas, Lambros
Teachers College
Columbia university
New York, New York

Conner, Forrest E.
Executive Secretary
American Association of
School Administrators
Washington, D.C.
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Crozier, Michel
Department of Social Relations
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Cremin, Lawrence
Teachers College
Columbia University
New York, New York

Cronbach, Lee J.
School of Education
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Cunningham, Luvern L.
Dean, College of Education
Ohio .itate University
Columbus, Ohio

Defoe, Don M.
Executive Secretary
Council of Chief State School
Officers
Washington, D.C.

Davis, John B.
Superintendent of Schools
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Davis, Lloyd
Special Assistant
Science and Education
Department of Agriculture
Washington, D.C.

Davis, Richard H.
Dean, School of Education
University of Wisconsin--Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Davis, Robert
Director,
Madison Project
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

Pees, Bowen
President
Franklin institute
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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De Mott, Benjamin
Department of English
Amherst College
Amherst, Massachusetts

Derr, C. Brooklyn
The Center for the Advanced
Study of Educational
Administration
The University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

Dershimer, Richard A.
Executive Officer
American Educational Research
Association
Washington, D.C.

Dror, Yehezkel
The Rand Corporation
New York, New York

Dunham, E. Alden
Executive Associate
Carnegie Corporation
New York, New York

Dyer, Henry S.
Vice President
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

Engler, David
Vice President
McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company
New York, New York

Feldmesser, Robert A.
Research Scciologist
Educational Testing Service
New York, New York

Fisher, John H.
Modern Language Association
of America
New York, New York

Forkner, Hamden 1..
Professor Emeritus of
Education
Teachers College
Columbia University
New York, New York

ILO

Gage, N. L.
School of Education
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Glaser, Fohert
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Glass, Gene V.
Laboratory of Educational Research
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

Gleason, Andrew m.
Chairman
Departrent of Mathematics
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Golden, William
Curriculum Laboratory
University of Illincis
Urbana, Illinois

Goslin, David A.
Russell Sage Foundation
New York, New York

Grobman, Arnold B.
Dean, Rutgers College
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Halperin, Samuel
Educational Staff Seminar
Washington, D.C.

Hansen, W. Lee
Department of Economics
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

Hartman, Robert
Brookings Institution
Washington, D.C.

Hemphill, John
Director
Far West Regional laboratory
for Educational Research and
Develornent
Berkeley, California



Hind, Robert R.
President
Educational Development
Center, Incorporated
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Huitt, Ralph
Executive Director
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges
Washington, D.C.

Irby, Alice J.
Executive Director for
Program Development
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

James, H. Thomas
Dean, School of Education
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Jarrett James L.
Associate Dean
School of ":ducation
University of California
Berkeley, California

Kahl, William
Superintendent of Public
Instruction
State Department of Pubic
Instruction
Madison, Wisconsin

Karplus, Robert
Department of Physics
University of California
Berkeley, California

Kelly, James
Ford Foundation
New York, New York

Kerlinger, Fred N.
School of Education
New York University
New York, New York
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kershaw, Joseph A.
Department of Economics
Williams College
Williamstown, Massachusetts

Killian, James R., Jr.
Chairman of the Corooration
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Koob, Reverend C. Albert
Executive Secretary
National Catholic Education
Association
Washington, D.C.

Komoski, Kenneth
Director, Education Products
Information Exchange
New York, New York

Kopstein, Felix
HumRRO
Alexandria, Virginia

Krathwohl, David R.
Dean, College of Education
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

Lambert, Samuel
Executive Secretary
National Education Association
Washington, D.C.

Levin, Henry
School of Education
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Levine, Richard S.
Vice President
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

Lipson, Joseph
Learning Pesearch Associates,
Incorporated
New York, New York
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Little, Kenneth R.
Executive Officer
American Psychological
Association
Washington, D.C.

Locke, Robert W.
Executive Vice President
McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company
New York, New York

Long, Herman H.
President
Talladega College
Talladega, Alabama

Lorsch, Jay
Harvard Business School
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Lumley, John
National Education Association
Washington, D.C.

MacLeod, :olin M.
School of Medicine
New York University
New York, New York

Mars, Walter
American Association of
Colleges of Teacher Education
Washington, D.C.

McBride, Katherine
President Emerita
Bryn Mzwr College
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

McPherson, R. Bruce
Associate Superintendent for
Policy Planning and Development
School District of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Marburger, Carl
Commissioner of Education
State Department of Education
Trenton, New Jersey
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Marquis, Donald
Sloan School of Managemeit
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Messick, Samuel
Vice President for Research
Educational Testing Service
P7inceton, New Jersey

Miller, George A.
Department of Psychology
Rockefeller University
New York, New York

Nyquist, Ewald
Commissioner of Education
State Education Department
Albany, New York

Page, J. Boyd
President
The Council of Graduate Schools
in the United States
Washington, D.C.

Parker, Thomas D.
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Parnell, Pale
Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion

State Board of Education
Salem, Oregon

Phillips, William
Director, Office of Research
and Development
Department of Education
Trenton, New Jersey

Pierce, Wendell
Executive Director
Education Commission of the States
Denver, Colorado

Pollak, Henry 0.
Director, Mathematics Research
Center
Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey
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Pullen, Thomas
Former Superintendent of Schools
Baltimore, Maryland

Reeves, William
Department of Sociology
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Rettig, Richard A.
Graduate School of Business and
Public Affairs
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Rice, Statton
Director
Instructional Resources
State University of New York
Albany, New York

Rivlin, Alice
The Brookings Institution
Washington, DEC.

Robinson, David A.
Vice President
The Carnegie Cordoration
New York, New York

Robinson, Glen
National Education Association
Washington, D.C.

Rosenbloom, Richard
Harvard Business School
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Ross, Sherman
Executive Director, Com:Elittee on
Basic Research in Education
National Research Council
Washington, D.C.

Schwartz, Judah
Education Research Center
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Schwebel, Milton
Dean, Graduate School of
Education
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Seidel, Robert J.
HumRRO
Alexandria, Virginia

Sheldon, Eleanor
Russell Sage Foundation
New York, New York

Silberman, Harry
System Development Corporation
Santa Monica, California

Simms, Albert G.
Vice President
College Entrance Examination
Board
New York, New York

Sizer, Theodore R.
DrJan, Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Smith, Mark
American Association of Colleges
of Teacher Education
Washington, D.C.

Solomon, Robert J.
Executive Vice President
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

Stake, Robert E.
College of Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Steinbach, Sheldon E.
American Council on Education
Waahington, D.C.

Steinhilber, August W.
National School Boards Association
Washington, D.C.

Stone, C. Sumner
Director
Educational Opportunity Protects
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey
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Sullivan, J. Grahan
Deputy Superintendent of Schools
Los Angeles City Schools
Los Angeles, California

Taylor, Donald W.
Dean, Graduate School
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut

Thomas, Ronald B.
Director
College Music Curriculum
Development Program
Manhattanville College
Tarrytown, New York

Trow, Martin
Professor of Sociology
University of California
Berkeley, California

Tucker, Mark
Secretary, Education
Development Center
Incorporated
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Tukey, John W.
Department of Statistics,
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Tumin, Melvin M.
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Turnbull, William W.
President
Educational Testing
Service
Princeton, New Jersey

Tyler, Ralph W.
Director Ereritus,
Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences
Stanford, California
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Ward, Paul
American Pistorical Association
Washington, D.C.

Vestheimer, Frank H.
Department of Chemistry
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

White, Sheldon
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Whittier, C. Taylor
Commissioner of Education
Department of Education
Topeka, Kansas

Wiesner, Jerome B.
Provost
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Wilhelms, Fred T.
Executive Secretary
Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development
Washington, D.C.

Williamson, H.
American Economic Association
Evanston, Illinois

Wright, Stephen J.
Vice President,
College Entrance Examination
Board
New York, New York

Zacharias, Jerrold R.
Director, Education Research.
Center
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, "assachusetts
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List of Formal Meetings Held on NIE Planning

1. NIE Planning Conference, July 6 & 7, 1970, Cambridge, Mass. (This

meeting was organized by Prof. J. Zacharias and Dean T. Sizer and
sponsored by the Sloan Foundation. NIE Planning Staff members were
in attendance.)

2. NIE Program Planning Conference, August 3 & 4, 1970, Washington,
D.C.

3. NIE Organization Planning Conference, August 17 & 18, 1970, Wash-
ington, D.C.

4. NIE Plannbig Conference, August 27 & 28, 1Y/U, Stanford, California.
(This meeting was organized by Prof. L. Cremin and Dean H. T. James
and sponsored by the NIE Planning Study.)

5. NIE Planning Conference, September 2, 1970, Princeton, New Jersey.
(This meeting was organized by Vice President R. Solomon of the
Educational Testing Service and sponsored by EIS and the NIE Plan-
ning Study.)

Groups to Whom Presentations Were Made

Regional Educational Laboratories and Research and Development Centers
Directors Meeting, June 5-8, at Denver.

Commissioner s Conference of Chief State School Officers, June 18, 1970.

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, June 26, 1970.

President's Science Advisory Committee (Education Panel), July 2, 1970.

American Educational Research Association (Sponsored Meeting of Disci-
pline Groups), July 29, 1970.

American Association of Colleges of Teachrr Education, School for
Executives, August 20, 1970.

Subcommittee of Chief State School Officers, August 21, 1970.

EDUCOM (Interuniversity Communications Council, Inc.), October 15, 1970.

Association of Schools and Colleges of Education in State Universities
and Land-grant Colleges, October 26, 1970.

Federal Government Agencies Consulted

Interviews have been held with officials in the following agencies:
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White House

Executive Office of the President
Office of Science and Technology
Office of Management and Budget

Off-Lee of the Secretary, HEW
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation

Office of Education
All major bureaus; National Center for Educational Research and
Development; Deputy Assistant Secretary for Planning, Research,
and Evaluation; National Center for Educational Communication;
National Center for Educational Statistics.

National Institutes of Health
Office of the Director
National Institute of Dental Research
National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases

Office of Economic Opportunity
Office of the Assistant Director for Planning, Research, and
Evaluation

National Science Foundation
Office of Assistant Director for Education
Office of Assistant Director for Institutional Programs

National 13Nreau of Standards

List of Persons Providing Written Comments on Draft Plan
2

Adrian, William
Assistant to the Chancellor
University of Denver
University Park, Colorado

Allen, James E., Jr.
The Woodrow Wilsorl School of
Public and International Affairs
Princeton, New Jersey

Anderson, Scarvia B.
Executive Director for Special
Development
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

Anrig, Geegory R.
University of Massachusetts
Boston, Massachusetts

Armamentos, Robert G.
Educational Facilities Corporation
Chicago, Illinois

Arnstein, George F.
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C.

Astin, Alexander W.
Director, Office of Research
American Council on Education
Washington, D.C.

2
Affiliations listed are those held at time of correspondence.
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Bain, Helen P.
President
National Education Association
Washington, D.C.

Balakrishnan, A. V.
School of Engineering End
Applied Science, UCLA
Los Angeles, California

BeUerman, Max
Director, Curriculum Laboratory
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Becker, James W.
Executive Director
Research for Better Schools,
Incorporated
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Begle, E. C.
Director, School Mathematics
Study Group
School of Education
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Boerrigter, Glenn C.
Director, Division of Elementary
and Secondary Education Research,
NCERD
Office of Education, D.H.E.W.
Washington, D.C.

Briggs, Thomas H.
Meredith, New Hampshire

Booth, Alan
Director, Bureau of Sociological
Research
State Department of Education
Lincoln, Nebraska

Burchinal, Lee C.
Assistant Commissioner
National Center for Educational
Communication
Office of Education, D.H.E.W.
Washington, D.C.
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Burns, Thomas J.
Acting Associate Commissioner for
Elementary and Secondary Education
Office of Education, D.H.E.W.
Washington, D.C.

Butler, Wendell P.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Department of Education
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Frankfurt, Kentucky

Caldwell, Bettye M.
Director, ':'enter for Early Develop-
ment and Education
College of Education
University of Arkansas
Little Rock, Arkansas

Campbell, Ernest O.
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee

Campbell, Paul B.
Director, Office of Educational
Research and Statistics
State Department of Education
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Cannon, William B.
Vice President, Programs and
Projects
The University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

Carmichael, Benjamin E.
Director
Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Charleston, West Virginia

Carpenter, C. R.
Department of Psychology
The University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia

Carter, Launor r.
Vice President, Public Systers
Division
System Development Corporation
Santa Monica, California
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Chadwick, Ruth E.
Principal
The Horace Mann School
Newtonville, Massachusetts

Chall, Jeanne
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Chase, Francis S.
Southwest Educational Develop-
ment Laboratory
Austin, Texas

Christian, Floyd T.
Commissioner
State Department of Education
Tallahassee, Florida

Clark, David
Dean, University of Indiana
Bloomington, Indiana

Clemens, Thomas
National Center for Educational
Communication
Office of Education, D.H.F.W.
Washington, D.C.

Cohen, David K.
Center for Educational Policy
Research
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Colgan, Francis
Coordinator, Planning, Research
and Evaluation
State Department of Education
Lincoln, Nebraska

Comer, James P., M.D.
Yale Child Study Center
Yale Medical School
New Haven, Connecticut

Davis, Robert B.
Director, The Madison Project
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

Demerath, Jay
The American Sociological Associa-
tion
Washington, D.C.

Demott, Benjamin
Department of rnglish
Amherst College
Amherst, Massachusetts

Derr, C. Brooklyn
The Center for the Advanced Study
of Educational Administration
The University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

Dershimer, Richard A.
American Education Pesearch
Association
Washington, D.C.

Eager, George R.
International Council for Educational
Development
New York, New York

Fagon, Burdette
Associate Vice President fs.t.
Academic Affairs
Wisconsin State University
Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Fibling, Paro/d P.
Superintendent of Schools
Columbus Public Schools
Columbus, Ohio

Elmore, Parry
Deputy Superintendent
State Department of Education
Richmond, Virginia

Ellis, Robert A.
Vice President, Fducational
Services Division
General Learning Corporation
Washington, D.C.
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Endicott, Kenneth M., M.D. Gagne, Robert M.
Director, Bureau of Health Manpower President, American Educational
Education, Public Health Service Research Association
National Institutes of Health Washington, D.C.
Bethesda, Maryland

Engelking, D. F.

Superintendent of Public
Instruction
State Department of Education
Boise, Idaho

Essex, Martin
Superintendent of Public
Instruction
State Department of Education
Columbus, Ohio

Evers, Nathaniel H.
Dean, Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences
University of Denver
University Park, Colorado

Fels, Rendigs
American Economic Association
Nashville, Tennessee

Finn, Chester E., Jr.
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Firman, William D.
Assistant Commissioner for
Research and Evaluation
The State Education Department
Albany, New York

Fish, Lawrence D.
Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory
Portland, Oregon

Fisher, John H.
Modern Language Association of
America
New York, New York

Furno, Orlando F.
Research Staff
Baltimore City Public Schools
Baltimore, Maryland
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Gallagher, James J.
Director, Frank Porter Graham
Child Development Center
The University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Geissinger, John B.
President, Elect
American Association of School
Administrators
Washington, D.C.

Gideonse, Hendrik D.
Director, Program Planning and
Evaluation, NCERD
Office of Education, D.V.E.W.
Washington, D.C.

Glaser, Robert
Director, Learning Research and
Development Center
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Glass, Gene V.
Editor, Review of Educational
Research
Laboratory of Educational Research
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

Godbey, Cordon C.
Assistant Pean for Continuing
Education
College of Education
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Goldhammer, Keith
Dean, College of Education
Oregon State University
Eugene, Oregon

Goslin, David A.
Russell Sage Foundation
New York, New York
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Grether, Clara E.
Research Staff
Baltimore City Public Schools
Baltimore, Maryland

Griffiths, Daniel
Dean, School of Education
New York University
New York, New York

Cuba, Egon
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Hall, Newman A.
National Academy of Engineering
Washio on, D.C.

Hirsch, WaPer
Director, Educational Research
Region IX, U.S.O.E.
San Francisco, California

Hopkins. Everett H.
President, regional Education
Laboratory for the Carolinas and
Virginia
Durham, North CarolinA

Humphreys, Lloyd C.
Assistant Director for Education
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C.

Hunt, J. McVicker
Department of Psychology
University of Illinois
Champaign, Illinois

Hamblen, John W.
Project Director, Computer Sciences Ikenberry, Stanley
Southern Regional Education Board Pennsylvania State University
Atlanta, Georgia University Park, Pennsylvania

Handler, Philip
President
National Academy of Sciences
Washington, D.C.

Hansen, W. Lee
Department of Economics
The University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

Hartman, Robert V.
Research Associate
The Brookings Institution
Washington, D.C.

Hemphill, John K.
Laboratory Director
Far West Laboratory for Educa-
tional Research and Development
Berkeley, California

Hilgard, Ernest R.
Department of Psycholoo
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

'tad, Robert
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

130

Jencks, Christopher
Center for Educational Policy
Research
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Kagan, Jerome
Department of Social relations
Harvard University
Cambridge, massachusetts

Kahl, William C.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
State Department of Education
Madison, Wisconsin

Keeney, Barnaby C.
Chief Executive officer
Consortium of Universities
Washington, D.C.

Kelly, Edard J.
College of Education
01,mrsity of Northern Colorado
Greeley, Colorado
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Kerlinger, Fred N.
School of Education
New York University
New York, New York

Kershaw, Joseph A.
Department of Economics
Williams College
Williamstown, Massachusetts

Kessin, William
Department of Psychology
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut

Killian, J. R., Jr.
Chairman of the Corporation
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Koerner, James D.
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
New York, New York

Kurtzman, David H.
Secretary of Education
StaC Department of Education
Harr)sburg, Pennsylvania

Lawrence, Benjamin
Western Interstate Commission on
Higher EducatiOn
Boulder, Colorado

Leestma, Robert
Associate Commissioner for
International Education, IIS
Office of Education, D.H.E.W.
Washington, D.C.

Lipson, Joseph
Plantation, Florida

Little, Kenneth B.
American Psychological Association
Washington, D.C.

MacLeod, Colin M., M.D.
President
Oklahoma Medical Research
Foundation
Oklahoma City, Oklahcma

Madden, Kenneth C.
State Suoerintendent of Public
Instruction
Dover, Delaware

McBride, Katherine
President Fmerita of Bryn Mawr
College
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

McCaffrey, Austin J.
Vice President
Association of American Publishers,
Incorporated
New York, New York

McCarty, Donald J.
Dean, School of Education
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

McMurrin, Sterling M.
Dean, Graduate School
The University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

McPherson, R. Bruce
Associate Superintendent for
Policy Planning and Development
School District of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Meierhenry, W. C.
Chairman, Department of Adult
and Continuing Education
The University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska

Mellado, Ram&
Secretary of Education
Department of Education
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico

Miller, George A.
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Minaw, Newton N.
Chairman of the Board
The Rand Corporation
Santa Monica, California

Moore, J. William, Chairman,
Department of Education
Bucknell University
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 191
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Moss, James W.
Director, Division of Research
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
Office of Education, D.H.E.W.
Washington, D.C.

Nelson, Richard R.
Economic Growth Center
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut

Nichols, Alan H.
President, San Francisco Unified
S-bool District
San Francisco, California

Nix, Charles W.
Associate Commissioner for
Planning
Texas Education Agency
Austin, Texas

Nix, Jack P.
State Superintendent of Schools
State Department of Education
Atlanta, Georgia

Nolan, David M.
Director, Washington Office
Educational Testing Service
Washington, D.C.

Owens, Joseph P.
Chairman, Committee on Studies
American Association of Colleges
of Teacher Education
Cleveland, Ohio

Palmer, Edward L.
Vice President and Director of
Research
Children's Television Workshop
New York, New York

Parnell, Dale
Superintendent of Public
Instruction
State Board of Education
Salem, Oregon

Peper, John B.
Executive Director of Research
and Evaluation
School District of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Pierce, Wendell
Executive Director, Education
Commission of the SLat.ts
Denver, Colorado

Pigge, Fred L.
Director, Research and Services
College of Education
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio

Pincus, John
The Rand Corporation
Santa Monica, California

Pollak, Henry O.
Director, Mathematics Research
Center
Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey

Popham, W. James
Graduate School of Education
University of California
Los Angeles, California

Porter, John W.
Superintendent of Public
Instruction
State Department of Education
Lansing, Michigan

Panel on Educational Research and
Development
President's Selene(' Advisory
Committee
Washington, D.C.

Price, Mrs. Leon S.
President, National Congress
of Parents and Teachers
Chicago, Illinois

Ralzen, Senta
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Director for Education
National Science Foundation
Washington, P.C.

Reitz, J. Wayne
Director, Division of Univers-iv
Programs
Office of Education, D.H.E.W.
Washington, D.C.
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Ross, Sherman
Executive Secretary, Committee
on Basic Research in Education
National Research Council
Washington, D.C.

Rowe, ! :y Budd
Teacher's College
Columbia University
New York, New York

Rowen, Henry S.
President
Tho. Rand Corporation
Santa Monica, California

Striven, Michael
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Selden, David
PresiderL
American Federation of Teachers
AFL-CIO
Washington, D.C.

Ser,enbaugh, James A.
State Superintendent of Schools
State T'epartment of Education
Ba:Limore, Maryland

Shedd, Mark R.
Superintendent of Schools
School District of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sheldon, Eleanor Bernert
Russell Sage Foundation
New York, New York

Shibels, M.
University of Maine
Orono, Maine

Sizer, Theodore R.
Dean, Graduate School of
Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Solomon, Robert J.
Executive Vice President
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

Stalcup, John P.
Director, School of Education
University of Denver
University Park, Colorado

Sullivan, Edwin M.
Special Assistant, Office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Planning, Research, and Evaluation
Office of Education, D.H.E.W.
Washington, D.C.

Swartz, Clifford E.
The Physical Laboratory
State University of New York
Stony Brook, L.I., New York

Taylor, Donald W.
Dean of the Graduate School
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut

Thomas, Ronald B.
Project Director, College Music
Curriculum Development Project
Marymount College
Tarrytown, New York

Topp, Robert F.
Provost, United States International
University
Elliott Campus
San Diego, California

Trainor, Lynn E. H.
Chairman, The Board of Education
for the Borough of North York
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada

Travers, Robert M. W.
College of Education
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Trump, J. Lloyd
Associate Secretary for Research
and Development
The National Association of
Secondary School Principals
Washington, D.C. 19:3
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Tumin, Melvin
Department of Sociology
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

VanderMeer, A. W.
Dean, College of Education
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Vavrina, Vernon S.
Associate Superintendent,
Curriculum and Instruction
Baltimore City Public Schools
Baltimore, Maryland

Vlaanderen, Russell
Research Director
Education Commission of the
States
Denver, Colorado

Wallace, Richard C., Jr.
Director, Eastern Regional
Institute for Education
Syracuse, New York

Ward, Paul L.
American Historical Association
Washington, D.C.

Westheimer, Frank H.
Department of Chemistry
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

White, Sheldon H.
Laboratory of Human Development
Graduate School of Education
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Wise, Helen D.
Vice President, Pennsylvania
State Education Association
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
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Appendix 0

BIBLIOGRAPHY

This bibliography lists the major published sources con-

sulted during this study. It does not, however, include the

many common Federal government sources--agency annual reports,

budget documents, Congressional hearings--from which consider-

able information of value was obtained. Those concerning HEW,

OE, NIH, and NSF were used extensively.
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Appendix E

NATURE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

John Wirt

INTRODUCTION

The complex of activities that constitute educational R&D can be

characterized in many ways. One commonly used characterization dis-

tinguishes four major classes of activity: research, development,

evaluation, and innovation. Three of these classesresearch, develop-

ment, and innovation--correspond directly to analogous activities in

physical science and engineering. The additional class of activities-

evaluation-- acquires importance in education because measurement is

technically and philosophically more difficult and important in educa-

tion than in the usual R&D processes. A listing of these classes and

some of their subclasses appears in Table E-1.

RESEARCH

Research is the process of discovering explanations for observed

phenomena through identification of the critical variables and the

relationships between them. Research that is undertaken in order to

answer a question arising from development work, or research whose re-

sults might immediately affect a decision in development projects is

often called mission-oriented research. Research that is not likely

to affect development immediately or that is done primarily to add to

the store of knowledge is often called basic research. Basic research

results may alter perceptions and lay the foundation for major educa-

tional change, but in themselves they rarely affect current decisions.

EVALUATION

Evaluation is the process of measuring or ausessing the degree to

which an educational activity reaches its goals; it frequently includes

the work of expressing those goals. Evaluation assumes prominence be-

cause measurement of effecte, which is essential to success in an R&D

activity, is much harder to accomplish in education than it is in the

physical technologies. Evaluation includes not only measurement of
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Table E -1

SUBCATEGORIES OF EDUCATIONAL R&D ACTIVITY

Category Description Examples

Research
Basic research

Mission-oriented
research

Eva/Lotion
Policy evaluation

Program evaluation

Outcome evaluation

Assessment evalua-
tion

reve/opment
Operations develop-
ment

Product development

Innovation
Dissemination

Demonstration

Training

Servicing

Conducting basic scientific inquiry.

Resolving a question arising in de-
velopment or operation.

Developing information to assist in
decision-mmking.

Comparing the performance of an edu-
cational program against intended
objectives.

Exploring the merit of an educational
product or solution.

Determining the status of partici-
pants in the educational system.

Inventing a solution to an opera-
tional problem.

Engineering packages and programs
for educational use.

Informing users about solutions
and programs.

Displaying operating models of
developed solutions and products.

Re-educating practitioners in the
use of developed solutions and
programs.

Nurturing and supporting installed
programs and products.

MolecOar, biochemical, and physiological bases of
memory. impact of environmental factors on "dis-
advantaged" children. Small-group theory.

Factors affecting enrollment in adult education.
Optimal sequencing of tasks in teaching language
by computer.

Distribution of Federal financial aids to universi-
ties and students. Incentive structures in educa-
tional development markets.

Analysis of ESEA Title 1 programs. Comparison of
reading curricula.

Judging the effects of a CAI program for Russian
instruction. Measuring the performance of a neu
secondary school physics curriculum.

Longitudinal study of career patterns. Testing cog-
nitive and emotional status of students.

Algorithm for flexible scheduling. Recommendations
for classroom attendance policy. Guidelines for
conflict resolution.

Develop /V math course for preschoolers. Develop
program for retraining teachers of new chemistry
curriculum.

Clearinghouse on teaching of foreign languages.

Visit classroom where microteaching is under hay.

Summer institutes for math teachers. Survey course
in research techniques for administrators.

In-service training for users of new anthropology
curriculum. Adjustment of program to user needs.
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cognitive achievement, but also identification of value changes and

influences on the affective domain. Evaluation cannot often be dele-

gated to electronic or mechanical devices in education. Sometimes it

is best accomplished by visual observation and subjective analysis.

Evaluation comprises a broad range of activities that are not

sharply distinguishable. One possible categorization is into four

c]asses: First, there is policy evaluation, which is analysis of

strategic alternatives for decision-makers. Generally such work is

done at the state and Federal levels of government. Then there is

program evaluation, which is exploring and measuring the effect of

an educational program or programs at the local, state, and national

levels. Third, there is outcome evaluation, which is the testing and

verification of new educational products and solutions. And last,

there is assessment evaluation, which is measuring the cognitive and

emotional status of students and instructors.

DEVELOPMENT

Development is the creative process of inventing new products,

systems, or procedures. The developer must rely on intuition and

imagination in designing his product but should proceed in a disci-

plined way by using his store of knowledge, testing his ideas for

correctness, and encouraging the criticism of colleagues.

Development has two subcategories: operations development and

product development. Operations development includes activities lead-

ing to solutions for managerial problems. Product development includes

invention of products for instruction or other educational uses.

INNOVATION

The term innovation will be employed for lack of a better one.

It stands for the complex of actions involved in interconnecting R&D

and practice. The process of innovation is not unique to education,

since the same exchange must occur in every activity that seeks im-

provement through R&D. However, innovation is a bigger problem in

education, since both the producers and users of educational know-

ledge are widely distributed and poorly organized.
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Categorization of the parts of the innovation process is more

difficult, since constituent activities are less easily isolated than

in the other R&D functions. One possible classification is dissemina-

tion, demonstration, training, and servicing. However, the image of

one-way transmission presented by this list does not reflect all the

essential features of successful innovative activity. Feeding back

user needs and problems during the R&D process is very often required

for successful utilization of the final product.

INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN CATEGORIES

The impression should not be left that R&D functions can be per-

formed in isolation, or that activity proceeds in a linear order from

research to development to innovation. Activity in each function may

be stimulated and redirected by problems uncovered during performance

of another function, or results in one may enable better performance

in another.

A most important interrelationship is the sequential application

of research, development, and evaluation phases during the development

process. After designing a first try at their solution, a disciplined

development team will sulject that solution to a rigorous evaluation.

Elimination of the deficiencies revealed by evaluation is then at-

tempted through research and/or developmental activity. This process

can proceed through many development/evaluation cycles until a success-

ful product is achieved. Experience indicates that more than five

years may be required to complete major developmental projects.

NEED FOR EXPERIMENTATION

Strategies for conducting educational R&D are strongly influenced

by the nature of the educational process. First, it is very difficult

to isolate components of the education system for study in t labora-

tory. Second, the number of factors affecting performance is so great

that samples of a few are not sufficient to draw conclusions about

educational processes. As a consequence, large-scale experimentation

in real-life settings must be an important part of educational R&D.
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Appendix F

PERFORMERS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. AND DEVELOPMENT

John Wirt

INTRODUCTION

Educational R&D is performed in a wide variety of institutional

settings, with more than 90 percent of the total effort produced by

nonprofit organizations. In addition to universities, the list of

nonprofit performers includes research institutes, professional asso-

ciations, education laboratories, and public school systems.

A list of the institutional settings in which educational R&D is

performed appears in Table F-1, along with a few examples that illustrate

the range of contributing agencies in each setting. A list for other

R&D fields would show similar categories and examples, except for one

major difference; the absence of the Federal government from the ed-

ucation list. In education there are no Federal laboratories conduct-

ing R&D, as opposed to the situation in the health field, for example,

where the intramural program on the Federal level is substantial.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Educational R&D is conducted in universities and colleges under

many different organizational arrangements. The most prevalent in-

volves an individual professor soliciting support from the university

or an external source on a topic-by-topic basis. Another is the re-

search bureau, an ongoing team of managers and professionals who ser-

vice a particular set of clients, and who are given long-term support

by those clients. Some of these bureaus are very service-oriented,

as they concentrate on data services, testing, and problem solving at

the local level. A third organizational arrangement in universities

is the program project - -a temporary group of students and professors

drawn together for the purposes of meeting particular contractual

objectives. At the present time, curriculum development is being

done in this setting. The aforementioned forms are not necessarily

found in the schools of education, but may be found in other schools

of the university or as independent institutes or centers.
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Table F-1

EXAMPLES OF PERFORMERS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
a

Universities and Colleges; some examples are:
School of Education, University of Massachusetts
MINIMAST Project, University of Minnesota
Bureau of Applied Social. Research, Columbia University
Office for Institutional Research, Wayne State University

Research and Development Centers; some examples are:
Research and Development Center in Teacher Education, Texas
Education Policy Research Center, Stanford Research Institute
Center for Research, Development and Training in Occupational Education,
North Carolina State University

State Departments of Education; an example is:
Department of Public Instruction, Arizona

Local Schools and School Systems; some examples are:
School District of City of Lincoln, Nebraska
San Mateo Union High School District, California
Milwaukee Technical College, Wisconsin

Education Associations; some examples are:
National Education Association
American Council on Education
American Education Research Association

Other Professional, Public, and Welfare Organizations; some examples are:
National Planning Association, Washington, D. C.

Association of Research Libraries, Washington, D. C.

Sinai B'rith, New York
Archdiocese of San Francisco, California

Education Laboratories; an example is:
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, Berkeley, Cal.

Nonprofit Research Institutes; some examples are:
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey
American Institutes for Research, Palo Alto, California
Educational Systems Research Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington, Virginia

Business and Industrial Organizations; some examples are:
Westinghouse Learning Corporation, New York
System Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich, New York

a
Examples shown are drawn at random from Current Project Information, July

1970, an ERIC publication.
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A fourth organizational form found in universities is the insti-

tu`ional research office in administrative units. These offices are

engaged in local test and measurement programs and rAicy-oriented

research on matters of importance to the sponsoring institution.

RESEARCH .AND DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

A fifth foam of organization at the universities is the research

and deJelopment center, financed by the OE to overcome deficiencies

in the educational R&D system. The primary role of these centers is to

conduce interdisciplinary, programmatic R4D. There is more emphasis

on research than on development in the R&D centers. Effort is made

to focus research efforts for cumulative effects and to concentrate

on problems that affect education generally.

EDUCATION LABOP4TORIES

Tne education laboratories are independent, nonprofit organiza-

tions, financed initially by the OE, but with some support from

consortia of educational interests. In general, the laboratories are

intended to develop solutions to education problems, and to serve as

organizers of education development capability. Emphasis is placed

on developing usable products and money is spent on diffusion activ-

ities. Some: laboratories concentrate on solving regional education

problems.

STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION AND LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS

As a complement to provision of educational services, some local

and state administrative units collect data administer test programs,

produce films and curriculum revisions, evaluate state and local pro-

grams, and prepare plans for allocating resources. The R&D effort is

almost always directed to an immediate operating problem.

EDUCATION AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL, PUBLIC, AND WELFARE ASSOCIATIONS

Many professional and other associations conduct educational R&D.

These associations collect, publish, and analyze data; evaluate
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educational policies and programs; and hold training sessions for re-

searchers. The range of participating organizations is very broad,

as the examples in Table F-I illustrate.

NONPROFIT RESEARCH INSTITUTES

In addition to the nonprofit agencies already listed, another

category of such agencies is involved in educational R&D: nonprofit

corporations and research institutes. Some, such as the Educational

Testing Service, sponsor in-house research; but contract research for

wide assortment of clients predominates.

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL PRGANIZATIONS

In the profit-making sector, R&D activity is concentrated in the

textbook and curriculum publishing business. As few numbers are

quoted in public documents, the scale of activity in this sector is

imprecisely known, but it probably accounts for only a small fraction

of the total national R&D activity. Consulting firma and system anal-

ysis firms are in this category of organization.
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Appendix G

A COMPARISON OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
IN AGRICULTURE, EDUCATION, AND HEALTH

John Wirt

This appendix summarizes an analysis comparing the effort devoted

to R&D in education with that devoted to R&D in health and agriculture.

It shows that in terms of both absolute level of R&D effort and R&D effort

as a percentage of sector contribution to GNP, education is considerably

less cell supported than health or agriculture. The analysis itself

will be published in a forthcoming report.

The comparatively low level of educational R&D may be seen by exam-

ining four different pictures for each sector for FY 1968:

1. The man-years of research, development, and innovation activ-
ity per-Pormed ia each of the possible institutional settings;

2. The dollars of R&D expenditure in each of the institutional
settings;

3. The dollars of research, development, and innovation spon-
sored by each of the institutional sources; and

4. The contribution to GNP in each sector.

Some of these pictures are also drawn for FY 1965 to show the impact

that the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 has had on

educational R&D.

Specifically, it can be concluded that in FY 1968 (see Table G-1):

1. The contribution to GNP was roughly the same in each field;

2. No more than one-fourth as many dollars were spent on research
in education as in health or agriculture; and

3. No more than one-fifth as many dollars were spent on devel-
opment in education as in health or agriculture.

As Table G-2 shows, the ratio of development to research sponsor-

ship is higher in education (0.88) than in health (n.A6), but lower

than in agriculture and the economy as a whole (1.74). The emphasis

on development in education is a recent phenomenon, however, since before

the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965, the

ratio of development to research expenditures was much lower (0.31).

The comparison of R&D funds by a sponsoring institution (see Table G-3)
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Table G-1

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY IN AGRICULTURE,
EDUCATION, AND HEALTH

Sector
National FY 1965 Sponsorship

a
FY 1968 Sponsorship

a

Product ($ millions) ($ millions)
Sector ($ billions) R D I R D I

Agriculture 73.5 355 385 200 379 413 241
Education 53.0 70 30 50 sn 79 65
Health 51.5 1,086 724 (b) 1,446 949 (b)

a
R = research; D = development; I = innovation.

b
No activity explicitly devoted to innovation was identified.

Table G-2

RATIO OF DEVELOPMENT SPONSORSHIP TO RESEARCH
SPONSORSHIP, FY 1968

Sector
Sponsorship ($ millions)

Ratio of
Development
to ResearchResearch Development

Education 90 79 0.88
Health 1,446 349 0.66
Agriculture 379 413 1.09
All sectors 10,000 17,400 1.74

Table G-3

SOURCES OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FUNDS, FY 1968

Sector
Federal

Government
State &
Local

All
Other

Federal
Percent,

of Total

Governmenta
Percent
of Total

Education
Health
Agriculture
All sectors

150
1,526
209

15,000

3
69

109
500

11

801
460

11,900

88

64
26

55

90
61

42

57

a
Federal, state, and local governments.
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shows that education is very different from other R&D activities in

that the Federal government supplies 88 percent of the education R&D

funds. In the health field, government supplies 67 percent of the R&D

funds; and in agriculture, 42 percent. At the national level, 57

percent of the R&D funds for all sectors are supplied by government.

A comparison of R&D communities by performing institutions pro-

duces equally striking differences. Education is unlike health,

agriculture, and the economy as a whole in that neither the Federal gov-

ernment nor industry performs much of the R&D in the sector (see Table

G-4). In all other sectors, at least 13 percent of the R&D dollars

are consumed by the Federal government, and at least 29 percent by

industry. Another difference is the[ in education, 57 percent of the

R&D dollars are spent at colleges and universities, while in health

the figure is 37 percent, and in agriculture, 22 percent.

Table G-4

EXPENDITURE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FUNDS,
BY PERFORMER, FY 1968

($ millions)

Universities
& Colleges

Federal
Goverment Industry All Other

% of % of % of % of

Sector Exp. Total Exp. Total Exp. Total Exp. Total Total

Education
a

113 60 2 1 8 4 65 35 188

Health 875 37 362 15 695 29 464 19 2,396

Agriculture 174 22 156 20 460 58 ... .. 792

All sectors 3,400 12 3,600 13 19,250 70 1,100 4 27,350

alncludes some innovation expenditures ($17 million), mostly by universities
and colleges.

Table G-5 shows the amount of research, development, and innova-

tion performed by institutions in FY 1968, in man-years of effort.

Note that while 15,000 man-years of effort were devoted to specific

innovation activities in agriculture, only 1,296 man-years were applied

in education. No separately idLntifiable innovation effort was found

in health.
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ERRATA

R -657 -HEW, Nationcl Institute of Education: Preliminary Plan for the
Proposed /netituf,e, by Roger E. Levien, February 1971.

1. The List of Persons Providing Written Comments on Draft Plan
(pp. 170-178) should include

Robert Locke
Executive Vice President
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company
New York, New York

2. The following items were inadvertently omitted from the Bibliography
(Appendix D):

Cottrell, Donald P., National Policy for the Improvement of the
Quality of Teacher Education: A Statement by the National Asso-
ciation of Colleges and Schools of Education in State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges, American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, Washington, D.C., August 1970.

A National Center for Teacher Education: A Position Statement Pre-
pared by the Committee on National Policy Conoernimg Teacher Edu-
cation, Association of Colleges and Schools of Education in State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges, February 1971.
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